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ABSTRACT

The Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) pro-
gram encompasses automobile safety, econ-
oiltV, resource conservation, and emissions
appropriate for the U.S. economy in the late
1980's. The Calspan/Chrysler approach is
based upon derivation of the RSV fronr a
current, advanced, state-of-the-art production
automobile. Adoption of a base vehicle ap-
proach provides a practical method for intro-
ducing incremental changes in vehicle desig'n
consistent with program goals and typical
automotive production constraints.

The R$V is being developed within the
framework of projections, specifications, and
a preliminary concept developed in our phase
I program. More salient aspects of that study
are bricfly reviewed in this report.

The Simca 1308, recently introdueed to
the European market, was selected as the base
vehicle. In many respects, this automobile
represents an advanced state-of-the-art engi-
neering practice. Characteristics of the base
vehicle that are pertinent to the study are
discussed.

Design features of the RSV that distingrrish
it ftom the base vehicle are considered in
detail. Major program development efforts
have been expended in the areas of crash
safety where extensive changes were made in
the bumpers, body structures, and restraint
systems. These features have been incorpor-
ated into a producible automotive design.

It is recognized that the RSV project
includes four phases and the preliminary
nature of the results obtained to date must be
fully understood and appreciated. Neverthe-
less, these results seem highly encouraging in
relation to performance ciraracteristics that
might eventually be incorporated into future
motor vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the RSV program, as
defined by the National Higirway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), is to provide
research and test data applicable to automu
bile safety requirements for the mid-1980's
and to evaluate the compatibility of these
requirements with environmental policies, ef-
frcient energy utilization, and consr.rmer eco-
nomic considerations. Accordingly, it is recog-
nized that, in the performance of this
program, factors extending well beyond a
strict consideration of safety are to be investi-
gated. Reduction of highway-accident losses,
particularly human injuries and fatalities, re-
mains the major concern in the study.

The overall program is being implemented
in four distinct phases:

Phase I: Progtam definition
Phase II: Vehicle-design development
Phase III: Vehicle<lesign optimization and

final vehicle fabrication
Phase IV: Test and evaluation

Phase I began in January 1974 and was
completed in April 1975. This activity was
followed by phase II which began in July
1975 and is scheduled for completion in
November 1976. This report presents consid-
erable information on the Ca-lspan/Chrysler
RSV; however, it is important that the reader
appreciate the somewhat preliminary nature
of the results. The basic design will undergo
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additional tests, redesign, atrd analyses before
the overall program is completed. Although
these preliminary results appear to us to be
highly encouraging, a final assessment of the
program significance cannot realistically be
made until phase IV is completed.

To understand our approach to RSV devel-
opment, it is necessarT to review some of the
pertinent background material. All RSV phase
I contractors were given considerable freedom
in the development of both the RSV specifi-
cations and the approach that would be
rrndertaken in order to develop the vehicle.
The only major program restriction was that
the RSV not weigh more than 3,000 pounds.
Early in phase I, Calspan decided that its
recommended approach shottld stress current
(or expected near future) automotive design
practice and vehicle producibility. Conse-
quently, Chrysler Corporation, an organiza-
tion highly tespected for its contributions to
automotive engineering, was invited to partici-
pate in the program.

The results of our phase I study estabhshed
the basic framework within which the RSV is
being developed. For this reason, we provide a
bricf review of the more salient phase I results
that greatly influenced our approach. The
reader interested in specific details of the
phase I study should consult the four-volume
final report [ 1] .

B A C K G R O U N D

Because the RSV was directed toward the
development of a vehicle suitable for the

Figure 1. Projected vehicle mix.

mid-1980's, it became necessary to analyze
several trends that are expected to influence
future U.S. automobile design practices. In
general, we tended to focus attention on the
time between now and the end of this
century. Such a time period was felt to be
realistic in relation to the proglam objectives.
Certainly, the design of mid-l980 vehicles will
be influenced by economic, social, and techni-
cal constraints operating between now and
the time of introduction. Once introduced.
the requirements that are suitable for the
vehicle are dictated by the conditions operat-
ing during the vehicle lifetime---assuming a
nominal lO-year vehicle lifetime extends the
period of interest to the mid-1990's. Finally,
it is our feeling that, because of material
resources and other environmental factors.
vehicle disposal constitutes an important part
of the study. Thus, within this context, the
study is influenced by several factors extend-
ing fot an approximate Z5-year period.

Results of our investigation strongly sug-
gested that future automobile design practice,
at least in the United States. would be
importantly influenced by the availability of
natural resources. The effect will be a notable
and important downsizing in all automobiles.
Figure 1 shows the projections for vehicle mix
developed for the period between 1970 and
2000. It is important to note that, at least
with this forecast, the median curb weight for
automobiles operating on U.S. highways in
1985 is expected to be between 2,500 and
3,000 pounds. (Also note the projected RSV
point on figute 1.) For the purposes of the
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Figure 2. Depletion of resources.

study, we elected to pursue development of a
car that would tend to approximate the
median within the projected mix.

The basis for the projection of much lighter
weight cars was based, for the most part, on
the published estimates of both domestic and
worldwide availability of natural resources.
Recent projections for depletion of many
vital resources are shown in figure 2, which is
taken from reference [2], The situation of
petroleum is particularly alarming. Within the
next 50 years, the world supply of oil may be
depleted. As a consequence, fuel economy of
future motor vehicles must take on increasing
importance. The sitr.ration of other vital min-
erals, many of which are used in automobile
production, is equally distressing. Thus, it is
suggested that the combined influences of
resource depletion of both petroleum and
certain vital minerals will force public accept-
ance of smaller, lighter cars.

Of course, consumer expectations will also
influence future designs. That is, perceived
consumer expectations must be met in order
for the automobile to be a viable product in
the marketplace. For this progralrr, it was

assumed that the oveniding factors in auto,
mobile-use expectations were related to pas-
sengef compartmerrt accommodations and
usable luggage capacity. It was our feeling
that, although consumers would likely, even if
reluctantly, accept smaller cars, they would
not accept great reductions in what they
perceive to be required capacity. Interior

Table 1. Inter ior car and body dimensions

characteristics of a number of production cani
were reviewed and RSV interior character-
istics were then recommended to approximate
ttrose of cars which are felt to be nominally
acceptable for family use. Table 1 shows the
recommended ranges for various RSV interior
dimensions, contrasted with those of the
Plymouth Valiant and Dodge Crrronet. It is
evident in this chart that the RSV interior was
e:rpected to at least approximate cunent
compact-car interiors.

In addition to the factots mentioned, it was
felt that safety requirements would continue
to have an increasing influence on vehicle
design. Indeed, as the overall vehicle mix
moves toward a greater proportion of smaller
cars, the public's natural inclination to associ-
ate greater safety with increased vehicle
weight (and size) is expected to accelerate
demands for increased crash protection. Thus,
it was suggested that the importance of safety
(particularly crashworthiness) will increase
significantly within the next decade.

When considering crashworthiness require-
ments for a mid-l980 vehicle, it is important
to view the situation within the context of
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Veh ic le
Compsrtment

Val iant  Coronet RSV

Fron t  ( i nches ) :
Ef fect ive head room 38.4 38.3 37-39
Maximum effectlve leg

room-accelerator  41.7 41 ,9 42
Shoulder room 55.4 59.2 5,4-56

Flear ( inchesl :

H-point couple distsnce 33.3 33.2 3?-34
Effective head room 37.2 37.3 37-39
Minimtrm ef fect ive leg

room 35,9 36,7 37"38
Shoulder room 55.5 5S.3 54-56

Usable lussage capaci ty ( f t3)  16.2 19.1 t4-19
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the expected vehicle mix (see figure 1).
Within that projected vehicle mk, the RSV,
representing a "median" weight vehicle,
should be expected to have an almost equal
Iikelihood of having accidents with cars that

Figure 3. RSV exterior crash characteristics.

are significantly heavier and lighter. For ex-
ample, in today's environment, a 2 500-pound
car is most likely to encounter a heavier
vehicle in an accident. In 1985, however, a
2 500-pound car would have an approxi-
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d i rect ion

F ront

Zone Major
considerat ion

Pedestrian p rotection and
min imum veh i c l e  damage

Side and rear  cornpat ib i l i ty
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Occupant  protect ion
fronta l  co l l is ions

M in imum veh i c l e  damage
Occupant  protect ion rear

co l l i s i ons
M in in rum veh i c l e  damage

and  v i s i b i l i t y
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mately equal likelihood of encountering
either a much heavier or a much lighter car.
Hence, the demands on the RSV for crash
compatibility with other cars are greater than
those necessary for a car of similar weight
operating in the present environment. Fur-
thermore, it was our feeling that future
requirements should give some consideration
to pedestrian protection- situation that is
completely lacking in present automobiles, As
a result of these considerations, a zonal
concept was developed for the RSV.

The basic crash zone concept is illustrated
in figure 3. As shown, there are three specific
zones in the front structure and two for both
the side and rear structures. It is. of colrrse.
recognized that a given zone may be involved
in a number of different collisions. For
example, zone 1 plays a part in all frontal
collisions. Nevertheless, the controlling fac-
tors in the performance properties of this
zone are pedestrian protection and minimiza-
tion of vehicle change. Similarly, as shown in
figure 3, basic crashworthiness-design motiva-
tion for all other parts of the vehicle stnrcture
were at least philosophically defined.

Finally, it is important to note the extent
of demanding crash-perforrnance specifica-
tions imposed on the RSV. These are slrm-
marized in table 2. Both a goal and minimum

Table 2. RSV crash-performance specifications

impact speed condition were specified for
each collision mode. A strong effort is being
made toward achieving the goals established
for each impact type. However, it was felt
that providing a range would allow systematic
hade-offs to be made as the vehicle design
was being developed. Such trade-offs are
indeed being made as the program progresses.

Before leaving the topic of RSV impact
specifications, the matter of vehicle intrusion
and injury criteria should be briefly ad-
dressed. No specific intrusion requirements
were imposed on the vehicle design. Intru-
sions that did not interfere with the function
of providing occupant protection were
deemed acceptable. Occupant protection
systems are to be evaluated in relation to
specified injury criteria. For the study, cur-
rent Fcderal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
(FMV$S) 208 injury-criteria limits were se-
lected.

Once the basic framework within which the
program would operate was estahlished, it
became necessary to develop an approach for
development of the RSV.

BASIC APPROACH

Because the RSV is intended to reflect
automotive technology in the mid-1980 time

lmpact speed

Direction lmpact obiect Configuration 
(mi/h)

Comments

G o a l  M i n i m u m

Fixed flat barrier 0" to 45o 50 40 Injury criteria
front-seat occupants

F i x e d p o | e b a r r i e r C e n t e r i m p a c t 5 0 4 o | n j u r y c r i t e r i a � �
front-seat occupants

Front  F ixed f la t  barr ier  0"  35 30 In jury cr i ter ia

Fixed rat barrier 0o zE zo rflii:11T1-",t',#?"Jlooo,o
RSV 50% offset 450 a40 Iniury criteria

tront-$eat occupants
RSV Center impact a50 440 Iniury criteria

front.seat occupants
Side RSV 0" to 45o 45 40 Injury criteria

side-struck occupants
Rear RSV 0o 50 45 Iniury criteria

all occuPants

aSpeed for each car.
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frame, the program must be viewed as having
rather short-term objectives in relation to
automotive transportation. Typical leadtimes
for implementation of feasible concepts into
production automobiles require 3-5 years.
Furthermore, commitment to such imple-
mentation (at about 1980 for a 1986 car)
must be based upon existing demonstrated
and feasible production methods. Thus, auto-
mobiles that are likely to be produced and
marketed in the mid-1980's are expected to
be based upon advanced automotive technol-
ogy representative of the late 1970's and early
1980's.

As a result of our particular concern for
producibility and the limited available pro-
gram resources, it was decided that the RSV
should be derived from a production autom+.
bile. With this approach, producibility ques-
tions could be evaluated on an incremental
rather than a global basis. That is, because the
base vehicle is currently being produced, only
the incremental design changes between the
base vehicle and the RSV need to be investi-
gated in order to establish the production
feasibility of the resulting design.

Although this approach provides a rational
basis for assessing vehicle producibility, it also
results in a number of constraints on the
subsequent vehicle design because the RSV

Figure 4. Base vehicle,*Simca 1308.

must then reflect, for the most part, the basic
geometrical design, drive system, chassis, and
other properties of the base vehicle. Such
constraints are not considered overly demand-
ing, but they certainly do provide important
restrictions. For example, with this approach,
it is not feasible to relocate the engine in
order to provide increased crush distance
during frontal collisions.

It was essential that appropriate coneern be
exercised in the selection of the base vehicle.
This selection constituted a significant part of
the phase I effort. It was important that
candidate base vehicles be ones which were
suitable for expansion into a future vehicle
design. Thus, such a vehicle must represent
many aspects of the latest automotive state-
of-the-art technology. Yet, it is equally impor-
tant that the vehicle be reasonably representa-
tive of a wider class of automobiles. Clearly, if
the base vehicle represented a "unique" de-
sign, then the eventual generalization of the
RSV results to the automobile industry would
be in serious question.

The base vehicle selected for the RSV is the
Simca 1308, recently introduced by Chrysler
France to the European market. This automo-
bile, shown in figure 4, has interior occupant/
cargo room equal to that of typical American
compact cars (that is, a four-door Plymouth
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Valiant). Design feahrres of the car include
foansverse front engine, front drive propulsion
system, four-cylinder engine, unitized con-
struction, and fivedoor (hatchback) layout.
Al} of these features are expected to become
increasingly popular in future American fam-
ily cars.

A major factor in the selection of the
Simca 1308 as the base vehicle was its
hansverse front-engine/chassis layout shown
in figure 5. This arrangement allows excellent
passenger-compartment space characteristics.
Furthcrmore, the transverse engine allows one
to ma:rimize front crush distance in relation
to overall hood length. The front drive,
coupled with independent rear suspension,
permits the fuel tank to be placed between
the rear wheels providing excellent fuel sys-
tem protection in the event of rear collisions.
Finally, the absence of a drive shaft tunnel in
the passenger compartment floor permits
straight, constant section cross members to be
placed in the underbody structure. Structural
reinforcements may be internally contained
within the various underbody cross mcmbers.
This design results in greater passenger com-
partment sftuctural integrity in both longi-
tudinal and lateral loading directions.

Passenger compartment space, cargo capae-
ity, and curb weight were generally important
in the selection of the Simca 1308" These clata
for the Simca are summarized in the third
column of table 3. The recommended ranges
for these parameters for the RSV (see fourth
column) are also shown. In general, the values
for the Simca are reasonably close to those
required for the RSV; yet, its curb weight of
2,377 pounds is well below the 3,000-pound
RSV contract specified limit.t Thus, some
expursion in vehicle dimensions as well as
mqjor crashworthiness improvements would
be possible without exceeding weight require-
ments.

To illustrate the more advanced nature of
the Simca design, similar data for the Pinto
and Vega are provided in table 3. These two

rBecause the $imca 1308 is not marketed in the
United States, it does not meet all Fecleral safety
stanclards. It is estimater.l that using current automotive
practice to upgrade the vehicle to tJ.S. requirements
woultl likely add atrou! 150 pounds to its curb weight.

vehiclee were introduced to the public in the
late 1960's and must by now be considered
rather mature designs. Certainly, comparing
Pinto and Vega data to the RSV range
suggests that development of ttre RSV from
this type of vehicle would be extremely
difficult. Thus, it was clear that, in order to
develop the kind of car required, it would be
necessa.ry to select a small, Iightweight, base
vehicle unlike those traditionally produced in
the United States.

Because the base vehicle had the various
features noted above, it was then possible to
concentrate RSV design efforts on crash-
safety considerations. That is, such character-
istics as compartment cargo space! and fuel
economy were assured because these features
would generally carry over from the base
vehicle. The first step in the RSV develop-
ment process was naturally a vnlid establish-
ment of the base vehicle performance charac-
teristics.

BASE VEHICLE EVALUATION

Extensive safety tests were performed with
the base vehicle. These tests indicated the
base vehicle active safety characteristics (brak-
ing, handling, and so forth) met or exceeded
the respective RSV requirements in nearly all
instances. The only major exception appeared
to be the case of braking where a front-brake
system failute condition was simuiated. In
this instance, the specified stopping distance
was exceeded. It was found through subse-
quent testing that changing to a diagonal split
brake system (rather than the base vehicle
front/rear split) corrected this problem. Be-
cause of the excellent performance of the
base vehicle active safety system, it was
possible to direct a major program effort
toward crash safety.

Both dynamic crash and static cmsh tests
were performed with the base vehicle. The
tests that were performed are schematically
illustrated in figure 6. Static crush tests were
performed on the front, rear, arrd side of the
vehicle. These data were necessary in order to
establish an initial condition for the structural
modeling effort (see later discussion) and to
provide some guidance in selecting impact
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Figure 5. Schematic i l lustration of the Simca running gear components.

Table 3. Car and bodv characteristics

Item
Vehic le

1975 Pinto 1975 Vega Simca RSV range

Front compartment (inches) :
Effective headroom
Maximum effective leg room-accelerator
Shoulder room
Hip room

Rear comtrartment {inches} :
H-point  couple d is tance
Effective headroom
Minimum effective leg room
Shoulder room
Hip room

Luggage compartment:
Usable luggage capacity (ft3)

Curb weight  ( lb)

37.3
40.8
52.5
5 1 . 8

28.7
35.8
30.4
5 1 . 0
42.O

6.3

2  6 1 3

37.1
43.5
5 1 . 3
47.2

2t.4
35.3
29.6
49.2
42.5

8.7

2 558

37.2
4 1 . 1
54.7

3 1 . 2
36.4
36.1
53.5

1 1 . 6

2 317

36-39
40-42
g-60
54-60

37-39
35-38
54-60
54-60

14-19

2 500-3 000
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conditions for the dynamic-crash-test series.
In general, impact speeds for the various crash
tests were within the ranges stipr.rlated in the
RSV specifications (refer to table 2).

Although the base vehicle exhibits satisfac-
tory performance during 35-miih barrier and
other low-speed impacts, its performance is
far from satisfactory during impact within the
RSV crash performance ranges. Figure 7
shows photographs of the base vehicle after
some of thesc more severe crash tests. The
major deficiencies of the base-car structure in
relation to passenger compartment intrusion
and basic integrity are apparent in all photo-
graphs except for the 35-mi/h baricr car. At
ttris point in the study, it was clear that RSV
development would have a substantial impact
on the base-vehicle structure.

The development of the RSV was divided
into three major categories: styling, crash
safety, and vehicle systems. Of these, princi-
pal effort was expended rn the area of crash
safety. Each, hclwever, is described briefly in
the following sections.

STYLING

Both exterior and interior styling were
deemed to be an important part of the RSV
development. Because of limited pro$am
resources, it was decided that an attempt
would be made to have the RSV carry over a
maximum number of the base vehicle exterior
body panels. Yet, it was also considered
important that the RSV exhibit a distinctly
different appearance than the base car and, if
possible, improve aerodynamic drag. Finally,
in view of the pedestrian impact require-
ments, it was recognized that a completely
different front facia would be necessary.

A number of different front- and rear-
styling themes were considered and developed
into full-scale clay models. These were re-
viewed and an RSV exterior design was
selected. The selected design led to the RSV
illustrated in figure 8, where photographs of
the front and rear views are provided. The
contrast between the RSV and the base
vehicle (refer to figure 4) clearly illustrates
the carryc-rver of body parts from the base car;
yet, the RSV provides a fresh upgrading of
the already attractive appearance of the base
car. Although aerodynamic drag character-
istics were not investigated, the RSV appears,
at least from a subjective viewpoint, to
provide improvement in drag properties.

A similar styling effort was directed
towards the RSV interior. Again, an effort was
made to maximize carryover parts. The areas
of the vehicle that provided the greatest
challenge were the door-trim panels, lower
instrument panel (knee restraints), and roll-
bar structure. Each of these appears to have
been resolved into attractive, functional com-
ponents.

' - t

CRASH SAFETY

The RSV crash-safety activity is schemati-
cally illustrated in figure 9. As noted in the
illustration, base vehicle crash properties as
discussed previously constituted an initial
input to this scheme. The crash-safety activity
was divided into three principal categories:
bumper, structure, and restraints/interior. In
each case, engineering, design, and test activi-
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ties were can'ied out at the subsystem level.
Once desirable performance wa$ estairlished in
all catcgories, a total vehicle system was
developed and system integration testing was
initiated.

At this point, it is emphasized that the
basic philosophy underlying the Calspan/
Chrysler crash-safety development is that this

subject is now mature, that is, there exists a
nr-rmber of analyticnl tools t.rat may be used
in conjunction with limited experimcntation
to establish the final engineering design. In-
deed, it was felt that the RSV program should
conclusively demonstrate this point. Accord-
ingly, extensive computer simulations were
employed in all aspects of bumper, structure,
and restraint development activities.

Figure 8. Front and rear views of the RSV.
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BSV Crash safqty

Des ign  and
coftlpu Icr

s imu la t ion

Figure 9. RSV crash safety activit ies.

F igure 10.  Bumper design and insta l la t ion.

t
I t

Low.densitV urethane
energy-absorbing foam

'In this discussion, only brief consideration is given to
the bltmJ.rer system. The reader intercstcd in morc dctails
should consult the palrer by Kruse [ 3l .

illustrated, the system employs a high-
density/urethane foam skin with crash energy
management provided by a low-density-
energy-absorbing foam. The principal purpose
of the bumper system is to provide pedestrian
impact protection and minimize vehicle dam-
age during low-speed collisions (refer to zone
1 in figure 3).

The basic shape of the exterior surface was
established through a series of computer
simulations. For this purpose, the Calspan-
developed 3-D crash-victim simrrlation was
employed. Energy-absorbing foam properties
were established as a result of a specified
body-block impact requirement (100-lb, 8-in
diameter form must impact at speeds up to 20
mi/h without exceeding 60 gravity) and flat-
barrier-impact requirements (no vehicle dam-
age for vehicle/barrier impacts up to speeds of

I mi/h). Numerous tests of this nature were
performed in order to verify the adequacy of
the design.

The RSV specifications do not tequire
front-end impact with a dummy. Battelle,
Columbus Laboratories, has, under contract
with NHTSA, developed such test procedures
in an attempt to simulate vehicle/pedestrian

Bumper

The front-bumper design
are schematically illustrated

and installation
in figure 10.2 As
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impacts. An RSV front struehrre was made
available to the Battelle progrf,m and they
perlormed a number of pedestrian-impact
tests where both child and adult dummies
were used. Preliminary test results, as re-
ported by Pritz [4], suggest that the RSV
front bumper might have important implica-
tions relative to reducing the severity of
vehicle induced pedestrian injuries in both
children and adults.

Structure

The most significant impact of the RSV
design on the base vehicle is in the stmcture.
The requirements on the struchrre were that
it be developed in accordance with the various
characteristics outlined previously for the
zone concept (again refer to figure 3). Addi-
tionally, this part of the vehicle has the
greatest potential impact on eventual produci-
bility. All proposed structural-design changes
were investigated to determine what their
impact would be on the methods used to
produce the base vehicle. Finally, because of a
recyclability requirement placed on the vehi-
cle and limitations in domestic supplies of
aluminum (see fig. 2), steel was used (for the
most paft) in the structural design. As a
weight-saving measure, aluminum was em-
ployed in the hood and trunk lids.

The basic structural changes between the
RSV and the base vehicle are schematically
illustrated in figure 11.3 As is evident in the
illustration, major changes were made in the
front- and side-structural components. As a
weight-saving measure, high-strength, low-
alloy (HSLA) steel was extensively employed
in these structural changes"

The shucture was developed using analyti-
cal /empir ical  methodology. With this
approach, the vehicle is modeled as a system
of spring/mass elements. Basic models used in
the progtam for various types of collisions are
schematically illustrated in figure 12. With
this technique, weights of specific vehicle
components (that is, pa$senger compartment,
engine, and so forth) are lumped and associ-
ated with the masses shown in the models.

r I)etails on the front-Bftucture development are pro-
v ided by Glasgow and Treece [5] .  A s imi lar  methodology
was useri in the devr:lopment of thc siclc and rear systems.

Specific structural elements are associated
with each "spring" element. Force deflection
data for the various structural elements are
determined through a series of static crush
tests. Dynamic strain rate effects are treated
in an approximate manner in the computer
software.a

As noted previously, the cnrsh-test data
developed for the base vehicle were used in
the initial simulations. At this point, design
changes were postulated for the various struc-
tural elements. Computer simulations pro-
ceeded in an iterative manner until RSV
impact requfuements were satisfied by the
simtrlations. Conesponding design changes
were then developed into a base vehicle
body-in-white structure and subsequently
crush tested. Resulting force-deflection data
were then employed in revised simulations,

In order to achieve the performance goals
of the prograrn, two design interations were re-
quired for both front and side structural
systems. At that point, the overall structure
was felt to be sufficiently developed so that
the program could proceed to system-integra-
tion testing. The final RSV passenger-com-
partment accleration body-crush results for a
simulated front-barrier impact is presented in
figure 13. Also shown on the ilh.rstration is
the range developed in our phase I study
(cross-band region). The RSV profile follows
the same general trend as proposed during the
phase I study (three distinct levels for the
various front-structure zones), except it is
displaced somewhat to the right. The rea-eon
for this is that the bumper requircd a pgeater
displacement characteristic than was antici-
pated in the original study. Observe notation
relative to bumper and structure deformation
on figure 13.

In addition to the impact requirements
stipulated in the phase I RSV specifications
(refer to table 2), an effort was made to
insure that the RSV would not have a severe
adverse effect on other heavier and lighter
cars. Thus, vehicle compatibility was extcn-
sively investigated throughout the structr.rral
development. For this purpose, the models

aThe lrasic structural modeling approach with particu-
lar emtrhasis ort car-to-car collisions is coverecl in a
for thcoming paper by Grcene [6] .
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Figure 13. RSV front crush characteristics.

illustrated in figure 12 were used. Representa-
tive small (Honda CVCC) and large (Plymouth
Fury) cars were selected for the study. Front,
side, and rear crush-test data were developed
for both cars. Relying ort an extensive review
of available crash-test data for these cars.
judgments were made concerning the maxi-
mum allowahle crush that could be tolerated
on each vehicle. An extensive array of colli-
sion possibilities was then simr.rlated.

Partial results of the compatibility study
for front and side car-to-car impacts are
illustrated in table 4. As noted, the study
involved four different cars, Simca (base
vehicle), Honda, Plymouth, and RSV. Table 4
shows the estimated maximum permissible
impact speeds among these various cars during
both, aligned front-to-front and perpendicular
front-to-side collision modes. Comparison of
the RSV to the Simca provides an indication
of the relative difference in performance
resulting from the structural alterations. For
example, maximum frontal-impact closing
speed for a Simca-to-Simca collision is 65
miih whi-le that for RSV-Io-RSV is 89 mi/h.
On the other hand, maximum closure speed
for Simca-to-Honda is 63 mi/h and RSV-to-

Table 4. Estimated maximum impact speeds

Struck veh icle

Simca Plymouth

Frontal  c losing speeds (mi/h)

Simca 65
Honda 63
Plymouth 48
RSV 53

Side impact speeds (mi/h)

Simca 29.5 20 34 ^52

Honda 32 21 35 a4g

Plymouth 21 ,5 17 22 37.5
RSV 25 19.5 26 42.5

Str i  k ing
veh ic le

53
58
78
69

48
48
72
7B

63
65
48
58

EExtr8polated value.

Honda is 58 mi/h; cottespondingly, the
Simca-to-Plymouth is 48 mi/h while the
RSV-to-Plymouth is 78 mi/h. Thus, the na-
ture of the trade-off between the RSV and
the base vehicle when impacting other weight
vehicles was established, at least in a qualita-
tive manner.
Restrain ts/ | nterior

The front-seat restraint for the RSV is a
passive torso belt, with the option of a

til
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Lock i ng
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Figure 14. Schematic i l lustrat ion of front-seat restraint system.

semipassive lap belt system. The items that
comprise the system are schematically illus-
hated in figure 14. There are two features,
the movable D-ring and inflatable torso belt,
that merit further discussion.

The passive feature of the torso belt is
achieved through a motor-driven, movable
D-ring. In the belt "on" position, the D-ring is
located on the center pillar. In the "off"

position, the D-ring is moved up the center
pillar and forward on the roof header to the
point where the header meets the A-pillar.
The drive mechanism is a motor-driven,
spiral-wound cable and drive-gear device,
which is currently used in some production
automobile sunroofs.

The inflatable torso belt is intended to
senre two necessary functions. The inflation
process tightens the belt around the upper
torso and thereby allows the occupant to
partially "ride-down" the structure during

more severe frontal collisions. The inflated
belt also improves the distribution of the
restraint forces on both the upper torso and
head. Because of the lower contact pressures
acting on the occupant (when compared to
conventional belts), this system allows higher
belt forces to be imparted to the occupants.s
Thus, interior space inside the vehicle can be
used more efficiently while arresting the
occupants' forward motion.

The RSV preliminary resfuaint system de-
sign was developed using the Calspan Crash
Victim Simulation (CVS) model. The tech-
nique used in the study is described by
Massing et al. [7]. Basically, the simulation
permits extensive analysis of parametric varia-

s Although thc paper addresses a somewhat different
topir:, Kidd and Walsh ltl I prtsont data obtained with
cadavers using various restraint sy$t{:ms. 'l 'heir data tend
to conf i rm th is conclusion.
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tions in belt forces, knee restraints, anchot
locations. and so forth. For the computer
simulation $tudy, passenger-compartment-
deceleration properties were determined from
the structural model simulations (described in
the discussion on the structure). Hence, struc-
tural response characteristics directly influ-
enced the restraint system design activities. A
typical 50-mi/h banier simulation for a
50th-percentile occupant with the selected
restraint system is illustrated in figure 15.

Once the preliminary design was estab-
lished, the restraint system was evaluated with
the Calspan HYGE sled. More than 100-
occupant exposures were generated in three
different sled-test series. During this period,
limited computer simulations were performed
to augment the sled results. Typical 50-mi/h
barrier, 5Oth-percentile occupant response
data are presented in figure 16. The data are
extremely encouraging in relation to the very
demanding impact condition.

The rear-seat occupant restraint is a con-
ventional three-point unibelt system, except
that force limiting is provided in the upper
torso belt. It is noted that the impact per-
formance requirements on the rear-seat occu-
pant specify only a 30-35-mi/h barrier impact
range (refer to fig. 5).

To provide energy management during lat-
eral collisions, a special energy-absorbing door
trim panel was developed. The panel, along
with the RSV door structure, is illustrated in
figure 17. Occupant-impact energy absorption
is provided by an aluminum honeycomb
placed in the trim panel. Because of the desire
to keep the door structure as narrow as
possible, it was mandatory that a highly
efficient energy-absorbing media be used.
Numerous candidate materials were evaluated;
however, aluminum honeycomb appears to be
ttrre most suitable choice for these particular
applications.

Figure 15. RSV occupant restraint-system computer simulation.

Occuoant resoonse 50 mi/h 50th-percenti le pas$enger

r 6.0
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Figure 16. lmpact data from sled tests.

Figure 17. Energy-management door-trim panel structure.
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Figure 18.  System integrat ion tests of  the Honda (H) and Plymouth (P) .

The performance of candidate material and
designs were verified through a series of drop
tests. For this test, dummy torso, pelvis, and
upper leg components are placed in the drop
tower. Experiments were conducted with
drop heights allowing for impacts at speeds up
to 20 mi/h.

After verification of all subsystems, the
crash-safety effort moved to system-
integration testings.

System Integration

The system-integration testing began in
$eptember and is scheduled for completion in
eatly November 1976. Thus, the test and
evaluation effort is still incomplete and results
gathered to date are of an extreme-ly prelimi-
narlz nature.

The planned system-integration tests are
schematically illustrated in figure 18. At
present, all five tests shown for vehicles 1 and
2 have been conducted. In all instances. the
preliminary results ate extremely encouraging.
For example, figure 19 shows photographs of
both the base vehicle and the RSV after

45-mi/h barrier impacLs. The improved struc-
tural perforrnance of the RSV is apparent
from these photographs. Equally important,
preliminary occupant exposure data suggest
that all measured parameters meet (or nearly
meet)6 the injury criteria. It is shongly felt
that anticipated future design refinements will
cortect any deficiencies uncovered in these
initial tesLs.

V E H I C L E  S Y S T E M S

As noted in previous discussion, most of
the chassis-related vehicle systems of the hase
vehicle wilI carry over to the RSV. An
exception was the adoption of a diagonal-split
braking system for the RSV. The RSV
brake system is schematically illustrated in
figure 20.

A major change between the base vehicle
and RSV powerplants will be evident. In
addition to safety requirements, the phase II
contract imposes fuel economy and emission
goals on the program. At the time of negotia-
tion, however, it was clearly recognized that

('Fcmur loads on the driver dummy may exceed limits.
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major pfogram re$ources were not expected
to be spent in engine development. Thus, it
was anticipated that present state-of-the-art
powerplants would be used in the RSV.

Within these restrictions, various engines
were considered for the R$V. Primarily be-
cause of its emissions equipment, the 1 716-cc
engine that Chrysler will ma.rket with its

Figure 20.

Figure 21.

RSV brake system.

Engine compartment and belt-drive system.

Power steering pump

Alternator

Water pump

A i r  pump

Mini  ox converter
( main converter fu rther downstream)
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Figure 22. Principal features of the Calspan/Chrysler RSV.

future subcompact car will be used in the
RSV. Packaging studies were conducted to
determine how this engine and related equip-
ment would fit into the RSV. The overall
engine house layout for the 1 ?16-cc engine
with optional equipment and emissions con-
trol devices is illustrated in figure 21" Ex-
pected performance of this engine in relation
to contract goals are stated below:

Expected
Emissions Goal PerformanceT

HC (s/mi) a.4L 1.5
Co (e/mi) 3.40 15.0
NO* (g/mi) 2.00 2.0
Economy
Combined EPA

(mi/e) 30.00 22-24
Performance
35-60 mi/h (s) 24.00 15.5-18.0
50-70 mi/h (s) 22.00 1?.$-20.0

7 Full optional ear with automatie transmission, air
conditinning, power steering, and power trrakes.

Even though neither the fuel economy nor
the emission goals are expected to be realized,
the results are gratifying in relation to per-
formance of many cars in cunent production
which have similar occupant space/cargo ca-
pacity. This is particularly significant in view
of the fact that no program resources were
available for powerplant systems develop-
ment.

DISCUSSION
The objective of the study is essentially to

bring all of these items together into a system
that represents a reasonable automobile. Al-
though the RSV program is far from com'
plete, the kind of automobile that is emerging
from the study is now becoming apparent.
Principal features are illustrated in figure 22.
Certainly, phase III of the program can
realistically be expected to result in a vehicle
that has essentially all of these features. Until
that time, however, the preliminary nature of
results reported to date should be fully
appreciated.
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integrated with each other. Minicars was one
of two contractors selcctcd to pursue these
objectives, and it is the purpose of this paper
to broadly summarize the results of our phase
II efforts.

RSV PROGRAM OBJ ECTIVES

The 53E Concept

The objective of the RSV program, as
described in the "statements of Work" for
both phase I and II, is:

to provide search and test data applicahle to the
automotive safety perforrnance recluirements of l,he
mid-1980's, and to evaluate the r:ontpatibility of lhese
rcquirements with cnvironmental policics, trl'{'ir:ient
energy utilization, and collsumcr cctlnomic considcra-
t ions.

4.
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6.

t .
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As Dr. James B. Gregory, former admin-
istrator of the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, pointed out in his
presentation at the London Experimental
Safety Vehicle Conference;

AII three areas [energy, environment, and economyl

are factors in thc future design of vehicles, and we

want to keep them in rn i t rd as RSV pro(: . ) t lds.  In

discussing safcty, energy, ctrvirontnetrt, atrd ecotromy'

I have called this conceot the S3!l . . .

It is thus clear that in the RSV program,

safety must not be treated in isolation- The
same can be said for the promulgation of U'S.
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
(FMVSS), and we think it is significant that
the U.S. Govemment is util izing the tech-
nological data base generated by the RSV
program to support its rulemaking activities.

In our admittedly triascd opinion, the
Minicars RSV is the epitome of ihe SBE
concept. It demonstrates that national goals
for safety, fuel economy, and emissions can
be compatible, and can all be met with a
producible, marketable, and relatively eco-
nomic product.

Marketabi l i ty and Producibi l i tY

It is obvious that no matter how safe a
system is, no matter how well it performs, it
will not save a single life nor mitigate a single
injury unless it finds its way into the hands
of, and is used by, the general public' There-
fore the RSV and all its systems were de-
signed to be translatable into an affordable,
mass-produced product that would be apped-
ing to U.S. car buyers. Of course, the only
way to prove the producibility and market-
ability of anything is to actually produce it
and sell it, and it is obvious that the RSV will
ncver reach that stage. However, during the
course of the program we have discovered
that all of the RSV systems have been, or are
being, contemplated or developed by the
industry itself, so it seems likely that the
marketability and producibility of these sys-
tems will eventually be provetr, by way of
their assimilation by the automotive industry
and their incorporation on ma.ss-produced and
mass-marketed vehicles. In fact, the only

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

fi/

significant ptoducibility question during the
program has focused on the RSV sLructural
concept, and a detailed cost estimate of this
system by the Budd Company indicates a cost
comparable to that of the Pinto structure, in
quantities of 300,000 Per Year.

The issues of producibility and market-
ability bear directly on the degree of interest
in the program shown by the automotive
industry, since designs that are deficient in
these areas can be dismissed as mere labora-
tory exercises, with no bearing on the real
world. Similarly, an impractical design would
be unlikely to provide useful information for
rulemaking purposes. Therefore, in order to
insure that the project result in a meaningful
demonstration to both Government and in-
dustry of what can be done to satisfy national
goals in the mid-1980's, and to contribute to
a valid data base for FMVSS, we tried to
make the RSV design as marketable as possi-
ble, and we included only those features that
cor-rld be (or would be) incorporated by the
automotive inclustrv in the time frame of
interest.

Maximizing the Safety Payoff  .

The goal of enlightened Government nrle'
making is to produce the greatest public good,
with all factors (positive and negative) being
considered. Accordingly, a requirement of the
phase I Work Statement was to design the
RSV to maximiae the safety payoff (consis-
tent with energy, environment, and econ-
orny). For analytical purposes, "safety

payoff" was intcrpreted by Minicars to be the
total yearly societal benefit (in 1985) minus
the total yearly investment. Design features
were then categorized according to whether
they accrued (a) a quantifiable safety payoff,
(b) a safety payoff that is not quantifiable
with current analytical techniques, or (c) no
safety payoff at all. Restricting our attentiotr
to the quantifiable safety payoff, it was then
apparent that a large number of paths exist
for accruing a safety payoff, and the analyti-
cal problem became one of finding the op-
tirnal path. In other words, we had to select
the combination of safety systems that would
produce the greatest net yearly benefit, on
the basis of substituting RSV's for all the
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vehieles in a certain car class (which was to be
determined analytically ).

In order to determine which car class the
RSV should be targeted for, we made a
detailed projection on 1985 societal costs,
based on projected market shares, vehicle
weights and usage, collision speeds, and acci-
dent modes. We found that the highest 1985
societal costs (assuming no improvements to
current vehicles) would be accrued by sub-
compacts, in the 2,000- to 2,600-pound
weight ranga. This is shown in figure 1. In
other words, the subcompacts pose the great-
est problems from a societal cost point of
view, which also means that safety systems
installed in such vehicles would have the
maximum potential for accruing benefit. Con-
sequently, we decided that the RSV would be
marketed as a subcompact, and that it would
be in the subcompact weight range.

This was all consistent with the contractual
limitation on ttre RSV design of 3,000

Figure l. Societal cost of accidents by vehicle class.
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pounds. However, rdther than merely meeting
the letter of the contract. we determined that
SBE goals would be best seryed by heeping
the weight as low as possible*at the lower
end of the subcompact weight class. However,
marketability would be enhanced by making
the interior as commodious as possible, so the
goal of the RSV design was to combine the
interior space of a compact car with the
exterior size of a subcompact car and the fuel
economy of a sub-subcompact car.

The Effects of Weight

As previously mentioned, RSV program
goals included strong considerations for en-
ergy, environment, and economy in addition
to safety. All of these considerations are
a-ffected by weight.

For arly vehicle, the life eycle energy
requirements are made up of two parts; the
energy required to produce the vehicle, and
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the energy required to operate it during its
lifetime. It is clear that if we were fo do
nothing to a vehicle design except reduce the
amount of materials required, the production
energy would be reduced concomitantly.
Moleover, the reduced weight would Iead
directly to improved fuel economy, which
would lead in turn to reduced requirements
for energy to operate the vehicle. Of course,
fuel economy improvements coulcl also result
from the development of more efficient
powerplants, but such development efforts
have never been a part of the RSV program.

The effect of vehicle weight on fuel econ-
omy invites a second approar:h to reducing
vehicle weight; substituting lighter (but prob-
ably more energy-intensive) materials instead
of or in corrjunction with reducing the
amount of material. This approach has the
effect of forcing a trade-off between produc'
tion energy requirements atrcl operational
energy requirements. Nevertheless, both ap-
proaches have been used in the RSV design,
causing a reduction of 35 percent in the
former and 45 percent in the latter, for a total
reduction of 44 percent in the life cycle
energy requirements relative to a current
production vehicle having comparable interior
volume.

A furthev benefit of using less material is to
reduce the purchase price of the vehicle. Of
course. material substitutions could result in
higher costs per unit weight, so once again
there is the opportunity to trade off purchase
price versus operating costs, on the basis that
lighter and more exotic materials could im-
prove the fuel economy. An rllustration of
such a trade-off is provided by the 1977
General Motors Cars, though it remains to be
seen whether reduced fuel costs will compen'
sate for the higher purchase prices relative to
the 1976 GM models.

Finally, the effect of minimizing vehicle
weight is to permit the use of certairr fuel-
efficient engines designed for small cars. F or
example, the Honda Accord engine would
probably not be acceptable to the driving
public if used in a 3,000-pound car, due to
inadequate acceleration performance. In addi'
tion to being fuel-efficiettt, however, this
stratified charge engine provides the best
compromise between fuel et:onomy and emis-
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sions that is available in a current production
engine. Therefore, good perforrnance in the
environment dimension of S3E could also be
achieved if the RSV weight could be kept in
the same range as that of the Honda Accord
(about 2,100 pounds), and this is probably
the most important aspect of the low-weight
goals established for the Minicars RSV'

T H E  M I N I C A R S  A P P R O A C H  T O  A C H I E V .

r N G  P R O G R A M  O B f  E C T I V E S

The Minicars approach to program objec'
tives has been hinted at already-to use the
most rational approach possible in the estab-
lishment of the vehicle architecture and in the
selection of subsystems, recognizing that
much of vehicle design entails subjective as
well as objective choices. Examples of this
approach are treated in the following text'

Accident Analysis Findings

As already suggested, detailed analyses of
societal costs and safety system benefits were
used extensively in phase I to determine the
RSV market class, to define the safety prob-
lem to be solved, and to establish the priori-
ties among various candidate safety systems.
These procedures were described in detail in
the Minicars Phase I Final Report, and in
papers delivered at the Fourth Intemational
Congress on Automotive Safety in San Fran-
cisco, and need not be repeated here. How-
ever, during phase II, the analytical work was
corrtinued, and is summarized in a paper
entitled '*Phase II RSV Accident Analysis
Techniques," by Keith Friedman, which is
being presented at this conference' A detailed
presentation of the rcsults will appear in the
final report for phase II.

The primary objective of this work was to
update and improve the analysis of current
societal costs, according to accident mode and
velocity, so as to provide a firm, rational basis
for the construction of the phase IV test
matrix. The most detailed data base available
for this analysis i.s the Multi-Disciplinary
Accident Investigation (MDAI) file, which is
known to have some severe biases. In the
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phase I work, these biases were adjusted by
means of matching the distribution of Injury
Levels (on the American Mcdical Associa-
tion's Abbreviated Injury Sc:ale) found in the
Cal II file. In the subsequent phase II analysis,
this matching procedure was applied sepa-
rately for six different accident categories, or
modes: front. side. and rear vehicle-to-vehicle
collisions, front and side fixed-object impacts,
and rollovars.

'Once the file adjustment was completed,
then the distribution of societal cost by
accident mode and velocity could be ob-
tained. These clistributions are summarized in
table 1.

This simple table suggests a rational way to
select test modes and to evaluate the results in
terms of reductions in societal cosl.s. The
most accurate assessment of these reductions
would come from emphasizing, in the test
matrix, those crash modes that contribute the
gleatest portions of the total societal cost.
For example, the table srrggests that for every
fixed-object side impact conducted, we would
logically run eleven frontal vehicle-to-vehicle
tests, or, if the number of tests is limited. we
might forgo the fixed-object side impact
altogether. Moreover, the table gives some
indication of what the appropriate test speeds
might be. The greatest rate of accrual of costs
tends to occur at the 5Oth-percentile velocity
(the velocity below which half of the costs are
accrued), and small increases in system
performance at this speed can lead to sub-
stantial increases in societal henefits. Bv the
time system performance rcaches tfre Zntn-
percentile velocity, however, the law of di-
minishing retums starts to set in, so it is not

Table 1. Distribution of societal costs

entirely coincidental that RSV performance
goals tend to be comparable to the Tbth-
percentile velocities. Accordingly, a rule of
thumb used in establishing test speeds for
significant crash modes was to u$e the
75th-percentile velocity, unless anticipated
system performance indicated otherwise.

Of course, it can be pointed out that the
accident modes described so far are not very
specific; that is, they do not give much
guidance as to how to set up a test. Act:ord-
ingly, societal costs were analyzed in a much
more detailed way, with accident modes being
defined, for example, by the case vehicle
direction of impract force, the case vehicle
damage area, the angle between the vehicrle
centerlines in a vehicle-to-vehicle collision,
and so forth. An example of this detaij is
shown in table 2, which provided the basis for
establishing the phasc lV test matrix.

For any given mode in table 2, the velocity
distribr.rtion in that mode can be examined so
as to determine the 75th-percentile velocity.
(This would probably he different from the
75th-percentilc velocities of tahle 1, because
the modes of table 2 are subsets of the
original six modes.) Such a procedure was
applied to the test modes used in phase II,
and it was discovered that oblique side im-
pacts in which the struck car is stationary (a
test mode used many times in U.S. Govem-
ment test programs) are virtually nonexistent
in the accident files. Therefore. we set out tcr
determinc the most reprascntative side impact
mode, and the 75th-percentile velocity in that
mode. Table 1 indicates that this would be a
vehicle-to-vehicle impact.

The first information can be ohtained from
table 2, from which we find that the com-
bined societal costs for left- and right-side
damage areas are distributed as shown in
figure 2. Clearly the preponderance of costs
lies in the center and front damage areas. This
information indicates strongly that side im-
pacts should produce side-center and front
damage areas, which, for all practical pur-
pose$, means that the "A" post should be
engagcd. This is in conflict with previous side
impact test procedures.

The second step in determining the appro-
priate side impact test mocle is to determine
the impact angle that should be used (that is,

Percent

Accident mode 
of total
societal

cost

SOth- 75rh-
percent i le percent i le

c l os i ng  c l os i ng
veloci ty  veloci ty
(m i / h )  (m i / h )

Vehicle-to-veh icle:
F rontal  47.8
Side 25�.4
Rear 5.8

Fixed object :
Frontal  9.2
Side 4,4

Rol lover 8.O

90
48
38

46
4g
57

E7
36
26

34
3S
43



Percentage
of total

unrestra ined
societal loss

lmgact  force di rect ion

Damage area
1 0 l l

F  r on t :
Right
Left
Distributed
Center
Center and lef t
Center and r ight

Subtotal

R igh t  s i de :
F  ron t
Back
Distr ibuted
Center
Center and front
Center and rear

Su btotal

Lef t  s ide:
F ront
Rea r
Distributed
Center
Center dnd f ront
Center and rear

Subtotal

Rear:
R igh t
Lef t
DistributBd
Center
Centor and left
Center and r ight

Subtotal

Totel

1.90
7.?1

20.01
u - t t

1 3 . 1 3
4.01

1 . 1 4
0,34
3 . 1 4
0.36
0.90

0.16

0 , 1 6

0.1? 0.48
o.so 4,25 2.62
0.11  7 ,20  9 .40

0.36
0.07 6.04 6,12

0.44  1 .911.52  0 .11  0 .03

47.48

1 .35
0.32
1 . 1 4
2.21
4.97
2,05

0 , 1  1  1  . 1 5
0 . 1 0

0.15 0.85
0.08 1.45
0.36 3.76

1 . 5 5

0.08  0 .01
0.09  0 .13
0.12  0 .o2
1 . 4 1  0 . 2 1
0.66  0 .19
o.50

12,O4

1 . 2 5
0.48
1.93
3.28
4.95
1 . 4 4

0,03
0.09

0.38
o.43

0.o4 0.25

0.28  0 .81  0 .13
0.o5 0.33
0.14  1 .07  0 .72
0.66 ?.1 5 0.Og
0.76 3-23 0.52 0.01
0.39 0.76

13.34

0 . 1 3
o.34
2.31
0.07
0.65
0.84

0 . 0 2  0 . 1 1
0 , 1 5  0 . 1 9

o.o4  2 .14  0 ,13
0.05 0.o2

0.20 0.42 0.o3
o . 1 6  0 . 5 7  0 . 1 1

4.34

77.20
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Table 2. .Distr ibution of unrestrained occupant societal cost by damage area and impact force-vehicle-to-vehicle

accidents

The third step is to determine the velocities
of the struck and striking vehicles' To do so,

we generated a bivariate table of societal cost

for this impact mode, with the two velocities
as variables, and we found a clustering of

costs along the main diagonal of the table.

The conclusion: the velocities should be
approximatelY eqr'ral.

With this piece of information, we plotted

the distribution of cumulative societal costs in

the selected test modeo as a function of

closing velocity. We found the 75th-percentile
velocity to be about 52 mi/h. The correspond-
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the angle between the vehicle centerlines at

the time of contact). Logically, this determi
nation should be made on the basis of t'he

largest portion of societal costs in accidents
that produce side-center and front damage
areas. The rcsult of our investigation was that

a large portion (?0 percent)' accrues for

impact angles tretween 75 and 105 dcgrees'

On the ofher hancl, otlly 20 percent of the
cost occurred fclr impact angles between 45
and 75 degrees. We therefore drew the conclu'
sion that Lhe impact angle should be approx'

imately 90 deEtees.
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9.92'x '

Ccntc r  D is t r i t ru ted  Cer r tc r

Figure 2. Percent of total societal loss by side
damage area,

ing speeds for both vehicles were then approx-
imately 37 mi/h. In conclusion, the most
representative side impact test woukl produce
a side-center and front damage a_rea on the
struck vehicle; the vehicles would impact
perpendicularly and the speed of each vehicle
would be about 37 mi/h.

For the rest of the test modes used in phase
II, societal cost analysis also produced the

Table 3. 75th-percentile closing velocities

75th-percentile velocities. These are presented
in table 3, along with the impact speeds
actuallv used.

RSV Front-Structure Optim ization

In the preliminary design activities of phase
I, it was recognized that rational design of the
structure should consider the entire range of
significant accident modes, or better yet,
should minimize the societal losscs for all
accident modes, taking into account the costs
incurred by the occupants of vehicles struck
by the RSV, as well as the RSV occupants
themselves.

Thcse considerations produce conflicting
requirements for the RSV front structure.
RSV occupant protection in frontal impacts is
enhanced by a square-wavc front structure;
that is, a front structure in which the crush
force rises rapidly to a level that then remains
essentially constant throughout the remainder
of the crush. In order to provide protection at
high impact speeds, this force level would
generally be fairly high-60,000 to 100,000
pounds-depending on the amount of frontal
crush available. On the other hand. side-
structure force levels tend to be much lower.

Mode

75th-oercenti le
- , :_ ,_:  ._ , - " : ' . ' -  Clos ingveloc i ty"'1t^':9-u,: '1"lty 

used in phase tlror socletal tests (mi/h)
cosr  lmt /n l

Full frontal barrier 0* (frontal f ixed-object-distributed damage)
Offset/angu la r frontal barrier (center-left and center-right damage)
Front center pole
Rol lover
Aligned frontal vehicle-to-vehicle (V-V frontal distributed damage)
Offset frontal vehicle-to-vehicle (V-V center-left and right damage)
Offset frontal vehicle-to-vehicle (V-V left and right damage)
Vehic le- to-vehic le s ide;  90"  impact  angle,  ve loc i t ies equal ,  convent ional

into RSV
Vehicle-to-vehicle side;90' impact angle, velocities equal, RSV into

convent ional
Vehicle-to-vehicle oblique side; struck car stationary; conventional

in to RSV
Vehicle-to-vehicle oblique side; struck car stationary; RSV into

conventional
Vehicle-to-veh icle square rear

57
40-42

46
57
96
80
90

50-55

50-55

51
45

30
s0
80

( b )

( b )

38

aE2

452

35

30
40

aEach vehic le moving at  37 mi/h.
bNo statistical representation in accident data. Therefore 7sth-percentile velocity cannot be identified,
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because the vehicle architecture precludes
having strong lateral load paths in the occu-
pant package volume. If the RSV front end
were designed to be fully compatible with a
soft side structure, the resulting front+nd
softness would produce a serious degradation
in the ability to protect RSV occupants in
high-speed frontal collisions. Similarly, a hard
RSV front end that is designed to interact
with other hard front ends or fixecl objects at
high speeds would be so hard as to completely
cave in a soft side structure. This, then, is the
essence of the design dilemma; to effect a
compromise between high crashworthiness
and low aggressivity so as to minimize the
total societal cost of accidents involving
RSV's.

The result of this compromise is strongly
dependent on the nature of the other vehicle
with which the RSV is assumed to interact. In
fact, the result is particularly sensitive to the
force levels that can he generated by the side
of the "other" vehicle, since side impact
intrusion can only be limited by keeping
frontal crush forces below this level. In 1g8b.
most of these "other" vehicles woulcl be
conventional cars, even if RSVs were substi-
tuted for all subcompacts. We made the

Figure 3. RSV frontal crush characteristics.

important decision, therefore, to design the
RSV to impact conventional 19Bb vehicles,
not to impact other RSV's.

Of course, we cannot know what the exact
nature of these 1985 vehicles will be, but all
indications point to significant weight reduc-
tions, in order to meet national fuel economy
goals, Since these reductions are being accom-
plished primarily by material substitutions
(for example, plastics and aluminum for steel)
and size reductions, it seems unlikely that
conventional cru crashworthiness will im-
prove, especially in the absence of a 40- or 50,
mi/h occupant-protection standard. We de-
cided, therefore, to assume that 19Bb vehicles
will he structurally similar to current produc-
tion cars.

In the Minicars phase I effort, an attempt
was made to optimize the ESV front struc-
ture and resolve thc conflict between high
crashworthiness and low aggressivity. How-
ever, there was a general lack of crush data for
conventional car side structures, and the only
information we had seemed to indicate a
crush characteristic that rose to 40 000
pounds over the first L2 inches, and remained
constant thereafter. This led to the optimized
RSV frontal crush characteristic shown in

,
i.;
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u
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Phase lop t im iza l iqn

Phase l lop t im iza t ion

50-mi/h frontal barrier test
(C0r rcc ted  fo r  s t ra in  ra te )
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figure 3, with three plateaus: (a) an initial
plateau (bumper c:rush) for damage immunity
at speeds up to 10 mi/h into a bamier; (b) an
intermediate plateau at a force level (37,000
pounds) just below the strength of conven-
tional-car side structures, minimizing aggres-
sivity; and (c) a final plateau at 75 000
pounds, to provide high-speed frontal crash-
worthiness.

Shortly after commencing phase II activ-
ities, Minicars performed some preliminary
crush tests of small cars, and found that they
were much softer than anticipated. Recog-
nizing the significance of this discovery, not
only for RSV structural design but also for
side impact protection standards, the Govem-
ment issued a contract modification that
allowed us to explore this question further,
and to reconsider the RSV frontal-structure

optimization. A series of static crush tests was
performed on four vehicles that were: consid-
ered to span the 1985 automobile mix.
Including large cars and small, foreign and
domestic, two<loor and four-door, the se-
lected vehicles were a Chevette, a Datsun
B-210 two-door sedan. a Datsun 8-210 four-
door sedan. and a Chevelle Malibu Classic
two-door hardtop. In addition, an RSV was
crushed to provide a comparison. Two t:rush
modes were selected for each vehicle; (a) a
9O-degree (perpendicular) crush in which the
t'Att post was engaged, representative of the
most costly side impact mode; and (b) a
30O-degree (oblique) crush in which the "A"

post was not engaged, representative oll the
crash-test mode used frequently for side-
impact tests. It was thought that the two
modes would also provide upper and lower

Figure 4. Side crush as a function of applied force for 90" impacts.
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bounds, respectively, to the side structure
strength.

The results of these tests are shown in
figures 4 through 7. In the 90-degree mode,
the large car (Chevelle) behaved according to
our phase I estimates. However, the small
production cars were again very much softer,
and were remarkaltly similar in performance,
with maximum force levels ranging from

24,000 pounds in the perpendicular mode, to
13,000 pounds in the olrlique mode. The
RSV, on the other hand, was roughly as stiff
as the Chevelle in the perpendicular mode,
and nearly twice as stiff as any of the
production cars tested in the oblique mode.

With this information in hand. the frontal-
optimization study could be performecl in
accordance with the methodology indicated

Figure 5. Side crush as a function of applied force for 300o impacts.
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Figure 6.  "H" point  in t rus ion as a funct ion of  appl ied
force for 90" impacts.

F igure 7.  "H" point  in t rus ion as a funct ion of
applied force for 300" impacts.
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in figure 8. Basically, the procedure consisted
of computer simulations of frontal and sicle
collisions over a range of vehicle classes and
accident modes and velocities. with this varia-
tion being accomplished for each RSV frontal
structure under consideration. For side im-

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

pacts, the candidate RSV front structure was
crashed into a "large" conventional car and a
"small" conventional cffi, this choice of
struck-car classes heing determined from the
side-crush test results. Average weights for
small and large cars were 2,400 and 3,800
pounds, respectively, as determined from
phase I projections of the 19Bb environment.
Accident modes were defined as oblique and
perpendicular. For frontal impacts, accident
modes were defined as fixed-object or
vehicle-to-vehicle, with the latter involving the
front of either a small or a large car. For both
accident types, the closing velocity was varied
in 10-mi/h increments.

In the optimization study, the computer
simr-rlation results were used to determine
which RSV frontal crush characteristic would
result in the lowest total societal cost (recog-
nizing that scope limitations precluded evalu-
ating the RSV frontal structure for aII acci-
dent modes and struck vehicle classes). This
required a relationship between the occupant
response (as dctermined from computer simu-
lations or laboratory tests) and the average
societal cost per injury (as accrued in actual
accidents). Such a relationship can be con-
structed by comparing laboratory data with
actual accident data. for similar crash condi-
tions- Such considerations during phase I
resulted in figure 9, in which the three curues
reflect the fact that different restraint systems
impose different load distributions on the
occupant, and hence different injury severi-
ties. During phase II, a corresponding trans-
formation between the laboratory and the
highway was developed for side impacts,
based on more detailed information than was
available previously.

To compare laboratory data with accident
data and thus develop the transformation, it
was necessary to rate the impact severity. A
number of parameters are available for this
purpose, but the most likely candidates
seemed to be the velocity t:hange AV and the
side crush distance, applied in each case to the
vehicle containing the occupant whose injury
was being assessed. Examples of the lahora-
tory data, plotted versus these two crash
severity parameters, are shown in figures 10
and 11. From these gXaphs, AV was judged to
be the better measure of crash severity, since
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f igur .  A.  Opt imizat ion study methodology.

Side imoact  cos t  ca lcu la t ion Frontal imDact cost calculation

F requency
tJy mode

Total cost of FSV
frontal involvement$

(To be minimized)

Mode
(car - lo -car  and
fixed object)

Side structure crush
characterist ics

Padd i  ng
drot) tcsts

Transformation to
$ocietal cost for

s ide imDacts

Average cosl
per  in ju ry

Total cost of
RSV f ron t  in to

conventional front
and fixed obiects

Transformation to
societal cost for
frontal impacts
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Figure 9. Phase I transformation from laboratory
injury measure to societal cost.

Figure 10. Laboratory test data plotted against AV,

it produced less scatter (presumably because
it is more directly reponsible for occupant
injury). Similar plots were made for chest
severity index (SI) versus crush and AV, hut
the use of peak chest g's tended to produce
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Figure 11. Laboratory test data plotted against
crush.

less scatter in both cases. The next step was to
examine the accident data, which cor-rld be
filtered by seating position (all positions, or
nearside occupants only) and injury status
(injured occupants only, or injurcd and un-
injured occupants). These two filters, plus the
choice of crash scverity parameter, led to
?XZXZ, or eight, possible transformations,
which are shown in figures 12 and 13.
Adjusted correlation coefficients for these
curves ranged from 0.732 to 0.914, indicating
a choice of scveral excellent transformations.
As a general rule, crush yiclds a better
corrclation than does AV. This may appear
contrary to the conclusion drawn above, but
is undoubtedly due to the inability to accu-
rately estimate AV for actual accidents. Fur-
thermore, use of nearside occupants only
tends to give better c:orrelation than does the
use of all seating positions, as might be
expected. No dcfinite conclusions could be
drawn for injury status.
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Figure 12, Injury measure to societal cost transfor.
mations with AV as a parameter.

Having developed transformations relating
dummy irrjury measures (peak chest g's) to
societal cost, the results of the computer mns
could now be expressed in terms of the
average societal cost per injury. These could
then be multiplied by the frequency of
injuries in each category, resulting in the total
cost in each category. When these costs were
then srlmmed over all the categories, the total
societal cost could be compared for each of
the RSV frontal crush chirriurlerisfics under
consideration.

The least costly frontal characteristic is
shown in figure 3, in which it can be
compared with the original characteristic. It is
clear that the new intermediate plateau
(which is present to provide compatibility
with conventional car side structures) is only
slightly above the bumper crush plateau. (The
slight step between thc two plateaus is neces-
sary if crush in 10,mi/h impacts is to be
confined to the bumper, which is in tum
necessary for damage immunity.) As such,
this intermediate plateau provides the softest

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

Figure 13. Injury measure to societal cost transfor-
mations with crush as a parameter,

practical frontal sfoucture, unless either the
low-speerl damage immunity is compromised,
or the performancc of the reyllaceable front
section is reduced below 20 mi/h.

The softness of the optimized cmsh char-
acteristic is due simultaneously to the lack of
sicle impact occupant protection in conven-
tional vehicles (due in turn to the lack of
structural strength and padding energy ab-
sorption capability), to the very long frontal
crush stroke available in the RSV, and to the
supertr frontal occupant protection offered hy
the RSV airbag restraints (to be discussed
later). These restraints are unusually insensi-
tive to the RSV frontal crash pulse, whir:h
allows the pulse to be significantly nonideal
without seriously degrading restraint per-
formance. Also the long crush stroke permits
lower force levels for a given energy absorp-
tion capability, thus avoiding much of the
structural "bottoming out" that would occur
with shorter available strokes. Finally, con-
ventional car side impact protection is so poor
as to require all of thc additional help that the
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RSV front structure ean provide. This sug'
gests, of coursc, a high priority for future
rulemaking activities regarding side impact
occupant protection.

Designing for Minimum Weight

The problem of weight has been bedeviling
automobile designers since the beginning of
the auto industry, and this problem is particu-
larly worrisome today. Current attempts at
weight reductions focus on reducing vehicle
dimensions (at least on the exterior), and on
material substitutions. Obviously, we can only
go so far in reducing exterior dimensions
without beginning to compromise interior
accommodations. Both size reductions and
material suhstitutions must have questionable
effects on vehicle crashworthiness' Conse'
quently, it seems that if we are to go much
further in reducing weight, while simr.rl-
taneously demonsl,rating improved crash'
worthiness, we must go to a new concept for
a crashworthy energy-management system
(the structure). We must find a way to avoid
the 300- to 500-pound increases that have
been associated with crashworlhiness im'
p ovements in the past.

With this objective in mind, in 1973 the
Govemment awarded a contract to Minicars
to improve the crashworthiness of the Pinto,
while keeping any weight increases to 240
pounds or less. In satisfaction of this require-
ment, Minicars developed the foam-filled
sheet metal concept, in which closed sheet
metal boxes were filled with rigid energy-
absorbing foam. This concept is described in
more detail in a paper entitled "Development

of Lightweight Crashworthy Vehicle Struc-
tures," by Richard B. Tanner, which is being
presented at this conference. Basically, the
purpose of the metal is to contain the foam
and to carry road loads (loads generated by
normal vehicle operation). The sheet metal
gages are generally lighter than in a conven-
tional vehicle. While the sheet metal also
contributes to crashworthiness, the trurden
for high crashworthiness performance falls on
the foam. By adiusting the sheet metal gages
and the foam density, the crush character-
istics of the structure can he finely "tuned"

to provide crash pulses of the desired shape.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Since the foam/sheet metal combination pro'
duces a high ellergy density (energy absorp-
tion capability per unit weight of material)
relative to conventional techniques, the high-
speed energy nanagement requirements can
be met while using less material. Furthermore,
the volumetric nature of foam'filled sheet
metal structures makes them quite omni-
directional, meaning that the structure can
ahsorb energy safely when loads are applied
from a variety of directions. This last feature
is significant, because societal cost accounting
indicates that high costs are accrued in frontal
oblique impacts-not just in $quare-on frontal
collisions.

By the end of the Pinto modification
program, we were demonstrating a total net
weight increase of 100 pounds. Nevertheless,
with the installation of advanced inflatatrle
restraint systems (also developed by Minicars
under Govemment contracts) in the modified
Pinto, occupant injury at 50-mi/h velocity
changes was on the order of one'half to
two-thirds the values considered allowable by
the U.S. Government.

At the outset of the RSV program, we
realized that we could simply extend the
Pinto modification effort to the RSV struc-
tural design, and meet the nominal safety and
weight requirements. However' having been
involved in a vehicle modification program,
we also recognized that additions or substitu-
tions to a production structure could not
demonstratc the degree of integration or
producibility that is inherent in production
cars. After all, production cars are designed
from scratch. Moreover. to demonstrate the
full potential of this new structural concept
for weight reductions, we decided that the
most appropriate approach would he to de-
sign the RSV from the ground up.

RSV Structural Design

The RSV structural design was guided by
some philosophical considerations that have
an important influence on the results. This is
easily demonstrated by comparing the RSV
design to that of the U.S. family sedan ESV's.
Our prima-ty concern in this and other Na-
tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration
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(NHTSA) programs is to save the occupant,
and not the car (except in low-speed impacts).
Therefore, our ultimate objective is to reduce
the societal cost of injuries, which relates to
reductions in dummy injury measures, as
indicated in figures 11 and 12. In short, the
criterion for success in crash tests focuses on
occupant response, and is not overly con-
cemed with such structural parameters as the
crash pulse or the intrusion, except insofar as
these influence occupant injury (by way of
ejection, for example), Consequently, no in-
trusion requirements per se have been speci-
fied for the RSV. This allows us to permit
significant intrusion in areas not used by the
occupant in his deceleration, or in areas which
would produce only limited societal costs.
For example, we have no specified limit on
toeboard intrusion. on the basis that foot and
lower leg injuries are not costly compared to
other injuries, although it is clear that even-
tually such inhusion would become unaccept-
able. (For all practical purposes, structural
collapse in other areas, such as in the restraint

Figure 14. RSV front structure conf igurat ion.

mounts, would oeeur in conjunction with
extensive toeboard intrusion, and would rep-
resent a much more serious problem.)

Aside from philosophical considerations,
the RSV structural design was given funda-
mental guidance by the results of the phase I
societal cost analysis, which indicated clearly
that primary attention should be given to
frontal and frontal oblique impacl,s, with less
attention to the side and very little to the
rear. Moreover, the RSV frontal structure
should be designed for low aggressivity when
striking the relatively weak sides of conven-
tional cafii, as discussed previously. These
considerations all point to the need for a
front structure that can crush efficiently at
low-force levels over long-crush distances, and
that can tolerate and efficiently manage
oblique impacts. The best way to achieve
these objectives, while minimizing weight,
cost, and complexity, is to locate the engine
where it will not interfere with frontal struc-
ture crush. Therefore, the decision was made
early on to locate the engine between the rear
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wheels, and to devote essentially the entire
front of the car to crash'energy management,
for both low-speed and high-speed impacts.
As a rcsult, the frontal structure consists
essentially of a foam-filled platform, 9-inches
thhk, that forms the floor of the forward
luggage compartment (see figure 14). Addi-
tional crash loads are generated by longi-
tudinal collapse of the foam-fillcd sheet metal
fender boxes that are located above the front
wheels. This additional load path, while help-
ful in reducing vehicle pitch in frontal colli-
sions, is primarily intended to generate addi-
tional forces in car-to+ar offset collisions.

From the frontal platform and the frontal
fender boxe$, longitudinal loads are trans-
mitted longitudinally through the door and
through the sill, both of which are also
foam-filled. Door strt:ngth is augmented by
two longitudinal c:olurnns---one along the sill,
and one just below the winclow opening.
From there , frontal crash loads go into
foam-filled sheet metal boxes that coincide
with thc top of the rear spring towers, and
through the rear sill kickups, to which are
mounted the engine and suspension control
AItnS.

FISV structural architecture.

E X P E  R I I \ 4  E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

To generate maximum strength in side
impacts without compromising the interior
accornmodations, the sills were braced later-
ally by three foam-filled sheet metal boxes:
one under the toeboard, one under the front
seats, and one under the rear seats. These are
$hown in figure 15. To transmit lateral loads
from the door to the rest of the strucrure.
strong shut fac:es were provided around the
entire periphery of the door. In addition,
crash pins were added to the fore and aft ends
of the upper longitudinal door beam. These
pins also serve to keep the door closed during
frontal collisions.

Additional support of the toeboard in
frontal collisions was provided by a reinforced
foam-filled sheet metal forward tunnel that
ran along the car centerline from the toeboard
to the lateral member under the front seats. A
rear tunnel between the rear seat foot wells
houses a crash-proof fuel storage cell, which is
installed from undemeath the car. The high
fuel economy of the engine permitted this cell
to fit in a small space, since it holds approx-
imately 8.5 gallons.

The least crashworthy part of the structure
is probably the rear of the RSV. because

Figure 15.

iffiir
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rather little crush distance is provided for rear
impacts. Again, this priority was establishecl
by the phase I societal cost-accountins uroce-
dures. However, the engine and suspenliln are
mounted on a sturdy steel tubular frarne_
work-the engine cradle-which canies sub_
stantia_l longitudinal and transverse crash
loads. Moreover, the engine cradle permits the
engine, transmission, and suspension to be
asscmbled outside the car, and then brought
in for installation as a single unit.

RSV Occupant Protect ion

_ With regard to occupant protection, the
RSV design philosophy was to choose the
restraint systems that would ma.rimiae the
safety payoff. For side- and rear,impact oro-
tection, and for rollover protectionj there is
not too much choice in this regarcl, but for
frontal protection a variety of candiclate
restraint systems can be identified. These
include the standard B-point belt system,
3-point force limited belts, and S-point inflat_
able belts for all seating positions. In addition,
we considered advanced airbag systems for
both the driver and the right front passenger,
based on previous development progrants un_
dertaken by Minicars for the trlUfSa. Tnis
previous experience gave us detailerl insight
into the design of each of thesc restraint
systems. For each c:andidate system, the
performance was predicted in terms of the
average societal cost per injury, using com-
puter simulations and transformations from
injury measures to societal cost, such as in
figure 9. As a result, the average societal cost
was determined for each restraint system, as a
function of velocity and acciclent mode. Total
societal cost cor.rld then be obtained by
considering injury frequency, velocity distri-
butions, seat occupancy, and restraini usage.
Even with the most optimistic assumptions
for belt usage, advanced airbag systems pro_
vided superior safety payoff in both front-ieat
positions, and were thus selected for the RSV-
Three-point harness systems were selected for
the two rear-seat positions.

The design of ttre airbag systems is based
on principles that have been thoroughly ex_
plored in previous NHTSA contracts. The
development of RSV restraint hardware from
those principles is explained in detail in the

paper entitled ,,Development 
of Advaneed

Restraint Systems for Minicars' RSV," by
Charles Strother, Michael Fitzpatrick, and
Timothy Egbert, which is being presented at
this conference. To summarize the paper, we
may say that these principles emphasize (a)
small bag volumes, and hence (tl) rapid
inflation, (c) separate bag compartments for
control of head and torso motions. (d) a
force-limiting, energy-absorbing reaction sur_
face, (e) a simple pyrotechnic inflator, and (f)
a crushable knee bolster. Basically, the airbag
is not relied upon to absorb occupant kinetic
energy; rather, it is a load distribution device
that quickly fills the gap between the occu-
pant and the restraint-mounting surface, and
then starts to decelerate the occupant quickly
before he has used up any appreciable strok_
ing volume. The reaction surface (the steering
wheel fr.rr the driver system, and the clash foi
the right front-passenger system) is attached
to the vehicle structure by means of mechan_
ical force limiters, which allow the reaction
surface to stroke inside the compartment at
prescribed constant force levels. This stroking
feature tends to shave the peaks off of the
compartment deceleration pulse, and to trans_
mit an efficient square-wave pulse to the
occupant. The restraint can thereby work
with a very nonideal crash pulse, as is required
for low frontal structure aggressivity. (It also
makes the restraint systems much more adapt-
able to a wide variety of vehicles.) Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, the knee
bolster controls lower torso kinematics, thus
obviating the need for a lap bclt (which would
be difficult to use). The front-seat restraint
systems are shown in figures 16 and lZ.

As a result of these features, the RSV
restraints have lleen shown to provide crash
protection for the full anthropometric range
(including ouL-of-position children in the right
front seat) to 45 to 50 mi/h. System per-
formance with 5Oth-percentile occupants has
been demonstratecl in three car-crash tests to
date, and for the full anthropometric range in
80 sled tests.

The rear-seat restraints have the appearance
of a conventional three-point harness system
with retractor, as would normally he found in
front seats of current production vehicles.
However, two simple design changes have
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been made: (a) the webbing exhibits dras-
tically reduced stretch, although it has the
same appearance and dimensions of standard
webbing, and (b) simple force-limiting devices
have been inserted between the helt and the
anchorages. In conjunction with a slight
change in the helt geometry, the performance
of the system ranges from 35 to 44 mi/h for
6-year-old children to 5Oth-percentile males.
A slightly different restraint design, involving
manual belt adjustment instead of the retrac-
tors, produced somewhat higher performance,
but was not selected because the incon-
venience could lead to either misadiustment
0r nonu$e,

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

In side-impacl protection, it is apparent
that the airbags will have little if any effec-
tiveness. and the effectiveness of belt re-
straints is questionable at best. Therefore,
other protective schemes are required. Basi-
cally, these rely on (a) softening the impact
between the occupant and the compartment
interior, (b) maintaining an adequate living
space, and (c) keeping the occupant inside the
compartment. The first of these features is
provided by substantial padding on the inner
door panel-pproximately 5 inches in the
shoulder area and 4 inches in the hip area.
While thicker padding cor.rld be used in both
areas, crash test experience indicates that it is
not required, and vehicle architecture shows
that it is not desirable. The second feature
(maintenance of living space) is provided by
the stiff side structure described previously:
the strong foam-filled sills, the three foam-
filled lateral sill supports, the strong shut
faces around the door opening, the crash pins
in the door, and the foam filling in the door.
Finally, the third feature (occupant retention)
is provided primarily by a novel side-glazing
concept. In particular, side glazing is fixed to
the door frame, and consists of a single layer
of glass bonded to a thin layer each of Mylar
and polyvinyl butyrate. 'Ihe Mylar/PVB mem-
brane is secured to the door frame. so ttrat

Figure 16.  Dr iver  a i rbag assembly.

Figure 17. Right front passenger restraint.
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Figure 18. Overall BSV body styling.

when the glass breaks at impact, the mem-
brane surface retains the occupant and cush-
ions any head strikes that might occur. In
addition, adequate padding is provided on all
interior surfaces.

Rear-impact protection is augmented by a
unique head restraint, in which essentially
conventiortal seats are attached to the roof
structure via a transparent membrane. This
membrane allows the seats to be adjusted, and
does not ordinarily provide any support to
the seat back. In a crash environment, how-
ever, any tendency of the seat back to
collapse is prevented by the ability of the
head restraint to carry membrane forces.
Similar membranes are provided in the rear
seat. which is made coincident with the rear
bulkhead. In a 40-mi/h collision by a Volvo,
exemplary protection was provided to the
front-seat occupant, while rear-occupant
protection was adequate.

For rollover protection, the emphasis is
placed on keeping the occupant inside the
vehicle, and providing suitable padding for
any interior impacts between the occupant
and the compartment. Again, occupant reten-
tion is provided by the fixed side glazing and
the head restraints, in addition to the features
that are present to keep the doors closed (that
is, the hinges, latches, and crash pins). The

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

roof structure is strong, but substantial crush
would not generally be unacceptable, on the
basis of the accident statistics that indicate
that ejection, rather than roof crush, poses
the significant threat to the vehicle occupants.

F E A T U R E S  O F  T H E  M I N I C A R S  R S V

Foremost among the features of the Mini-
cars RSV are the low weight, Iow emissions,
low fuel consumption, and high safety per-
formance. These have been discussed pre-
viously, and need not be repeated here, so this
section will focus on other vehicle features.

Vehicle Architecture

Vehicle architecture is highlighted by a
transver$e, rear-amidships engine configura-
tion. The body type is basically a two-door
hatchback sedan, as shown in figure 18, The
doors are unique in that they are hinged at
the roof, thus producing a "gullwing" door
configuration. Designed to produce the most
efficient frontal and side crashworthiness, and
to ma:rimize the ease of entry and exit, these
doors open fully with only 16 inches of
clearance between the RSV and an adjacent
vehicle. See figure 19.
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Figure 19. Gul lwing door conf igurat ion.

The Minicars' RSV features the extericlr
dimensior"rs of a U.S. suhcompact, and the
interior dimensions of a U,S. compact, as can
he seen in table 4. The interior space features
a 2+2 seating arrangement, with the acljust-
able front seats accommodating 5th-percentile
females through 95th-percentile males, and
the rear seats accommodating small children
through 5Oth-percentile adult males. The lug-
gage compartment, located in the front of the
car, holds approximately 11 cubic feet of
luggage, while an additional 2 cubic feet of
Iuggage volume is located on the rear package
shelf, acccssible through the hatchback.

Table 4. Comparison of weight. siee. and accommodations

Powertrain

The Minicars'RSV features a four-cylinder,
in-line, single overhead cam, stratified charge
Hc-rnda Accord engine. With a displacement of
1 597 cubic centimeters, and an output of
68 horsepower at 5 000 r/min, the Honda
Accord reaches 60 mi/h in less than 16
seconds, and similar performant:e is expected
from tl"re RSV, due to the similarity in
weights between the two vehicles. The engine
is coupled to a 5-speed manual transmission-
a combination that should provide the RSV
with 31 mi/gal in the city and 39 mi/gal on
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t r n r  ( i n )
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the highway, for a combined fuel eeonomy of
34 mi/gal. These figures represent a slight
degradation in the Honda Accord fuel econ-
omy, based on the larger exterior dimensions
of the RSV. Emissions data for the Accord
are: 5.9 gat/mi CO, 0.79 gal/mi HCj, and 1.47

Eal/mi NO*, although it should be pointed
out that various compromises are possible
among acceletation performance, fuel econ-
offiy, and emissions. The fuel capacity is
approximately 8.5 gallons, with a rubber ATL
storage cell beirrg used to prevent leakage in
crashes.

Electronics

The RSV electronics were developed by
RCA Laboratories, and one of the many
features is an onboard noncooperative FM
continuous wave radar, utilizing a printed

circuit tapered array antenna. Producing 25
milliwatts at a frequency of 10.5 GHz, the
sysfem has a range of about 90 feet' Since this

type of radar generally measures range only'
range rate is determined by processing the
difference in up and down IF frequencies'
Special antenna design minimizes t'he return
signais from side modes, therehy minimizing
thc sensitivity to suq:h false targets as road-

side sign posts and bridge abutments, traffic

in adjacent lanes, and so forth.
Range and ratrge rate information from the

radar are fed into an onboard microcomputer,
whic:h yrerforms a "consisterrcy analysis" on

these signals to eliminate any residual false

targets (overhead bridges and signs in particu-

lar). Furtherrnore, the microcomputet uses a

signal input from the speedometer to calcu-
late, in conjunction with the ratrge and range
rate, the deglee of danger of a t:ollision' The

action that results, if any, is dependent on

further inputs to the microcomputer, such as

steering wheel angle, which allow the micro-
computer to weigh the probability of a

serious accident against the likelihood of a

false alarm. While much more development is
possible in this area, the algorithm used in the

microcomputer could allow the system sen'
sitivity, and the potential false alarm rate, to
be adjusted for driver impairment, or day/
night or wet/dry conditions, and so forth-
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The radar/microeomputer system is de'
signed primarily as a driver aid; that is, to
provide the driver with information or warn-
ings, rather than taking the driving function
upon itself. If, however, analysis of target
range and range rate, in conjunction with
RSV vehicle dynamics, indicates that a serious
collision is unavoidable, the brakes are acti'

' vated automatically. This is done by dumping
, accumulator pressure directly into the brake
cylinders (hypassing the master cylinder) to
obtain maximum braking system response.

In less dangerous circumstances, the micro-
computer issues a waming to the driver' This
requires a special flexible-format display, on
which can be writtcn alphanumeric messages
that relate to either hazard or malfunction
conditions. In normal operation, however, the
display shows numerical indications of fuel
level and engine speed, in addition to an
analog bar indication of vehicle speed. If the
clriver wishes, he can select a status mode
which shows more detailed information, such
as water temperature' oil pressure' distance
traveled, and so forth. Either of these modes
can be interrupted temporarily by hazard
messages such as "following too closer" or
diagnostic messages such as "battery fluid
low." This flexible format display eliminates
the need for conventional dashboard inslru-
ments, thus allowing cost reductions as elec-
tronic systems become ever cheaper.

With the radar and microcomputer in the

car, it is a simple matter to make an "intelli-

gent" cruise control, which operates in the

conventioual way unless the RSV comes up

behind a slower vehicle. Based on radar
inputs, the microcomputer calculates a safe

following distance, and adjusts the distance
between the two vehicles as a function of the

speed of the lcad car.
With the precipitous decline of electronie

prices by 1985, it is possible to provide other

sollhisticated electronics at low cost' For

example, the RSV contains a Citizen's Band

radio and AM/FM stereo cassette com-

bination.

Rurrning Gear

The Minicam' RSV features a four-wheel
independent suspension. MacPherson struts rn
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the front and Chapman struts in the rear are
provided, using Fiat X1/9 suspension com-
ponents. A Fiat X1/9 rack and pinion steering
gear is also used. The suspension and steering
geometry is hrasically that of the Fiat X1/9,
but was adjusted slightly during the course of
handling system development by Systems
Technology, Inc.

The braking system hydraulics consist of a
master cylinder, booster, electric pump and
accumulator, and a 3-channel (independent
front, select low rear) antiskid system, all of
which are manufactured by ITT-Teves of
Germany. Fiat X1/9 calipers and enlarged
XL/9 rotors comprise the remainder of the
RSV fow-wheel disk brake system. Braking-
system installation and testing was performed
by the University of Utah.

In 1985 production, the RSV would prob-
ably utilize fiberglass wheels. At present,
however, the wheels are made of spun alumi-
num, and are specially configured to maintain
the Fiat X1/9 offset (to promote maximum
wheel'bearing life), and to accommodate the
enlarged brake rotors. The tires are 175/65
R15 Advanced Concept Tires (ACT) manu-
factured by Firestone. These tires can be
operated in the deflated condition, which
allows the car to be driven up to 100 miles at
freeway speeds before tire replacement/repair.
This feature eliminates the need Lo carry a
spare tire, and effectively does away with
road-side tire changes.

Plastic and Glass Sy$tems

As discussed previously, superior crash
eners/ management is provided by rigid poly-
urethane foam. The crush strength of this
foam, formulated by the Monsanto Research
Corporation, can be readily "tuned" by ad-
justing the foam density, which ranges from
about 2 lb/ft3 to 4 lb/ft3. Through holes
punched in the sheet metal boxes, the foam is
poured in place, by way of an Admiral
production foam machine. While the energy
management foam has two components (resin
and isocyanate) the machine has been con-
figured to handle three components if neces-
sary. The foam machine is capable of pouring
50 pounds of foam per minute, in precisely
controlled quantities.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

The bumper foam was also formulated by
Monsanto Research Corporation. This semi-
rigid polyurethane foam has a density of
about 4 lb/ft3. which allows the RSV to have
a front bumper that weighs only 13.3 pounds.
The rear bumper weighs about 5 pounds.
These weights compare to 150 pounds for the
front and rear 1974 Pinto bumpers.

The front and rear portions of the exterior
body surfaces are provided by way of a
flexible body glove. AIso formulated by the
Monsanto Research Corporation, the body
glove is made of a flexible polyurethane resin,
reinforced with fiberglass cloth. Both the
front and the rear portions of the body glove
are fabricated in single large pieces, which are
then fastened to the structure in much the
same way as conventional sheet metal fenders.
While these pieces are currently hand-made,
by 1985 it is expected that Reaction Injection
Molding (RIM) will be used for such parts.
Currently, however, techniques do not exist
for integrally reinforcing RIM parts (with
chopped glass fibers, for example), so hand-
fabricated fenders, deck lids, and so forth,
must be used as analogs for RIM parts at the
present time.

These plastic exterior parts provide su-
perior property damage protection for the
RSV. In particular, barrier impacts at 10 mi/h
in the front and 5 mi/h in the rear can be
sustained with no damage. (This applies to all
components, not just those that are safety-
related.) The estimated no-damage capability
for pole impacts is 4 mi/h in the front and 2
mi/h in the rear.

For barrier impacts at speeds above 10
mi/h, the structure aft of the bumper starts to
incur permanent damage. However, at speeds
less than 20 mi/h, this damage is limited to a
module that is attached to the remainder of
the structure with eight holts. Consequently,
the module may be easily repltrced at low
cost, once again helping to minimize repair
costs.

Minor parking lot dents are mitigated, if
not eliminated, by the front- and rear-body
glove sections. The soft front-end also helps
to cushion an impact with a struch pedestrian.
The hood geometry is designed to provide a
nearly optimum trajectory for such impacts,
to minimizc pedestrian injuries.
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The R$V glazing is provided by Sierracin/
Sylmar, an automotive sr"rpplier. The wind-
shield is conventional, except that the inter-
layer includes a vacuumdeposited, electrically
conductive gold surface. In addition to reduc-
ing the transmission of thermal energy
through the windshield, the gold coating
permits the windshield to be defrosted elec-
trically. The side glazing consists of a single
layer of tempered glass, with a Mylar/PVB
membrane fixed to the door frame. as de-
scribed previously. This glazing is also gold
tinted, but is not defrosted. The back light is
simply gold-coated tempered glass, as are the
rearquarter windows.

The total visibility from the driver's eye
point is 325' (in a horizontal plane). This
good visibility is providecl by thin roof pillars,
a large glass area, clear head restraints, and the
absence of belts dangling from the roof.
Conventional windshield wipers are employed
in addition to a back light wiper.

Forward lighting is provided by Cibid
Z-beam headlights, which are covered to
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prevent the aeeumulation of such things as
dirt, mud, and snow, to improve aero-
dynamics, and to provide the smoothest
possible contact surface for struck pedes-
trians.

Ventilation is provided by a blower that is
common to the heater and the air conditioner
(if installed as an option). Air inlets are
provided near the base of the windshield, with
three individually controllable vents being
located in the dash. Sliding transparent side
panels open in the doors for ventilation,
communication, and for paying tolls. Exhaust
fans located just aft the rear seatbelt attach-
ments provide flow-through ventilation, by
evacuating air from the compartment to the
exterior, through exhaust ports located ad-
jacent to the tail lights.

These various features are provided to
enhance the marketability of the RSV, which
is an important consideration in clemonstrat-
ing that national goals for safety, fuel econ-
omy, and emissions can be compatittle, and
can all be met with a producible, relatively
economical product.

in 1970, countries throughout the world have
participated in the prog,ram in various ways,
making efforts to develop their own ESV's.

In Japan, the same program was advocated
as a goverrlmental progtam by the govemment
office concerned; Nissan, Toyota, and Honda
participated in it. The ESV's of Nissan and
Toyota were completed at the end of 1973.
They were tested by the Japan Automobile
Research Institute in Japan, while in the U.S.
they were tested by the Ultra System Corpor-
ation. Honda subjected its ESV only to
internal company testing.

The results of the tests conducted by such
appropriate organizations have already been
published, and the ESV development program
has attained its specified objectives. The ESV
development teams of participating com-
panies have been disbanded and the prograrns
have been terminated.

The Present State of f apanese Automotive Industry
from the Viewpoint of Safety Technique Development

K E N K I C H I  K O N I S H I
Director
Washington Office

Japan Autornobilc Manufacturers Association

INTRODUCTION

In reporting on the present state of the
Japanese automotive industry at the Slxth
International Experimental Safety Vehicle
(ESV) Conference, we would like to look
back upon how ESV's were develogred in
Japan and to touch upon various technical
subjects in the area of safety techniques that
will be taken up in the future.

EsV DEVELOPMENT-PAsT AND
PRESENT

Since the ESV development program advo-
cated by the U.S. Government was proposed
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However, even after completion and testing
of the ESV's, various studies have been
continued on the analyses of ESV's. The
results of such studies have been published or
presented by the organizations concemecl and
parts of the systems developed in relation to
ESV's have been made subjects of further
study and development as subsystems. One
example of such a subsystem is the air bag as
an occupant protection system, which the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and
others have discussed.

E V A L U A T I O N  O F  E S V  D E V E L O P M E N T

The ESV development project is considered
to have reached its goal to the extent that
light has been thrown upon difficulties in-
volved in technical achievements and upon
requirements for attaining the target.

ESV development, however, may be re-
garded as inclined toward the development of
specific techniques because of the far-reaching
objective of discovcring technical possibilities.
Experimental attempts were made to achieve
vehicle performance of an extremely high
level. These attempts proved successful only
under tightly controlled conditions, and few
vehicle system elements were provided for
feedback to production vehicles,

It is believed, however, that the know-how
gained and the partial structures developed in
these attempts have proved very helpful to
production vehicles.

Because technical development and general
progress toward improved vehicle safety
should be going on continually, various modi-
fications on production vehicles cannot neces-
sarily be attributed to the ESV development
efforts. However. know-how that came from
the starting point of an ESV idea, or the level
of know-how raised by ESV development
efforts had resulted in various technicaldevel-
opments. Basically, such developments have
been made in the areas of (1) vehicle body
construction, (2) occupant protection, (3)
accident avoidance, and (4) waming systems.
To be specific, the resultant products are;

I Improvement in body deformation charac-
teristics

t Improvement in seatbelt webbing charac'
teristics

I Fuel leakage prevention technique
r Higher brake performance
I Improvement in controllability and stabil-

itv
. Improvement in visibility
. Improvement in operating efficiency
r Warning systems

In addition, a gIeat deal has been accom-
plished indirecily in the following technical
fields:

r Stimulus to and promotion of studies
concerning safety in human engineering
applications, and so forth

r Improvement and accumulation of experi-
mental and evaluation techniques concem-
ing the general subject of safetY

I Enlargement of safety facilities such as a
J-tum test course, and more complete
testing equipment

Furthermore, the intemational exchange of
information, which proceeded along with
ESV development, has contributed toward
the opening up of undeveloped technical
fields and toward the acquisition of tech-
niques in new fields. This led to further
development of the technical abilities of
many individual engineers. Also, the fact that
the intemational exchange of information has
been useful in improving vehicle-safety con-
sciousness and settling the vehicle-safety con-
cept cannot be disregarded.

CTRCUMSTANCES OF f  APANESE AUTO"
M O T I V E  T E C H N I Q U E S

In light of the afnrementioned develop-
ment of affairs conceming ESV's, and as a
prerequisite to the consideration of safety
hereafter, we would like to touch upon the
problems currently confronting the Japanese
automotive industry.

The first and greatest problem for us is that
of emission control standards that have been
progressively tightened year by year. We are
now at the stage where the final deliberation
is being made over the 1978 target emission
control standards corresponding to those in
the U.S. Clean Air Act of 1970.
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In seeking the technical means of meeting
the target emission control standards, consid-
eration should be given to minimizing the
following: resultant deterioration of vehicle
operation performance, increase in fuel con-
sumption, increase in vehicle weight, and
increase in cost. Along with quality stability,
reliability, and safety assurance, these are
important matters requiring extremely great
efforts.

At the same time, a target of still $eater
reductions in road traffic noise levels has been
indicated, presenting as serious a technical
development problem as that of emission
control.

Needless to say, the social demand for
conservation of natural resources and energy
saving is growing stronger in our counfry. In
line with this new conservation mentality, the
Ministry of Transportation has begun publish-
ing the fuel consumption figures for the
various makes of automobiles, providing
makers with a strong impetus to continue
their efforts to improve fuel consumption
ratios. In such a situation, the promotion and
effects of automotive safety measures in
Japan are most noteworthy.

We wish to point out that not only have
irnprovements been made in automotive
safety, but also the fullest possible safety
measures have been implemented throughout
the entire motor vehicle environment, with
every succeeding year showing better and
better results.

Following are the motor vehicle safety
measures recently effected by law (secondary
revision of 1972 long-term program plan of
motor vehicle safety standards in Japan).

Accident avoidance

Installation of wind-
shield defrosting
system

Defroster control
system a"nd its
identification

Side visibility

Reduction in injury
and damage

Door latches and
door  re ten t ion
performance

S e a t  a n c h o r a g e
strength

Augmenta t ion  o f
seatbelt system

SECTION 3: TNOUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

Installation of side
light and side re-
flector

Break-upon-impact
interior miror

Shock absorpt ion
by seat back

Fog lamp perform.
ance *n;;- 

tfJr:lTT:t
panel

The number of vehicles registered in Japan
at the end of L975 was 17 million passenger
cars and 11 million trucks and others; the
number of vehicles newly registered during
the same yea.r was 2.7 million passenger cars
and 4.3 milIion truchs and others. These
figures would indicate that the safety mea-
sures described above will not necessarily have
immediate impact; stil l, the number killed and
injured in traffic accidents has been decreas-
ing remarkably in recent years.

lmproved vehicle safety may have made a
partial contribution to such a trend, but the
real reasons are considered to be the com-
pleteness of traffic safety facilities, the rein-
forcement of traffic control by police, the
thoroughness of safety training, and a height-
ened safety consciousness among the general
public.

Furthermore, it cannot be overlooked that
from the viewpoint of vehicle safety perform-
ance, the automobile inspection system and
periodic maintenance system required by law
in Japan are contributing greatly to accirlent
prevention. Broad safety measures must be
established on the basis of cost/benefit. Even
when the scope is limited to automotive
safety, an adequate analysis of cost/benefit
must also be carried out.

In Japan, the analysis of automotive acci-
dents, which is necessary for cost/benefit
analysis, has only recently gotten under way.
It is expected that this type of analysis will
become more substantial in the future. A
review of the related laws and regulations,
based on such analyses, will be taken up
hereafter.

It is anticipated that, by furthering the
intemational exchange of information, a more
effective approach to safety improvement will
be found although the traffic environment, of
course, varies from country to country.
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FUTURE SAFETY TECHNIQUE SUBJ ECTS

The following are considered to be the
most important safety technical subjects or
development areas after the ESV project.

General

The emphasis in safety technical develop-
ment has shifted from vehicles like ESV's to
the area of subsystems. Motor vehicles de-
signed and produced exclusively for safety
wilI not always meet social needs, and so our
study is being directed toward an overall
target that includes natural resources conser-
vation and energy saving. The Nissan GR-I is
an example.

Occupant Protection System

We expect the implementation of two
effective measures to insure the wide use of
the seatbelt system, which is the most impor-
tant of the occupant protection systems. One
measure makes the use of seatbelts mandatory
or promotes their use through training and
public relations; the other is the technical
development of a seatbelt system that is easier
to use. A continuous-loop belt system and
built-in belt retractor housing are now being
developed for the latter measure.

The air bag system is considered inferior to
the seatbelt system in many ways, including
cost/benefit. The cost and reliability of this
sytem are questionable; it takes up space
normally required for the glove box, and it
creates difficulty in housing the air condi-
tioner in compact models. We are looking
forward to the evaluation results of the air
bag system that was being sold by GM as an
optional item.

Body and Compartment Construct ion

There is a strong demand for decreased
vehicle weight in our country. Rather than
concentrating on reinforcement of body and
pa.ssenger compartment construction, empha-
sis in automotive technical development will
be placed on a means of lessening vehicle

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

weight, with safety, durability, and noise/
vibration prevention maintained at the
present level.

A decrease in vehicle weight, leading di-
rectly to energy saving and natural resources
economy, wilI, in some cases, be regarded as
more important than the reinforcement of
vehicles for greater safety, which does not
have tangible effects that are easy to evaluate.

Pedestrian Protection

Pedestrian protection through improved
body structure was examined as part of the
ESV development program, but this proved to
be difficult because of severe technical limita-
tions.

For pedestrian protection, flexibility of
outside rear-view mirrors is comptrlsory by
Japanese law. In the future, emphasis should
be placed on technical development for acci-
dent prevention by improving the driver's
visibility, especially at night.

Vehicle Brake Performance and Maneuver-
ab i l i t y

Constant efforts have been directed toward
improvements in brake performance. Safety
performance in the case of defective brakes
should also be considered with respect to
cost/effectiveness, when compared with the
automotive inspection system and periodic
maintenance system.

An automobile braking system augmented
by radar has been developed; however, as we
know, radar does have the problem of target
discrimination. For this reason it is difficult
to decide whether the radar input should
perform as one of the primary sources for
braking application ot only as a warning
system.

At our cunent stage of development the
addition of this radar capability is quite
expensive.

For maneuverability, efforts should be
made to improve evaluation methods and to
raise the target performance, although these
are difficult problems.

Conceming run-flat tires, it is required that
a punctured tire be perceived fully and
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immediately. The development of a waming
device for this purpose may also be necessary;
however, many practical problems remain
unsolved.

Visibi l i ty and Light System

From the standpoint of accident preven-
tion, the development of related techniques
and a thorough review of the related laws will
be required. A particularly knotty problem
which remains to be solved is how to increase
the luminosity of automotive lights at night
and at the same time meet the requirements
for a nonglare effect.

CONCLUSIONS

Now that the ESV development project ha.s
achieved its objectives, it is time for us to
redefine the goals of future intemational ESV
conferences after completion of the Research
Safety Vehicle (RSV) development program.

We have no definite proposals at the
present time concenring precisely what the
future of the international ESV program
should be. Generally, the agenda for the
future should include questions regarding
methods for evaluating safety characteristics
and proposals for the standardization of
measurements. For such matters. it is consid-
ered necessary that, as a prerequisite, related

Status Report of Alfa Romeo S.p.A.

presented by DOMENICO CHIRICO
Design Manufacturer
Alfa Romeo

Alfa Romeo's activities in the Experimental
Safety Vehicle (ESV) program have been
oriented predominantly towards systematic
research in the field of active safety, but
without lack of consideration for occupant-
impact protection.

The importance of active safety is quite
evident and therefore does not require any
particular comment. However, it is obvious
that if the research can provide wider safety

standards be intemationalized to the maxi-
mum possible extent, apart from laws and
regulations that must be particularized ac-
cording to the traffic conditions of individual
countries.

It is clear that a decrease in the number of
fuaffic accidents and casualties can be attained
not only through improvements in vehicle
safety performance but also through proper
maintenance of the traffic environment, rein-
forcement of traffic control, and wider dis-
semination of traffic training. From this point
of view, in order to promote careful and
effective safety research and to review related
laws and regulations, an analysis of accidents
is essential. Together with this analysis, inter-
national unification and standardization of
methods for accident analysis will also be
required.

The ESV development project has achieved
much in the way of clarifying the technical
possibilities of passenger cars. On the other
hand, the question of truck safety has yet to
be seriously considered"

The fact that the intemational ESV pro-
gram has met its objectives is an accomplish-
ment the Japanese automotive industry con-
siders worthy of great praise, and we are
grateful to the program promoters and partici-
pants for their efforts. We would like to
continue working together to further the
intemational exchange of information and
techniques.

margins, regarding, for example, roadholding,
braking performance, and other similar "hfln-

dling" capabilities, then the vehicle can attain
improved tolerance to driver inputs that may
be below average ability.

In the area of occupant packaging, sled
testing of an inflatable belt restraint system
has heen completed at speeds up to 32.5 mi/h
using humzur subjects.

A force-limited air belt reshaint system for
the front seat passengers of subcompact cars
capable of providing 50-mi/h protection has
been developed and tested.
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The comparative effectiveness of conven:
tional three'point belt systems and air cushion
restraint systems is being evaluated by sub-
jecting dummy and cadaver occupants to
full-scale car crash tests.

Development of a driver air cushion system
for the small car capable of providing SO-miih
protection has been completed and research
to evaluate and to improve the performance
of energy-absorbing steering columns is con-
tinuing.

T H E  F U T U R E

I would like to focus now on the fourth
and final elementthe future. Let me list a
few areas that require our continued attention
in the days ahead.

We need to evaluate advanced propulsion
systems in integrated test vehicles to assess
future goals in fuel economy. We also need to
evaluate the integrated technology required to
achieve fuel economy goals for the family-siae
car, as well as evaluate goals for safety and
fuel economy for nonpassenger vehicles.

As part of our cooperative activities, there
is also much to be gained by sharing studies to
define the complex interrelations among the
variables associated with economics. manufac-
turing, marketability, safety, and air quality.
We must also pursue further development of
cost/benefit methodology and application of
these analyses to critical problems such as
vehicle aggressiveness and pedestrian protec-
tion.

OveraII, we have recognized the need for
continually assessing future automotive re-
quirements as a basis for planning and de-
cisionmaking in meeting our broad social,
economic, and environmental challenges. As
we proceed to expand our integrated vehicle
activities, we will welcome your inputs and
look forward to continuing cooperation with
you under the auspices of the intemational
ESV program and future conferences.

I will be following the balance of this
program with a great deal of interest, and I
wish you well as you proceed with your own
specific programs. We shate an impr:rtant
mutual interest: I look forward to even
gleater results from our efforts in the future.

Our efforts have been eentered around the
development and refinement of a mathemati-
cal model of the driver-vehicle system that
permits this behavior to be studied using a
computer.

r Data have been collected experimentally
from a baseline vehicle while the vehicle
has been driven by drivers having different
levels of skill. They have performed typical
manueveffi such as passing, cornering, and
braking in a cuwe, to name a few.

r Following a series of refinements, or "tun-

ing" of the mathematical model, the results
indicate the computer predictions, in the
terms of driver-vehicle behavior. do corre-
late with the results already obtained ex-
perimentally

With these means, it is now possible to
compare the differences between vehicle
types being "driven" by the same driver-or
to compare driver differences within the same
vehicle. This can be done also by freely
changing the maneuvering environment in
each case"

It should be possible, using these methods,
to define a series of open-loop tests that have
been found to correlate with the most differ-
ing real world road maneuvers, and which are
able to show the safety acceptance level of a
vehicle configuration,

With these goals, Alfa Romeo has devel-
oped research activity, the results of which
have been progressively reported at the previ-
ous ESV conferences. In 19?1. in Sindel-
fingen, we showed the studies on vehicle
behavior in a curve. In 1972, here in Washing-
ton, we spoke on lane changing. In Kyoto in
1973, the passing maneuver was our topic.
During the 1974 conference in London, we
discussed braking in a curve. Tomorrow,
during the seminar on accident avoidance, we
will talk about our study of vehicle behavior
while subject to crosswind gusts on the
straightaway, while cotnering, and in passing.

In the area of passive safety, Alfa Romeo
has been motivated by the ESV program to
contribute to a rationalizati' r of occupant
protection research. The studies inherent in
such a rationalization have been presented in
the ESV conferences since 1972, for which
we summarize the main results:
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Washington, 1972-The law of the occu-
pant's deceleration is influenced by the
passenger compartment's deceleration law,
but only limited to the average value and
to the first harmonic of the passenger com-
partment deceleration law.
Kyoto, 1973-The restraints, consisting of
3- and 4-point harnesses, protect the thora:r
much better than the head, as is well
known. These restraints can be integrated
with a device known as a "Soft Sallet"
which can protect also the occupant's head
during either frontal or lateral impacts.
London, 1974-The energy-absorbing
(E.A.) capability of the shucture is not
unlimited and the crush of the E.A. struc-
ture, required to decelerate the passenger
compartment in a tolerable manner, mwt

FIAT TECHNICAL PRESENTATION

COMM.  ENZO FRANCHIN I
Di rcctor, Safety Ccrrter
Fiat  Motor  Company

INTRODUCTION

In the previous Experimental Safety Vehi-
cle (ESV) Conferences (Washington, 7972
[1 ] ,  Kyoto ,  1973 [2 ] ,  and London,  1974
t3l ) we put increasing emphasis on the
importance of the compatibility problem and
it is mainly in this direction that our tests
have been conducted $ince the last ESV
conference. Compatibility is the capahility of
the vehicle to coexist-with the minimum
possible damage-with other traffic elemerrts.
This definition highlights the fact that, as far
as possible, the vehicle must be compatible
not only with the other vehicles but also with
the other road users (pedestrians, cyclists, and
so forth) and with the road structures (walls,
light and signal poles, guardrails, and so
forth). The problem has a range that involves
all the points of the road-man-vehicle triangle
and requires, from a practical standpoint, that
a scale of priorities be set.

P R I O R I T I E S

The priority of themes shall be established
on the basis of the accident analvsis results.

increase as the impact velocity increases.
Therefore, to assure survival at impact
speeds above those tolerated by today's
vehicles, an inevitable increase in both
length and weight is needed.

r Washington, 1976-During the "Vehicle

Structural Properties" seminat we will
show the results of comparative frontal,
symmetrical, and nonsymmetrical crashes
against a barzier. These tests were done
with two model vehicles having completely
different architecture. The tests show that
a nonsymmetrical banier crash is the best
systematic method of representing the ma-
jority of real world frontal crashes-both
symmetrical and nonsymmetrical--ince it
assures a meaningful deceleration of the
occupant compartment.

roqq
thus enabling them to focus on those acci-
dents which prove statistically to be more
frequent and dangerous.

From the official statistics of road acci-
dents in Italy [4], of the 287 000 accidents
that occuned in 1974 (fig. 1), other vehicles
represent the most frequent obstacle (83
percent), followed by pedestrians (14 per-
cent), and then road structures (3 percent).
We shall, therefore, begin by dealing with the
com patibility between vehicles.

The vehicles involved range from the small
car to the huge truck, but statistics indicate
(fig. 2) that when the obstacle struck by a car
is another vehicle, it is another car in 58
percent of the cases and a truch in 17 percent
of the cases. Compatibility between vehicles
must first be investigated as compatibility
between cars; this is no small problem by
itself as cars of quite different weights are
now in the traffic mix.

From the accident analysis conducted by
Fiat on 3 000 cases [5], the results show that
the mass ratio of colliding vehicles (fig. 3) is
already 1 to 1.25 in 47 percent of the cases;
as the ratio increases the perccntage drops.
The cumulative chart (fig. a) indicates that in
95 percent of the car-to-car collisions the
ratio between the masses of the two vehicles
reaches 2 as a manimum. For this reason. our
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first priority will be to investigate the com-
patibility between cars with a mass ratio not
greater than 2.

The same accident analysis by Fiat [5]
indicates that the most frequent accidents
(fie.5) are: front end (60.3 percent), side
(23.7 percent), rear end (11.8 percent), and
rollover (4.2 percent). The high priority of
compatibility in front-end impacts is there-
fore clearly apparent.

The direction (fig. 6) in which the 1 806
frontal impacts covered by the Fiat investiga-
tion [5] occurred is, in 64 pcrccnt of the
cases, the longitudinal direction (between the
LL and 1 o'clock positions). The oblique
direction, from the L0 to 11 and 1 to 2
o'clock positions, occurs only in the remain-
ing 36 percent of the cases. Therefore, com-
patibility in front-end impacts in the longi-
tudinal direction has the highest priority.

Front-end deformation may be total or
partial; the Fiat investigation [5] highlighted

E X P E R I M  E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

the values shown in figure 7. Because the
offset impact is characteristic of an aborted
overtaking, it is evident that in Italy, where
traffic is driven on the right, the percentage of
damages to the left side of car fronts is higher
than to the right. (For the sake of simplicity,
concentrated impacts (against a pole, for
example)-which account for only 6.4 percent
of the cases-are not included in this figure.;
The investigation showed that deformation
involvesr

r The entire front-end width in 30.6 percent
of cases

r Up tu 2lB of the width in 32.8 percent of
cases

. Not more than 1/3 of the width in B0.Z
perc:ent of cases

These are three practically equivalent
flroups, and evaluation must now be com-
bined with the analysis of car-occupzurt injury
severity. Figure I shows the numerical values

Figure 1. Type of accidents-official ltalian statistics for 1974.
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Figure  2 .  Type o f  obs tac les-o f f i c ia l  l ta l ian  s ta t i s t i cs  fo r  1974.

recorded for the 1 155 frontal impacts in a
longitudinal direction examined in the Fiat
investigation [5]. It is apparent that the
number of accidents in which there has been
at least a casualty is higher when deformation
involves two-thirds or the full width of front
end (63,4 percent of these two conditions are
responsible for 81.7 percent of the fatalities).

From the above discussion it is evident that
priority must be given to the study of
compatibility in frontal impacts involving the
full width or about two-thirds of the front-
end.

To complete the analysis, it should be
noted that the lower number of fatal acci-
dents were recorded when deformation in'
volved a smaller fraction of the front+nd
width. This is due to the fact that in thecen-
tered collision, curslling occurs throughout the
front width to a given depth that is practically
identical on each side (fig. 9). In the offset
collisions, however, with speed at par, crush'

ing is gteater on the struck side. The advan-
tage is that with a deeper deformation depth
the average occupants' deceleratiou is lower'
This is true as long as the passenger compart-
ment remains undamaged, as is usually the
case in minor collisions. One disadvantage in
offset collisions is the increased probability
that the passenger compartment structure,
stressed in a concentrated area (particularly
the door, the instrument panel, or the dash-
board), will yield to the point of reducing the
survival space necessary to prevent occupant
crushing. This performance prevents the re-
straint system from operating properly, and
restricts the rescue of injured occupants after
the accident.

The priorities of the themes highlighted
above are:

a Type of obstacle-other vehicles
. Type of vehicles---vehicles with mass ratio

not higher than 2
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r Type of accident-frontal impact
r Direction-longitudinaJ
o Deformation extent---entire front or about

2/3 offset

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

After the themes of priority have been
identified, it is necessary to decide how to
evaluate the compatibility of a vehicle, that
is:

r Which characteristics are significant? ,
r Which of these characteristics, or the inter-

action of some of them, represent condi-
tioning parameters?

I How can such parameters be evaluated?
A vehicle must be investigated, from the
compatibility viewpoint, in relation to the
twofold role it may perform, namely:

r As a struck vehicle, the damages to its
sttucture and occupants must be limited

I As a striking vehicle, the damages to itself
and to its occupants must be limited as well
as those to other vehicles and their occu-
pants

I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  O F  T H E  S I G N I F I .
CANT CHARACTERISTICS

To acquire this basic knowledge, it was
essential to run systematic, centered, frontal
collisions, in a longitudinal direction, between
vehicles of different models.

Some sets of tests were run without dum-
mies on board in order to determine. first of
all, the vehicles' structural behaviour. The
results were presented at the previous ESV
conferences,

Tahle 1 shows a summary of the test
reported at the Kyoto Conference [Z]. The
first conclusions were ;

I Impact severity is characterized by two
factors: speed and type of obstacle.

Figure 3. Mass ratio of coll iding vehicles-Histogram-Fiat accident analysis: 3 000 cases,
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r The obstacle is characteriaed by three
factors: mass, rigidity, and interface; that
is. the car/obstacle mutual influence, re'
garding their shape and the local distribu-
tion of structural stiffness (fig. 10).

A summary of the tests presented at the
London Conference [3] is shown in table 2.

Of the conclusions, the following are worth
stressing:

r Of the three front-end profiles (fig. 11), the
more favorahle are the backslanted and
almost vertical ones.

r Even with mass ratios of up to 1.7, the
ESV cars suffcred deformations in the
front structure onlyl the passenger com-
partment remained undamaged. This con'
clusion is confirmed by the results of the
test [6] between the small t ?50-por.rnd
Fiat ESV and the huge 5 270-pound AMF
ESV at a ma.ss ratio of 3 (fig. 12).

It was decided to deepen this knowledge by

setting up a test program with a 50-mi/h
closure speed using standard production cars,
each with two dummies on board. These tests
would investigate the behaviour of both struc-
tures and occupants. Because the Fiat Safety
Laboratory was moving to new facilities, the
tests were run by Dynamic Scieuce, of
Phoenix, Arizona. The models selected (table
3) were reprcsentativc of the entire Fiat
production range. Each model was tested
against all the others; table 4 shows how the
weight ratio spans from 1.05 to 2.35-beyond
thc previously estatrlished ratio of 2. To
investigate the influence of closure speed,
tests were run at 40. 50, and 60 mi/h for both
pairs 128/124 and 7321L7,4.

ln aI the tests recordings were made of the
following measurements :

. Structural behaviour (fig. 13):
- dynamic and permanent deformations of

car exteriors at bumper (A) and hood
(B) heieht

Figure 4. Mass ratio of colliding vehicles-cumulative chart-Fiat accident analysis: 3 000 cases,

-
z
U

U

MASS RATIOS
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[j

Figure 5. Accident type case distribution-Fiat accident analysis: 3 000 cases.

- dynamic and permanent deformations
inside the cars at floor (C) and instru-
ment panel (D) height

- deceleration at some 10 points on car

Dummies' behaviour (fig. 1a);
- on each dummy (driver and front passen-

ger) tridirectional deceleration of head
and chest; load and femurs

The dynamic measurements were recorded
in part by umbilical cable and telemetry
(fig. 15) and then processed by computer, in
part by high-speed movie cameras, and in
subsequent study on a micromotion analyzer.
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Figure 6. Percentage of frontal impact cases according
to d i rect ion-Fiat  acc ident  analys is :  3 000

cases.

I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  O F  T H E  C O N D I -

T I O N I N G  P A R A M E T E R S

Much effort went into collecting the single
results, comparing them, and calculating and
comparing their ratios for an evaluation of
their interaction. A stepwise multiple regres'
sion analysis was utilized to revise the results
and acquire data for the following steps of the
procedure. Details are omitted here for the
sake of brevity; the conclusions of the investi-
gation are reported instead.

The conditioning parametets resulted in the
following:

r The vehiele mass ratio and closure speed
are the fundamental parameters for both
the structural response and the occupants'
response, but alone they are not sufficient
and must be associated with other param-
eters.

r The total vehicle's exterior crush influences
the occupants' behaviour and is strictly
related to the time of velocity change,
dynamic force at vehicle interface, and
individual exterior crush.

Figure 7. Percentage of cases according to deformation extent-Fiat accident analysis: 3 000 cases.

Offset  2/3 = 3?.8%
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Number of  cases and casual t ies in  f ronta l  impacts in  the longi tudinal  d i rect ion-Fiat  acc ident  anatys is i
3 000 cases.

Front  sect ion deformat ion in  f ronta l  co l l is ions.
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SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

Vehic le A Vehic le B Speed
of each
veh ic le
( m i / h )

Test
no. Tvpe Weight

( rb) Type
Weight

i lb)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

1 0

Fiat 500 reinforced
Fiat 500 reinforced
Fiat 500 reinforced
Fiat  128 re inforced
Fiat  128 re inforced
Fiat 124 reinforced
Fiat  130 standard
Amer ican car
Frat 500 reinforced
Fiat 1 30 standard

1 200
1 200
1 200
I 800
1 800
2200
3 400
4 300
1 200
3 400

Fiat  128 re inforced
Fiat 124 reinforced
Fiat  130 standard
Fiat  124 re inforced
Fiat  130 standard
Fiat  130 standard
Fiat  t ruck
Fiat  t ruck
F ia t  ESV
Fiat  ESV

1 800
2 200
3 400
2 200
3 400
3 400
5 000

14 000
1 500
1 500

44
44
44
44
44
44
40
48
44
44

Table 1. Tests presented at the Fourth ESV Conference-Kyoto

r Individuat exterior crush can influence
compartment integxity, interior $pace re-
duction, door self-opening, and the post-
crash door-oPening effort.

. The total energy to be absorbed is inde'
pendent of initiat/final energy distribution
between cars.

r Frontal stiffness and its distribution de-
pends on vehicle design parameters (frontal
width and height, bumper location, atld
local structure force/deflection character'
istics); it varies as the crush varies.

r Dynamic force at vehicle interface is
strictly connected to frontal stiffiress, en-
girre and front masses dynamics can have
significant effect on dynamic force.

I Occupant compartment integfity influences
the occupants'behaviour; it can be affected

Figure 10. Interface: shape and local distr ibution of structufal st i f fness.

by a door collapse, instrument panel sup-
port structure deformation, wheel intrusion
on the dashboard, and the floor (in our
tests no engine intrusion in the occupant
compartment occurred ).
Vehicle total velocity change, time of
velocity change, and coefficient of restitu'
tion influence the occupants'response and
are practic ally indePendent.
Occupant compartment decelerations are
not sttfficient considering the peak values;
the entire time history must be considered.
Dummies' parameters: the Head Injury
Criteria (HIC) and chest Severity Index (SI)
ratios show a correlation with the square of
the vehicle mass ratio and with the square
of the closing speecl that is good for the
driver and less good for the passenger. The

I
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Tesl
no .

Veh i c l eA  Veh i c l eB  Speed

rvpe *,:lT' rype lillt'
of each
veh ic le
( m i / h )

1 Fiat  ESV 1 5OO Fiat  ESV 2 OOO 3E
2 Fiat  ESV 1 500 Fi6t  ESV 2 EOO 3g
3 Fiat  ESV 2 0OO Fiat  ESV 2 S00 gg

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Table 2. Tests presented at the Fifth ESV Confer-
ence-  London

Figure 1 1. Comparison of the three front-end profi les.

F igure 12.  Front  co l l is ion test  F iat  ESV/AMF ESV.

chest peak g criteria (FMVSS 208) is more
severe then the chest SI. Chest deflection
and chest pressure distribution shoulcJ also
be considered. The values of the loads on
femurs are hard to correlate with the
vehicle mass ratio and closure speed. One
must keep in mind that the present param-
eters are unreliable, because of the insuf-
ficient knowledge of basic biomechanics
and the unavailability of valid dummies.

r Repeatability: the values of the structural
p arameters showed repeatable results
within 10 percent of the mean values; on
the other hand, the values of the dummy
paramcters showed considerable scatter, on
the order of 25 percent (sometimes higher),
which is not unusual in normal tests with
dummies.

EVALUATION APPROACH

The method outlined so far eonsists of
running direct-vehicle collision tests; this

F.Hl$s.. lit+$f.lf:ifr li:c;ll+ii
;lli*f#*

ffi l'ffi

1 3 8



SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

Model
Characteristic

1 2 6 1 2 8 124 1 3 2 1 3 0

Overal l  d imensions:
Curb weight  ( lb)
Length (in)
width ( in)
He igh t  ( i n )

Propu lsion:
Engine locat ion

Traction

1 280
120
il
53

Rear

Post

2020
159
64
56

F ront
Transverse
Ant

2 260
167
65
56

Front

Post

2 380
173
B4
56

Front

Post

3 460
187
7 1
58

Front

Post

Table 3. Models tested

Vehicle A Vehicle B

Test Tested Tested Weight
no' rvpe *XlJn, rvpe *!iJn, 

ratio

f lb)  i lb)

1 126 1 710 128 2362 1.38
2 126 1666 124 2674 1 .60
3 126 1679 13? 2789 1 .66
4 126 I 679 130 3 950 2.35
5 128 2370 124 2687 1 .13
6 r28  2  343 132 2812 1 .20
7 128 2345 130 3 932 1.68
8 124 2 665 r32 2 808 1.05
I 124 2 64s 130 3 S49 1.49

10 132 2816 130 392-1  1 .39

Table 4. Weight ratio

method cannot be used to evaluate
compatibility of a given car model with
numerous models on the road.

The definition of a practically usable
method can derive, in our opinion, only from
a partially experimental and partially analyti-
cal approach. The keystone is the use of a test
tool, such as a dummy car equipped with a
moving barrier.

TEST TOOL DESIGN

On the basis of the paranreters that proved
to be conditioning, the test tool design
criteria were established as follows:

r Rigid, reusable structure (for Fiat models)
. Variable weight capability (2 000-5 000Ib)
r Load measuring capability (load cells)

r Crushable energy-absorbing face (honey-
comb)
Crush displacement measuring capability
(string pots)
Electrical and visual impact sensors
Accelerometer and instrumentation pro-
visions
Redundant data hansmission (umbilical/
telemetry)
Flexibility in ballast installation
On-board abort system

The test tool configuration is shown in
figure 16. It is similar to the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) and Intema-
tional Standards Organization (ISO) moving
baniers;its dimensions are: 4 m (157 in) long,
1.8 m (72 in) wide, and 0.86 m (34 in) high.
It has been designed to withstand, urlder full
load (2 2?0 kg = 5 0001b), accelerations on
60 g longitudinally, 20 g vertically, and 20 g
laterally.

The anangement of the 4 500-kg (10 000-
lb) load cells fixed to the test tool
front structure is shown in figgre 17. An
aluminum plate, which supports a honeycomb
block, is flxed directly on each load cell with
a hole at center for the pin of a string
potentiometer, measuring the cnrsh. The
chessboard arrangement of the front face
(fig. 18) with 36 rectangles of 200 X 180 mm
(8 X 7 in), arranged on four rows and nine
columns, allows the crush and load distribu-
tions to be measured. It is also possible to
detect from the recording (fig. 19) the crush
and load patterns during the impact, thus

I

I

I

I

the
the
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Figure 13. Structural measurement locations.

obtaining the load/crush characteristics to be
used later on.

The test tool has been fabricated and
checked out in a series of impacts in addition
to component tests (behaviour of honeycomb
modules, load cells, and string potentiometers
under perpendicular and inclined loads) to
verify the test tool instrumentation module
concept.

In two flxed barrier tests against a flat,
rigid barrier (fig. 20) and a' shaped, rigid
barrier (fig.21), all instruments performed as
expected and the honeycomb modules
crashed to the shape of the impacted barriers.

TEST TOOL COLLISIONS

The weight (ballast) and front stiffness
(type and length of the honeycomhr elements)
may be varied in the test tool; the question

E X P E  R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

was to decide what car model should be
simulated. The characteristics of the average
European ca.r, weighing around 1 100 kg
(2 5001b), could have reproduced, but it was
felt advisable, at this set-up stage, to make the
evaluation conditions particularly severe and
so we decided to stimulate the larger model in
the Fiat line, the 130, weighing about
1 800 kg (4 000 lb), equivalent to the U,S.
family car.

The collision tests (table 5) \Mere run
against this model that was properly instru-
mented. After two initial tests at 40 mi/h, the
speed was increased to 50 mi/h and main-
tained in all subsequent tests.

Figures 22 through 25 give the comparisons
of the deformations obsewed for each model
in the direct collision tests against the 130,
and in the simulated collision with the test
tool. The results are generally in agreement.
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Figure 14. Dummy measurement locat ion.

The comparison of the test conditions in
the collisions between the 128 and the 130
and between the 128 and the test tool is given
in table 6. The crush values measured on the
128 in the test against the 130 and in the test
against the test tool are given in table 7, and
again, the results are quite similar. The dia-
glams in figure 26 show the distribution of
the maximum loads sensed by each cell in the
128/test tool collision test. For convenience,
the vectors proportional to the measured
loads are shown spread out flat; vectors are
presented to give the defomration both verti-
cally (along the columns) and horizontirlly
(along the rows). It is immediately apparent
that the forces involved essentially the trans-
versal cngine area; no concentrations are
evident on specific areas (side rails, wheels,

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

hood edge, etc.) that could represent aggtes-
sive elements. For the same test, figure 27
gives the cunre of total loads versus time; the
values recorded with the load cells agree quite
well with those crilculated from the measured
accelerations. Table 8 shows a comparison of
some of the values measured on the dummies
of the 128 in the tests against the 130 and the
test tool, respectively; it is further proof that
reproducibility for structural behaviour is
good and fair for dummies'behaviour.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES

The evaluation of the eompatibility of one
car versus a group of other cars may be
carried out using three different mcthodol-
ogies of processing and examination of the
results obtained by the test tool. Such meth-
odologies, indicated as A, B, and C, permit a
progressively deeper evaluation of compatibil-
itv.

Evaluation by methodolory A is direct
(fig. 28). A collision test is run at a pre-
estatrlished speed using the car under exami-
nation and the test tool on which the most
severe characteristics (locaI aggressiveness,
stiffness, masses, and so forth) of the cars in
the group have been reproduced (fig. 29). The
structural responses of the car under investiga-
tion (intrusion in given locations, value of
force at interface, decelerations, and so forth)
and of its dummies (decelerations, forces,
pressures, deformations, and so forth) are
recorded.

Such values are compa-red with the permis-
sible limits; if they are not exceeded it is
certain that, up to the test-closure speed, the
car is compatible with all the car models
investigated (fig. 30). If the limits are ex-
ceeded, the car is not compatible with the
fictitious model, but could be compatilrle
with almost all the models of the group. Ih
this event it would be more logical to discard
the too severe model rather than the car
under investigation. If it is desired to develop
just one configuration of the test tool, this is
the simplest method, although it is reliable
only if the result is positive.

The evaluation according to methodology
B is partly experimental and partiy analytical
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1 4
Transducers

1 4
Transtlucers

1 4
Transducers

I-
1 4
Transducers

1 4
Transducers

t 4

Transducers

L

M O D E L  B  C A R

M O D E L  A  C A H

I H I G  B
Ti r re  code
{lcntlr i l  tur

T ransm itter

Figure 15. Dynamic measurements.

(fig. 31)" It permits the assessment of com-
patibility for pairs of cars, one of which is the
car under investigation and the other a model
from the group. According to methodology B,
the forces at interface and intrusions are
processed in a proper crash program (Bt ) by
introducing, as an input condition, the energy
to be dissipated as crush in the collisions
between the cars under investigation (Br ).
The structural behaviour of the two cars (83 )
is then predicted. By introducing into experi-
mental equations (Bo )-nodified by the re-
sults of the test with the test tool-the
infened structural response, occupant be-
haviour (Bs ) can be predicted. Once the
predictions--tructural and of the occupant,
positive or negative-re obtained, the input
energy value is modified by increasing or
decreasing the closure speed until the closure
speed limit of the pair of ca-rs' compatibility is
determined.

Thie methodologY, whieh takes into
account all the available experimental data
and is therefore bound to improve in time,

permits the compatibility to be examined by
vehicle pairs and up to the closure speed they
are mutually compatible to be determined.
However, it does not allow compatibility to
be optimized, inasmuch as it is not capable of
predicting the consequences of the modifica-
tions which could be introduced into a vehicle
during the design stage.

Methodology C (fig. 32) is substantially
similar to methodology B, because it still
relies on the comparison between car pairs,
but it is based on the use of sophisticated
mathematical models. For car simulation, an
attempt was made initially to use some
existing digital computer crash simulation
programs with fout, five, or six masses
(fig. 33), but it was found that they were
incapable of supplying reliable results. Conse-
quently, a more complex simulation program
was set up; a typical model configuration is
shown in figure 34. This is a general purpose,
lumped parameter, nonlinear, structural
dynamics progxam, capable of analyzing
planar and three-dimensional models; the pro-
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Figure 16. Test tool structural configuration,

gfam may contain up to 99 individual masses,
each having from one to six degrees of
freedom. Due to model complexity, an inter-
mediate program had to be developed to
convert the test recordings into model param-
eters (C1 ); the simulation of the collision with
the models illustrated previously (C2 ) fur-
nishes the structural behaviour as output data
(Cr ). This response, together with the charac-
teristics of the restraint systems, seats, and
passenger compartment interior configuration
of the car under investigation (C+ ), represents
the input data of a "ROM" three-dimensional
program (Cs ), with 30 degrees of freedom
which deals with the occupant (fig. 35), seat,
restraint system, and passenger compartment
interior surface a$ an ensemble. This program
makes it possible to obtain the predictions on
occupants' behaviour (C6 ).

Methodology C allows the determination
not only of the compatibility closure speed
limit fot each pair of vehicles, but also the
prediction of response variation on both
vehicles as one characteristic of one of the

SECTION 3 ;  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

vehicles varies; that is, masses distribution,
stiffness modification, different location of
seat belt anchorages, modification of passen-
ger compartment interior, and so forth" This
methodology is essentially aimed at optimiz-
ing the vehicles from a compatibility stand-
point and represents a valuable design aid for
engineering.

WORK IN PROGRESS

The work in progress is focused on the
following:

r Check and improvement of the methodolo-
gies outlined above by statistically compar-
ing the predicted trehaviours with the
experimental behaviours recorded during
the previous trrhases

r Verification of procedure functionality by
using new car models

r Completion of the frontal collision study

,f
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

between the different models to acquire basic
information on angled (fig. 36) and offset
collisions (fig. 37).

The other important problems of study of
side collisions and the study of pedestrian
collisions wilI be tackled successively.

/
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Figure 21. Post-test view against shaped, rigid barrier.

Table 5. Test tool coll isions

Test car 
Tested crosure

no. moder wlilr,t :ry:d,
t ru t  

tmr /n '

1 132 2798 40
2 130 3 949 40
3 126 1 671 50
4 128 2 363 50
5 124 2677 50
6 132 2779 50

NOTEr The test tool (weight = 4 000 lb) simulates the
130 model,

r46
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Figure 22. Comparison between car/car and car/test tool coll isions-l26/130.
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23. Comparison between car/car and carltest tool coll isions-l28/130.
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Figure 24.
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Table 6. 1Z8/Test tool coll ision-comparison of test
condi t ions

Figure 26. 128/Test tool coll ision-distribution of
maximum loads.

Table 7. 1Z8/Test tool coll ision-crash values
measured on the 1 28 car

Car/car Car/test tool

1 ? 8 t 3 0 128 Test tool

VEhicle teEt mighi
{ lb )  2345 3932 2363 404 �2

f moact Epeed lmi/h| ?5.?2 2A.22 24.64 24-64
F ina l  speed (mi lh )  lo . l4  4 .14  10 .81  4 .3O
av (mi /h )  35 .36  21 .08  35 .45  20 .34

. Test against Test sgsinsl
urlterla 1 30 c€r test tool

Maximum dynamic crush
( in)  30.1 30.7

Average permanent crush,
bumper level  18.7 20.0

Average permanent crush.
hood level  14.6 17.O

Maximum oermanent in-
t rusion.  f loor level  7.6 8.6

Fiat 128
t ,

l l
l l
l r
1 t

r f i - * * * *  i  I
t t  :  t

- t t - - - - - - i $ . _ _ l

\..

! i
TBst tool 36 load cells

1  I  z l  z  4  g
l l r l 8 l e

I

Fiat  1?8

Test tool 36 load cells
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Figure 27. 128/Test tool coll ision-curve of total loads versus time.

Table 8. 128/Test tool coll ision-comparison of some of the values measured on the dummies

I 800

F 1 0 0 o
X

=
u
(J

3 600

200

0

50 100
TIME (ms l

1 2 5 '| 7E 200

A
I

I

il
"I - Measured load cell {orce

Calculated inenia forcel I
t

ill l l
l r

\ ,,,T \ h*r - - \
i

\ Er._- / - / ---

Driver Front passenger

128/130 128lTT 128/130 128/TT

Head:
Peak of the resultant, g 223 192 75 74
Severity index 2 630 2 157 1 307 1 361
H r c  2 0 0 1  1 5 9 0  1 0 1 1  1 0 1 4

Chest;
Peak of the resultant, g 4S 5S 52 46
Severity index 385 427 324 212

Figure 28. Methodology A.
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Figure 29. Test tool characterist ics.

Figure 30. Compatibil i ty with the other models.
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Figure 31 . Methodology B.

Figure 32. Methorlology C.

Figure 33. Crash simulation programs with
4, 5, and 6 masses.

Restraint,
sear,
inter:ior
configu ration

c4

4 masses model

HlilG^",8
Car model 1 Test tool model 2 (rigidl

5 masses model

Car model 1 Test tool model 2 (deformable)

6 masses model

ffif$^-ffi
Car rrodel I Car model ?
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Occupant
compartmentFront  t runk

Figure 34. Typical model configuration.
Figure 35.  Occupant  model .
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Figure 36. Front-angled coll ision.

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 37. Frontal offset coll ision.
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coNcLUStONs

r The compatibility problem was studied
giving priority to the statistically more
frequent and severe accident type-the
frontal, longitudinal, centered collision-
that occurs between cars having a mass
ratio of up to 2.S.

r The conditioning parameters have been
identified.

I A test tool, consisting of a moving, de-
formatrle, dynamometric barrier, has been
developed and used.

r Three evaluation methodologies have been
formr.rlated which allow progressively more
accurate analysis of vehicle compatibility,
with remarkable savings in the number (and
cost) of the cars that rvould be required if
test collisions were run directly between
the different models.

r After completing the study of frontal
collisions, research will be extended to side

and pedestrian collisions where the concept
of compatibility is fundamental.

B ib l iography

1. FIAT technical presentation. Presented
at the Third ESV Conference. Washing-
ton; June 7972.

2. FIAT technical presentation. presented
at the Fourth ESV Conference. Kyoto;
March 1973.

3. FIAT technical presentation. presented
at the Fifth llSV Conference. London:
June, 1974.

4. Statistics of road accidents in Italy. Ist.
Centr. Statist.; XXII, Ediz. 1924.

5. FIAT Accidents' Analysis (part of the
results were published in the bibliog-
raph ies  I1 l  t2 l ) .

6. AMF and FIAT ESy's uehicle-to-uehicle
impact fesfs. DOT HS-800-981. Final
report, November 1973.

Aerodynamic Research for the Evaluation of the Side wind Gust
Effects on the Direct ional Capabi l i ty of a Vehicle, by Wind Tunnet Tests-

A. COGOTTI
Pininfar ina Wind Tunnel.  Turin

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

This aerodynamic research, conceming the
evaluation by wind tunnel tests of the cross-
wind effects on the directional capability of
different vehicles, was calried out by the
Pininfarina S.p.A. on behalf of the itutiutt
Ministry of Transport. It forms part of the
Italian programme for the study and the
development of Experimental Safety Vehicles
(ESV) .

The contract was signed on July 20,1,974,
and the research was completcd l:y April
1976. A resume of this study is given in the
following paragraphs.

Introduct ion

It is well known that crosswind gusts have
important effects on the road behaviour of

vehicles, specifically on their "active" or"primary" safety.
Considering that a number of scientific

reports dealing with this subject were already
available, the first stage of our study took the
form of bibliographical research. We found
that most of these reports dealt with the
following points;

. Mathematical models that determine the
vehicle's road behaviour by calculaticlns
[ 1 , 7 ]

r Wind tunnel tests in side wind conditions
to gather experimental data of the vehicle's
aerodynamic coefficients [8-14]

r Road tests on vehicles subjected to arti-
ficially produced crosswind and therefore
of known characteristics [4] and test facili-
ties of MIRA, Daimler Benz, and so forth.

r Theoretical analysis on the man-vehicle
system in crosswind conditions

Reports on the mathematical models point
out which aerodynamic coefficients have the
most weight on the vehicle's road behaviour
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

in gusty conditions; they are the yawing
moment coefficient CN and the side force
coefficient Cy.

Experimental values of these coefficients,
which can only be easily measured by wind
tunnel tests, are shown in wind tunnel test
reports. Unfortunately, these experimental
data are of limited interest as they concern
tests that have difficult correlations, mainly
for the following reasons:

a Tests are sometimes made on small-scale
models, sometimes on full-size vehicles

t Data come from wind tunnels of different
characteristics

r Data concern vehicles of extremely differ-
ent dimensions and shapes

To get over this lack of comparable data,
we decided to concentrate out efforts on a
single model and to perform wind tunnel tests
on this vehicle and four of its variants: In this
way we will gather experimental data coming
from the one wind tunnel, data that is related
to five vehicles having the same front part and
underbody but with five different rear shapes,
which are representative of the majority of
vehicles currently on the road.

In practice, we proceeded as follows:

r First. we chose a vehicle of middle size.

Figure  1 .  S ide  center  (SC)  and aerodynamic  center  (AC)

according to European standards, and with
a threebox-type body.

t Second, we designed and built four variants
of the rear part of this vehicle; this was the
easiest modification to improve the vehi-
cle's behaviour in crosswind conditions.

r Third, in our wind tunnel we carried out
aerodynamic tests at different yawing an-
gles (from - 5 to +40 degrees, step 5 degrees)
for both the threebox vehicle and for the
four variants.

r Finerlly, we made a comparison between
the aerodynamic coefficients measured in
the wind tunnel for these five vehicles; but,
as this comparison was insufficient to
clearly show the differences in response, we
decided to study a mathematical model,
drawing it from the bibliography and im-
proving it to take into account the aerody-
namic coefficients. In this way, we could
evaluate the .most important parameters
involved in the crosswind motion of these
five vehicles.

B I  BLIOG RAPH IC RESEARCH

Reports examined during our reseatch are
listed in the references.

It should be noted that. in order to define
the mathematical model set up in the last

positions on the 5 vehicles at pa = 30o.
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stage of our research, we particularly ex-
amined two reports [1, 4].

C H O I C E  O F  T H E  B A S I C  V E H I C L E  A N D  O F
ITS FOUR VARIANTS

In choosing the basic vehicle we paid
attention to the following requirements:

r A well-defined, threebox-type body for
which we could design four significantly
different types of tail

r Overall dimensions and an interior passen-
ger compartment typical of a middle-size
European vehicle

As a result, we chose a Fiat 124 saloon; we
subsequently attached the other four tails
that we had developed: a semifastback, a
fastback, a semi-station-wagon, and a station
wagon.

The silhouette of this basic vehicle and of
its four variants is shown in figure 1. Figure 2
shows one of these vehicles during the wind
tunnel tests.

W I N D  T U N N E L  A E R O D Y N A M I C  T E S T S
The basic vehicle and the four variants were

tested in the wind tunnel at yawing angles

Test vehicle during wind tunnel test.

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

from -5 degrees trs +40 degrees, measuring,
by a six+omponent balance, all the aerody-
namic forces and moments acting on these
vehicles.

For the sake of brevity, in figures 3
through 6, we show only the results concern-
ing coefficients C1q, Cv, CN, and EO values
(aerodynamic centre position).

EVALUATION OF WIND TUNNEL
RESULTS

TEST

Many varied and interesting obsenrations
appeared. For the Cy (drag coefficient, fig,
3), all the vehicles have a great increase of
aerodynamic drag at yawing angles IJa from 10
degrees to 30 degtees, which, apart from
safety, is unfavourable for fuel consumption.
The station wagon vehicle is about 10 percent
better than the basic vehicle threebox type.
This is because the rear lift and, therefore, the
induced drag are very low.

The Cy (side force coefficient, fig. 4),
reached the highest values for the fastback
and station wagons, and the lowest for the
semifastback vehicle.

Therefore, contrary to what might have
been expected, we observed that this coeffi-

Figure 2.
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cient did not increase with the enlargement of
the rear-side area. This wa-s probably due to
the wake and the pressurc distribution behind
the vehicle. which, in crosswind conditions.
vary with the changing of the tail type in an
unpredictable way.

The yawing moment coefficient Cs in-

creases with the pa to about 20 to 30 degrees
and then it decreases-

The value of this coefficient is related to
the aerodynamic centre position, that is, the
point of application of the aerodynamic side
forces Y.

Figure 5 also shows that, in the more

Figure 3. The drag coeff icient (Cy).
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SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

critical arealawing angles pa about 20 to 30
degrees, the fastback vehicle is the trest one,
as its yawing moment is the lowest one, while
the semifastback vehicle is the worst one.

In figure 6 we show the EO values, which
represent the longitudinal positions of the

aerodynamic centtre, measured from the mid-
dle of the vehicle wheel base and considered
positive if in the forward part of the vehicle.
At yawing angles pa from 20 degrees on, the
fastback vehicle has an aerodynamic centre
position more to the rear than the other

Figure 4.  The s ide force coef f ic ient  (Cv) .
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vehicles; this is directly linked to the low most forward position of the aerodynamic
value of the yawing moment coefficient Cs. centre.
At low yawing angles the aerodynamic centre On furthet examination of these diagtams,
position is more to the rear for the station we can state the followingr
wagon. For the whole range of yawing angles a At yawing angles of 30 degrees, the aerody-
tcsted, the semifastback vehicle shows the namic side force coefficient Cy varies from

Figure  5 .  The yawing  moment  coef f i c ien t  (CN) .

30"
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a minimum of about 0.21 for the semifast-
back to a maximum of about 0.27 for the
fastback vehicle, with an increase of about
28 percent.

I If we look at the application point of this
side force (always at Ba = 30 degrees), we
notice it varies from a minimum of 0.25
meter, in the front half of the wheel base
on the fastback, to a ma:rimum of 0.62
meter for the semifastback. As for the
yawing moment coefficient C51 , the values
varfT from a minimum of 0.11 for the

SECTION 3 ;  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

fastback to a maximum of 0.20 for the
semifastback, with an increase of 82 per-
cent.

r The Cy and Cs values of the other vehicles
are intermediate in comparison with those
mentioned above,
On the basis of these data and bearing in

mind that the dynamic behaviour of the
vehicle is linked to the Cp and Cy values, it is
difficult to clearly determine which of these
five vehicles would be the safest when moviug
in gusty conditions.

Figure  6 .  The EO va lues .
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M A T H E M A T I C A L  M O D E L  O F  V E H I C L E ' S
R O A D  B E H A V I O U R  I N  C R O S S W I N D  C O N -
D I T I O N S  A N D  R E S U L T S  O B T A I N E D

The theory conceming the dynamics of a
vehicle [1] can be summarized as follows:

r The report considered the steady state
response of a vehicle due to a side force Ya
and to a yawing moment Naa when ap-
plied on the vehicle's centre of gravity. The
vehicle is assumed to have two degrees of
freedom (Y and B), while a third degree of
freedom (rolling angle) is partly considered
to evaluate the load transfer on thc wheels
and the steering angle due to the rolling
angle.

r The vehicle is assumed to move with fixed
controls.

r We take into consideration the following
parameters:

- comering stiffnesses C of the front and
rear tyres, expressed as a function of the
slip angles c of the tyres, unknown

- gradients of self-aligning powers (SAP)
of front and rear tyres, also defined by

. the slip angles c
- rolling stiffnesses of front and rear axles

expressed as a function of the rolling
angle d unknown

- steering angle 6 produced by the rolling
angle d and also defined by S- aerodynamic side force gradient DCy/
0Ba defined on the basis of the aero-
dynamic side force coafficient Cy

I We consider these other parameters to be
known:
- vehicle weight S (kS)
- load distribution on front and rear axles

G1P (percent) and G2P (percent), re-
spectively

- wheel base WB (meters)
- frontal area S (m2 )
- aerodynamic side force and yawing mo-

ment coefficients Cy and C51 for differ-
ent yawing angles pa

r This calculation is made by iteration, a and
A being unknown; the following main
results were obtained;
- yaw rate r (radls) of the vehicle with

fixed controls and due to the gust, covers
a circular trajectory when it reaches the
steady state condition

- side slip angle B (degrees) of the vehicle
during the above-mentioned trajectory

- bending radius Rc (meters) of the
ahove-mentioned trajectory

The calculations were made for each of the
five vehicles in two different load conditions.
conesponding to the driver alone and to a full
load (five persons). Moreover, the calculations
were made for each of the yawing angles
tested in the wind tunnel, that is from Ba = 5
degrees to Ba = 40 degrees and at different
moving velocities from V = 10 to V = 40 mis.

Hereafter, we refer only to the results
obtained for the bending radius Rc of the
circular trajectories covered by the vehicle, in
steady state conditions and inload conditions
comesponding to the driver alone.

Figure 7 shows that for vehicles having a
moving velocity V = 30 m/s, the bending
radius Rc decreases at the increase of the
yawing angle Ba. Particularly for fia = 30
degrees, it varies between the following val-
ues:

Rc = 576 meters for the fastback (maxi-
mum value)
Rc = 530 meters for the semifastback
(minimum value)

Figure I shows the values of Rc at different
moving velocities (V) for a crosswind angle pa
= 30 degrees. The value of Rc becomes
manimum for the fastback and minimum for
the semifastback.

Therefore, on the grounds of this examina-
tion of the Rc parameter, we can come to the
conclusion that the fastback is the best one
among the five examined in the steady state
response to a crosswind gust. In figure g we
have shown the trajectories covered by the
five vehicles. These different trajectories are
the ones covered by the vehicles in steady
state conditions on the basis of their different
aerodynamic characteristics, for V = B0 m/s
and pa = 30 degrees.

V E R I F I C A T I O N  A C C O R D I N G  T O  T H E  R E .
P O R T  " O N  T H E  S I D E  W I N D  S E N S I T I V I T Y
o F ' f H E  A U T O M O B T L E "  [ 8 ]

Referring to the theory explained in the
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above-mentioned report,
following parameters:

- s d = a  l -  t '
m o  1 -  n o

SECTIoN 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

we calculated the

G/kg1

This parameter, called the side wind design
coefficient, depends on the suspended mass
mo, and on the position expressed in the
percent of the wheel base, of the aerodynamic
cenhe n, , and of the centre of gravity 116, orr

Figure 7. Trajectory bending radius Rc at different aerodynamic yawing angles (pa).

/ '
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in other words, the main design characteristics The results are shown in figure 10, where it
of the vehicle. can be seen that, at yawing angles Ba higher

It is independent from both the moving than 20 degrees, the fastback achieves lower
velocity and the over- and understeering Sd values and, therefore, it is less sensitive to
characteristics of the vehicle, which, in tum, side winds. At yawing angles Ba lower than 20
depend on the suspension and on the tyres. degrees, the station wagon is slightly better.
Figure 8, Trajectory bending radius Rc at different motion velocities (Vl.

E- 1 0 0 0

20
V (m/s)
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SECTION 3:  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

Figure 9. Trajectories covered in steady state conditions by each vehicle'
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G/ke)
velocity V of the vehicle, on the yaw rate r of
the trajectory covered by the vehicle due to
the crosswind, and also on the aerodynamic
force Ya produced on the vehicle by the
crosswind gust. In order to calculate the Sw

This parameter is called side wind sensitiv-
ity coefficients. It depends on the moving

Figure 10,  Side wind design coef f ic ient  Sd at  d i f ferent  aerodynamic yawing angles (Ba).
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SECT|ON 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

values, we used the r values calculated in
accordance with those described in the previ-
ous paragraph.

In figure 11 we ean see that for a crosswind
intensity conesponding to a yawing angle Ba =

30 degrees, and for the different moving
velocities we considered, the fastback gives
the lower values of the Sw coefficient.

Plotting Sw values at different yawing
angles Ba for a moving velocity V = 30 m/s,

Figure 11.  Side wind sensi t iv i ty  coef f ic ient  Sw at  d i f ferent  mot ion vehic les.
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E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

we obsen/e that at yawing angles 0a from 20
degrees on, the fastback shows the lowest
values of the coefficient Sw (see fig. 12); on
the other hand, at yawing angles lowet than
20 degrees, the station wagon vehicle and the

basic threebox-type vehicle give the lowest Sw
values.

This characteristic shows that for sidewind
gusts that have low intensity compared with
the moving velocity, the threebox and station

F igu re12 .  S idew indsens i t i v i t ycoe f f i c i en tSwa td i f f e ren tae rodynamicyaw ingang les (0a ) .
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SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

wagon vehicles are less affected by the side
wind, while, for sidewind gusts that have high
intensity, the fastback is the one that suffers
less.

Since these high intensity gusts are the
most dangerous for any vehicle's safety, we
must conclude (in accordance with indica-
tions given by the parameters Sd and Sw of
the Japanese report) that the fastback is the
best, followed by the station wagon and the
semi-station-wagon.

SUMMING UP AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to evaluate the sidewind gust
effects on the directional capability of vehi-
cles with different rear-body shapes, we pro-
ceeded as follows:

r We chose a basic threebox-type vehicle and
designed four other different tails for the
semifastback, fastback, semi-station-wagon
and station wagon versions.

r These five vehicles were tested in the wind
tunnel to determine the values of all the
aerodynamic coefficients, at yawing angles
fa from 0 to 40 degrees for each one.

r We compared the aerodynamic coefficients
of these five vehicles and we realize tltat,
although the Cp diagrams show that the
fastback is the least sensitive to the aerody-
namic yawing momcnt, this parameter is
probably insufficient to evaluate either the
different sensitivities of the vehicles to side
winds, or their different road behaviour.

r We calculated the trajectories covered by
the five vehicles, in steady state conditions,
as a result of crosswind gust. This proce-
dure, rather complicated in relation to the
number of parameters involved, allowed us
to calculate the bending radius Rc of the
trajectories covered by the five vehicles,
and to conclude that, among the five
vehicles tested, the fastback is the best one
in crosswind conditions as it covers a
trajectory with the highest bending radius.

r Finally, we made a further comparison of
five vehicles, using the parameters Sd and
$w that were used in the Japanese publica-
tion [8]. The comparison of these param-
eters also confirmed that the fastback is the
best one in sidewind conditions.

In conclusion we ean say that:

r Wind tunnel tests allow us to measure some
useful coefficients, particularly Cru, which
is the most indicative coefficient of the
sidewind sensitivity of a vehicle.

r A simple comparison of different vehicles
can be made using the Sd coefficient
(sidewind design coefficient), which de-
pends on the vehicle mass, the position of
the aerodynamic centre, and the centre of
gravity, but it is not dependent on either
the moving velocity or the over- or under-
steering characteristics of the vehicle. This
parameter must obviously be kept as low as
possible.

I A more complicated eomparison of differ-
ent vehicles can be made tly taking into
account the vehicles' aerodynamic charac.
teristics, their centre of gravity, and their
neutral steer points (NSP), by calculating
the bending radius Rc of the trajectories
covered by the vehicles in steady state
conditions or their sidewind sensitivitv
coefficient. Sw.

These parameters are probably the most
indicative ones of a vehicle's directional be.
haviour in crosswind conditions; in fact, even
if a vehicle's behaviour in crosswinds on the
road is always transient, it is already known
from theory and experimental results that the
vehicle deviations in these conditions reflect
the direction and intensity of those found in
steady state conditions.

r We must exclude simple comparisons
among different vehicles, such as their side
areas or their side centre positions. As we
saw from the tests. the fastback. at least in
this particular case, was better than the
station wagon even if the latter one had a
bigger side area. Figure 1 compares the side
centre position for the five vehicles with
aerodynamic centre positions for Ba = 30
degrees, and we saw that, while the side-
centre position moves back as the rear side
area of the vehicle is increased, the aerody-
namic centre position varies in an unpre-
dictable way and it is not comelatable to
the side centre.

r We must dismiss the temptation to indicate
which one of the tails is the best to deal
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with sidewind se.nsitivity. These tests havd
clearly shown that the aerodynamic coef-
ficients, and parbicularly Cy and C1q, de-
pend on the wake pattern and specifically
on the location on the vehicle's rear surface
where the airstream detaches from the
body.

From wind tunnel test experience, we
know this airstream separation point can
easily be changed by detailed modifications,
and we can, therefore, suppose that by
employing this technique it will be possible,
within certain limits, to make any vehicle rear
shape more or less sensitive to side winds.

Consequently, w€ believe that it could be
of gfeat interest to carry out systematic
research in order to study the aerodynamic
effects produced by detailed modifications on
the rear part of the body.
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PAST HISTORY
Paraphrasing a German

could say of the invitation
expression, one

issued in 1970 by
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the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA); "America called,
and they all came running." The then Federal
Tlansportation Minister, Georg Leber, was
informed by the Germarr automobile industry
that it would participate in the Experimental
Safety Vehicle (ESV) program. By the time of
the Second ESV conference, October 1971, in
Sindelfinger, Germarry could already present
its own ESV. Over the years, all the German
manufacturers of passenger cars have partic-
ipated in the five ESV conferences held to
date: they have presented reports, partic-
ipated in the discussions, &nd they have
exhibited new ESV developments. The
makers of parts and accessories have also
expressed their interest, and they participated
in the conferences and exhibitions.

At thc fourth ESV Conference, held in
Kyoto, Japan, in March of 1973, it already
had become clear that the development stage
for complete ESV's was at an end, and this
became self-evident by Jr.rne 1974, when the
fifth Conference met in tondon. The sugges-
tions for improved active and passive vehicle
safety that had been presented at earlier
conferences by the various manufacturers and
research institutes, largely in response to, or
as variations o[, ESV themes set by the
Americans, had been implemented, by and
large. Today, many of those ideas can be
found in actual production models. But
neither researchers nor ca-r builders are yet
completely satisfied. Legislators are under
public pressure to issue new Iaws or to amend
the old ones. But in many areas we still do
not have the needed scientific foundations
from which to proceed. That is why, at the
end of the fourth ESV Confcrcnce.l a call
went out for thorough-going research, which
was confirmed at the fifth ESV Conference in
London. Above all, research is neecled in the
following areas in order to obtain information
that is specific and can be applied to automo-
bile design:

r Resolution of biomechanical relationships
r Systematic analysis of accident statistics
. Creation of uniformly applicable and

comparable testing methods, particr,rlarly in
regard to test dummies

S E C T I O N  3 :  I N D U S T R Y  S T A T U S  R E P O R T S

r Creation of universally valid foundations
for diversified cost analysis capable of
specific use in the areas of vehicle and
traffic safety

The automobile industry cannot solve these
problems all by itself. Efforts were resumed
to close the gaps in our knowledgc regarding
these specialized areas. T'his conference will
show to what extent these efforts have been
successful.

S P E C I A L I Z E D  R E S E A R C H

In the course of research, it became evident
that there are still many territories "with

blank spots on the map" that remain to be
explored. One should start in an area that can
yield important results. These can tell us
where constructive leverage should be applied,
which is the right place to start, and they can
save us from needless expenditures by letting
us start at the right place and with the best
tools. In Germany, specializecl research is
carried out by scientific university institutes,
as well as by the automobile industry itself;
the latter research is extensive and is partia_lly
supported by the government.

Accident Research

A great number of German institutions are
concerned with accident research. In order to
otrtain an overview, the Association for Auto-
motive Technology Research {FAT) commis-
sioned one of the institutes of the Technical
University in Berlin to analyze current acci-
dent research programs. The F'ederal Highway
Administration supports efforts at coordina-
ted research in various specialized fields. In
addition, there is a large number of separate
investigations under the direction of various
research groups created at the initiative of car
manufacturers; outside consultants are called
to assist in these investigations.

The new ar:r:iclent report forms used by the
police since Jauuary 1, 1975, have contrib-
uted a certain intensification of data input to
the official national statistics of the Federal
Government; but, of necessity, this service
can provide only fragmentary indications in
regard to the evaluation of vehicle safety.
Under these circumstances, the investigations
begun in 1969 by the HUK Association underIReport of the fourth ESV Conferenee, p. 621.
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the independent initiative of the automobile
insurance companies take on particular signifi-
cance; they provide massive quantities of data
on many topics and fumish statistically valid,
detailed evaluation of accident and personal
injury risks.

To date, Germatr automobile insurers have
analyzed some 50 000 automobile acciclents
involving passenger injury. Thanks to these
studies, it is possible to keep to a minimum
the unavoidable delay between accident
investigation and the computation of results
that are relevant to safety considerations. In
addition, these studies provide for the first
time a before-and-after analysis, in actual
practice, of various safety devices. Increas-
ingly, accidents involving only uninjured pas-
sengels have also bcetr itrcluded in the more
recent HUK studies; these are of course
decisive if one is to assess the practical
effectiveness of safety devices.

Future developments are sure to entail an
increase in the percentage of acciclents c:aused
by local vehicles and of accidenls involving
pedestrians, bicycle riders, and motorcyclists.
In Germany, this category of road users
already contributes close to 50 percent of all
accident fatalities, and this percentage will
appear to grow as automohile passengers
profit from the improved protection afforded
by more effective safety davices. On-site
investigations of accidents in this category are
carried out by interdepartmental teams in
Heidelberg, Hannover, and Berlin on behalf of
the Federal Institute for Highway Research.

Beginning in 1975-76, German insurance
companies that write accident policies have
maintained a census of all accidents involving
injury to pedestrians. Up to now,
about 35 000 such accidents have been
reported. These studies, for the first time, are
providing a comprehensive survey of accident
sites, Iocal highway construction procedures,
faulty attitudes of drivers and pedestrians, as
well as colrelations hetween the nature of
pedestrian injury and type of accident. Ger-
man automobile insurance companies have
also completed a study of 2 000 accidents
involving motorcycles and mopeds; the results
of this study will be presented in 19?7. In
addition, a study has been undertaken that
covers bicycle accidents.

S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

The effectiveness of the seatbelt has been
proven beyond any doubt. Supplementing
corrclusions gained in emergency clinic and
on-site studies, German automobile insurance
companies have completed an analysis of
1 000 accidents resulting in serious passenger
injury In order to prevent the possibility of
negative selection, all reports of accidents
involving passengers using seatbelts were
included without regard to gravity of injury
during a Z-month period.

Other research concentration has been on
lateral and rear collisions and compatibility.

Emphasis is also placed on the study of
driver attitudes and of the degree to which
drivers make actual use of the active safety
devices at their disposal for accident avoid-
ance. This is rendered more difficult by the
fact that this question can, in general, only be
judged on the basis of detailed knowledge
regarding the actual course of the accident. As
y€t, there is only very little information
available in this domain; this prevents cffec-
tive correlation with test results. It is to be
hoped that these difficulties will be overcome,
at least in part, as properly evaluated accident
data become available. ln this connection, it is
important to ohtain findings that have across-
the-board validity and are not tied to one
particular case.

In matters of accident research, it is gen-
erally true that particular study goals can best
tre achieved by coordinated analysis of the
results of in-depth research and scientifically
valid statistical analysis, that is, when within a
multiphase analysis, one well-defin ed category
of acciclents is subjected to in-depth analysis
bearing on specific problems. The elaboration
of such accident data, however, is very labor
intensive and requires continuous accident
analysis. On the one hand, the individual sets
of data must be circumscribed in ordcr to
remain goal oriented; on the other hand, tireir
collection should be as encompassing as pos-
sible since new technical developments create
novel conceptual perspectives from which
already existing accident investigations might
have to be reviewed. In addition to offering
improved techniques for the analysis of acci-
dents in actual practice, a list of requirements
for future, concrete, accident research criteria
provides a significant basis for the coordina-
ted development of traffic safety procedures.
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The various ESV conferences have signifi-
cantly promoted a goal-oriented exchange of
experiences in regard to statistical acciclent
data. Nonetheless, there is much that can stil l
be improved. Work is now done in many
countries on identical problems, without one
nation knowing what the other is doing in this
regard. In the interest of a practical utilization
of accident research results. it would be
extremely useful if contact between the various
national research gloups were already begun
during the project stage; this would greafly
speed up exchange of information about
project goals and, later" about research results.

One of the real problems in evaluating
accident statistics is the lack of usable. uni-
form, international terminology. Although
substantially standardized categories have
been established, many basic concepts, such
as type of accident, classification of accident
gravity, and data on speed and on form of
collision, stil l lack uniformity. Proposed solu-
tions of this problem have been submitted.
But rapid intemational coordination of
accident research can be attained only by
setting up a perrnanent working group in
which the principal research units would be
represented and in which unified guidelines
can he discussed and irrformation on work in
progres$ can be exchanged.

The international bodies concemed with
accident research should give priority to the
formulation of standard definitions in orcler
to insure comparability and applicability of
the data presented by the various nations.

Biomechanics

All efforts for the improvement of traffic
safety aim at protecting people from injury
or, at lea.st, limiting such injury as much a.s
possible. For automobile rnanufacturers, this
means that technical safety devices must be
tailored to human characteristics. and that
presupposes a knowledge of man's mechanical
resilience as well as particular attention to the
forces that impinge on the ca_r passenger and
on the road user outside the car during an
accident.

The present knowledge of worldwide bio-
mechanical research is still not sufficienr to
answer the following essential questions:
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What are the human load limits? One
designates as load limits those mcchanical
magnitudes (acceleration, force, moment, and
derived magnitude) that inflict damage to
specific parts of the body (bone fracture,
organic lesion, and so forth). Be it noted that,
to a degree that has not yet been determined,
these values depend on such specifically
human parameters as $ex, age, anthropom-
etry, and weight distribution.

What are the appropriate lesion criteria?
Lesion critcna designate the boundaries
between acceptahle and unacceptable injury,
and they should be represented by mechanical
data (AIS, OIS, and so forth) as well as by
mechanical m agnitudes.

What are appropriate protection criteria?
One designates a-s protection criteria the
values of mechanical load limits measured on
test dumrnies. The test durnmy is thus a
measuring instrument used as part of test
technology to check the effectiveness of
security devices in representative tests. An
automotive engineer needs prescribed protec-
tion criteria so that he can check adherence of
his safety devices to these criteria by the use
of test dummies.

Protection criteria should be determined as
follows:

r Establish load limits using animals, corpses,
or volunteers, and evaluate each at:cident.

o Determine lesion criteria. This can be
derived from the load limits or, directly,
through accident analysis.

r Determine protection criteria. On the one
hand, the protection criteria must insure
that the lesion criteria are adhered to, and
on the other hand, they must tre practi-
cable for the automotive engineers from
the point of view of test technology.

The tasks described here can be resolved
only through the interaction of engineering
science zurd medicine. The German auto
industry has, therefore, heen coopcrating for
several years with medical institutes in order
to draw closer to the solution of these
problems. Thus, for instance, tests for the
determination of load limits have been run
since 1973 by Lhe Institute for Forensic
Medicine for Heidelberg University.

Dynamic tests are ca:ried out with corpses
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thatate seeured by safety belts. At the present
stage of these investigations, head-on collision
of vehicles is being simulated. The first results
of these experiments were presented at the
18th and 19th Stapp Car Crash Conferences.
The engineering ktrow-how requircd by these
studies is provided hy the Gerrnan automotrile
industry through a working group of the
Association for Automotive Technolory
Researcrh (FAT).

In 1976, the Federal Highway Construction
Administration (BAST), acting on behalf of
the Govemment of the German Federal
Republic, initiated the establishment of a
Rcsearch Association for Biomechanics. The
working group "Biomechanics" tnentioned
above joined this association as representative
of the German automobile industry. The aim
of the research association is to develop lesion
and protection criteria. The German automo-
bile industry hopes that its participation in
these investigations will insure direct corrcla-
tion to the automobile and, when appropri-
ate, rapid incorporation into mass production.

Passenger Protect ion

The purposes of the restraining system are
to save the passenger from being projected
against rigid elements of the car's interior and
to apply the softest possible brake to his
velocity at the instant of collision. The
problems can be solved by correlation between
the cleformation of the vehicle structure and
the restraining system.

The automatic three-point seatbelt has
been clearly shown to be the most effective
and, at the samc time, the most ecouomical
restraining system among the various types of
safety belts available today (fig. 1). This belt
adjusts automatically ttl the proper length,
regardless of sitting position and body size.
The push buttons for these belts have lleen
standardized in Germany. They are coded in
red, and only four models have been authori-
zed.

For those passengers who do not want to
exert themselves, there already exist "passive"

seatbelts. One such passive system consists of
a shoulder belt and a knee pad (fig. 2). Other
passive belt systems were demonstrated by

Belt guide

Automat ic
retractOf

Figure 1. Automatic three-point trelt.

sevcral manufacturers at the fourth and fifth
ESV conference (fig. 3).

The German automobile industry does not
share the basic conviction that the air bag
constitutes a passive restrainitrg system suited

Figure 2. Passive safety belt and energy-absorbing
knee cushion,

to all types of accidents. It merely furnishes
supplementary protection in certain situations
if coupled with other familiar restraining
systems.

Figure 3. Passive three-point belt  system.



Much attention has been devoted to
restraining systems for children. The follow-
ing minimu.m requirements have lleerr formu-
latcd on their behalf ;

r The system must be strong enough to
withstand a 50-km/h head-on collision with
a wall (standard test for weight correspond-
ing to that of children).

. [t must be simple to insta]l and remove.
r The weight of the restraining system must

Tl'� \
l n

Figure  4 .  Baby  in  au tomohi les .

F igure  5 .  Seats  fo r  1 -  to  3 -year -o ld  ch i ld ren .
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not impose any additional load on the child
( f o r c e s  o f  i n e r t i a  o f  t h e  c h i l c l ' s
seat). The child's seat must be anchorecl
separately to the vehicle, the chilcl himself
is firmly held in his seat.

r The movement of Lhe .,child dummy" in a
standarcl test must be so limited that no
contact ocgLus with any rigid element of
the car's interior.

The following systems are rrnder debate for
children in the various age groups;

I For infants up to the age of 1 year,
weighing less than I kg, a solid shell in
which the baby is held in a prone position.
The shell is anchored in ar;corclarrce with
the rcquirements Iistttd in figure 4.

r For young children between the ages of 1
and 3, weighing 9-17 kg, a child's seat in
which the child's head and body are braced
laterally (fig. 5).

. For chilclren between the ages of B and 10,
weighing 17-35 kg, a child's restraining
system consisting of suspender straps with
a very wide lap strap or small deformable
safety bench.

I For children taller than 1.40 m, a three-
point seatbelt.

As a matter of general principle, children
under the age of 12 should be seated on the

."{'.*t
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teat seat; in Germany this is prescribed by
law.

In the general publicr's mind, heacl rests are
regarded as complements of seatbelts in case
of head-on collision. But, in fact, the head
rests are part of the safety system for rear-end
collision, while the seatbelt trelongs to the
system for frontal and lateral impact and for
overturning of the car.

One tends to overestimate the injury-
reducing effect of head rests. There is no
justification for demanding the head test as an
indispensable adjunct of the seatbelt; in a
head-on collision the backward force is not as
violent as the one impelling forward against
the belt. Accident studies show no instance
where lack of a head rest caused throat or
neck injury to any strapped-in passenger. A
correctly designed and properly adjusted
head rest does offer protection in case of
rear-end impact.

Safety systems are necessary and must be
used. Continuing public awarenes$ of this fact
requires e-ffective dissemination of pertinent
information. Unfortunately, one has to over-
come ltreconceptions and human inertia.
Technical joumalists and psychologists should
cooperate through the mass media in order to
persuade the public that:

r Seatbelts are worth the small
fastening them.

r Seatbelts should be used even
driving.

r The structural collapse features of vehicles
have little effect if the passenger is not
strapped in.

. Technical safety devices are useless by
themselves without human cooperation.

I The chances of survival are five to six times
greater inside the vehicle than out (when
passenger who have been catapulted out-
side the vehicle suwive, it is by pure
chance).

r An unconscious passenger ean do nothing
for his own rescue. With a seatbelt, his
chances ol'escaping injury, and therefore of
helping himself, are mut:h greater.

Automobi le Body Design

In the course of developing Experimental
Safety Vehicles (ESVs), various structural

E X P E  R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

effort of

in city

elements were subjected to head-on collisions
against brit:k walls at speeds up to 80 km/h.
Later studies, however, have s;hown that this
was not neces$ary. ln Europe, requirements
regarding the vehicle's lrody are stipulated by
the tests prescribed by the Economic Com-
mission for Europe (ECE):

I Head-on collision with solid wall at 48
km/h

r Ninety-degree lateral impact on stationary
vehicle of object weighing 1 100 kg at
35-38 km/h

r Rear-end impact on stationary vehicle of
object weighing 1 100 kg at 35-38 km/h

r Roof cave-in test on vehicle firmly held by
appropriate device; impact by an object (60
percent of vehicle's net weight); impact
velocity; 2.7-3.3 m/s

All tests are carried out with empty vehi-
cles. After each test, the following require-
ments mu-st he satisfied:
r Deformation of the passenger shell must

not have exceeded a certain value.
r All doors must have remained closed during

collision.
r lt must be possible to open without tools a

sufficrient number of doors to rescue a]l the
passengers.

r Rigid elements in the passenger space must
not have constituted danger of injury for
the passengers.

The vehicles produced by the German auto-
mobile industry satisfy these requirements.

In order to be able to meet the above
conditions with due regard to economy of
energy and raw materials, and in order furl,her
to reduce the risk of injury to passengers,
even more attention will have to be given,
when designing future vehicles, to devising
structural sheet-metal elements such as hood,
trunk lid, wheel components, fenders, and
doors that will absorb deformation energy.

In the past, attention has been given mainly
to collisions with stationary obstacles or with
equivalent vehicles. But in the future, the
matter of "compatibility" will also have to be
included in the investigations. Here is what we
mean;

When two vehicles of different types are
involved in the same accident, it is particu-
larly important that their design be standard-
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ized in regard to type of construction, struc-
ture, and restraining system. This is the only
way to prevent the passengers of one of the
vehicles from suffering more serious injuries
than those of the other vehicte. This compat-
ibility problem is one of the principal themes
in today's research efforts. T'he goal is to
design vehicles in such a manner that the
safety devices in vehicles of different types
involvcd in an acc:ident will have the greatest
possiblc protective effect on all the pas-
sengers; at the same time, the cost of these
devices must not exceed an economically
justifiable figure. The level of usefulness of a
safety device can be gar-rged by the monetary
equivalent of the injuries from which it will
protect passengers.

This i:aiancing of optimum effeetiveness
against minimum overall cost can only be
achieved by establishing the needed basis for
future test procedures and evaluation criteria;
these will have to take into account the
acceptable physical human load limits-that
ate not yet fully known.

Pedestr ian Safety and Automotive Engineering

Since 1972, there has been a clearly dis-
cernible trend in the distribution of injury
risk among the various categories of road
uscrs; The percentage is going down for
automobile passengers, while growing for the
unprotected categrtry, pedestrians and
cyclists. By 1973, in Germany, the number of
fatalities in the second group had already
exceeded that of the first group. This trend
persists, and it will grow in the years to come
owing to the improving passenger safety
devices being developed by automotive engi-
neers.

In our country, it is the pedestrians who
are at a particular disadvantage. Their share of
traffic fatalities is about 40 percent; in the
cities it can range up to 70 percent. Within
the pedestrian category, childrerr under 1b are
in special danger, and the age group b to 8 has
the highest accident rate. One a-lso notes the
disproportionately high incidence of accident
victims among aged pedestrians.

That is why, in Germany and certain other
countries, accident research has been focusing
on collisions between vehicles and pedestri-

ans. At present, the number of investigations
is small, and results do rrot yet permit arry
clear and definite judgment as to the type
of automotive engineering development that
could reduce the dangers of injury to pedestri,
ans. But certain observations have been identi.
fied as being of importance for further acci-
dent studies. The typical case is that of a
pedestrian crossing a street and being hit from
the side by an oncoming vehicle. Impact
velocity is usually 30,40 km/h. In 6b-Tb
percent of all cases, the brakes are appliecl
before impact, so that the front of the car is
generally lower than normal. If the narts of
the bocly are rated in terms of the traumatrza-
tion rank, defined as the product of lcvel and
frequency of injury, the head is in first
position; for adults, this is followed hy the
lower legs; for children it is the thighs and
basin area. The gravity of injury increases
with impact velocity. One parameter for this
function is the shape of the car front. The
course of the collision can be broken into
several stages, where one must clistinguish
between primary and secondary collisions.
Normally, the primary collision is with the
front bumper. This element causes the most
frequent injunes, but it does not cause the
most severe foauma. Rathcr, the gteatest
injuries are caused by the secondary collision
of the head with other parts of the car or with
the pavement.

Since 1974, there have been eontinuing
studies for the formulation of an ECE regula-
tion on front and rear vehicle safety devrces
(bumpers); the conclusions described above
have caused a fundamental reexamination of
the goals that had prevailed in the past. In the
beginning, the airn was-as in the United
States-to standardize the height of bumpers
and to give them sufficient strength to protect
vital automobile parts in any low-speed colli-
sion, but now the object is to reduce the
danger of pedestrian injury from primar;r
collision. Several governments have proposed
that the standard height for the pendulum
impact test be lowered from the present 445
mm to under 350 mm. This would be to
reduce the severity of leg injuries; but we do
not yet have reliable data on the totat injury
pattern.

The setting of such a new goal presents
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automobile manufacturers with several prob-
lems. The standard height for impact studies
prevalent in today's European car design is
above 425 mm, as a rule. In the future, a
solidity test for bumpers will be included in
the prescribed procedures, and since the
impact forces must be transmitted to the
autombile's structure. the standard bumper
height essentially determines the positioning
of the bearing elements of the vehitlle's body.
Heretofore, the value result,ed from the
arrangemellt of axles, engine, and longitudinal
runners of the body. A change, therefore,
implies impinging on the basic underlying
conception of the automobile. If the hasic
layout is left unchanged, the lowered position
of the lrumper requires that it be connectecl
to the bearing elements of the automobile's
structure hy additional elenrents able to
absorb impact fort::es and bending moments.
This signifies increased net weight and higher
energy consumptron.

But a much more critical consideration is
the regulation which applies in the important
U.S. market; under this regulation, the
bumper must be tested for stresses at heights
that are considerably above those contempla-
ted in Europe. The standard height is set in
the 400-500-mm range. These values were
selected in the lJnited States to provide for
the type of car prevalent there with character-
istic, rather long overhang, front and rear. It is
a matter of not wanting to change basic
designs, and also preventing potential damage
to the cars by steep incline$, such as the
ramps that sometimes lead to garage
entrances. No consideration was given to
pedestrian safety and still remain cost-effec-
the lJnitcd States as in Europe because of the
difference in traffic Jtatterns and make-up.

There is still no sufficicntly reliable answer
today to the question whether automobile
engineering can make any real contribution to
pedestrian safety and still remain cost effec-
tive. Research efforts should he expanded to
cover as many cases as possible; this might
determine which elements of a car's front
detcrmine pedestrian injury pattems, and
whet,her possibilities exist for optimum shapes
and materials. In any case the concept of
considering only the height of bumpers seems
problematic. In this domain, standardized

regulations are needed for Europe and the
Unil,ed States. This development has given
new stimulus to the public's long-standing
demand for standard automobile bumper
height. Contrary to recent expectations, the
task that seemed so easy at first can hardly be
solved on short notice in view of the over-
riding factors: "passenger safety, automobile
de sign an d E uro pcan-American stand-
ardization. It is c:ommendable that American
authorities, too, have initiated a study pro-
gam to tackle this question."

Vehicle Dynamics

The German automobile industry has
already reached high levels in the domain of
automobile dynamics. Work continues toward
further improvements. Research emphasis, for
instance, is on step function of the steering
angle. No impulse has come from the ESV
program that would be useful in this connec-
tion; nor would one expect such an impulse in
the future.

S T A N D A R D I Z A T I O N  O F  T E C H N I C A L
R E Q U I R E M E N T S

In addition to the two intemational bodies,
ECE and European Community (EC), there
are now national authorities of varying impor'
tance. Each issues safety and emission regula-
tions in its own counhryr, and the scope of the
regulations varies with each authority's impor-
tance.

This situation cau$es enormous expense fot
the vehicle manufacturers because. in some
case$, widely divergent regulations govern the
same subject matter; in certain cases, these
regulations have not even been based on any
cost analysis.

It is therefore of grear urgency that all
these laws be brought into harmony. We
welcome the support for ECE step-by-step
standardization expressed by the United
States in regard to testing procedures and
technical requirements; we hope very much
that this initiative will lead within the foresee-
able future to concrete re$ults, and that this
will hring about the coordination of ECE and
U.S. regulations strongly desired by automo-
bile manufacturers.



The efforts of the ECE and EC have
already created examples of standardized reg-
ulations.

The following points are of special impor-
tance:

1. Formulation of a long-range program
establishing priodties based on cost
antrlysis

2. Uniform deadlines for the application
of regulations to automobile types
already in production and to newly
developed ones

. 3. Legislative procedures that provide for
preannounced goals and for coordina-
tion with industry at appropriate time
intewals

regulations by international statutes;
forgoing of any new separate national
legislation

S U M M A R Y

This presentation could not have enumer-
ated all the areas in which the German
automobile industry has labored sucr:essfully
in the past 2 years in the interest of better
vehicle safety and thus also in the interest of
ESV development.

Automobile dynamics have been further
explored and progress has been made toward
acciclent prevention. Numerous constructive
clevices have already been incorporated into
new models or are on the verge of realization
which result in more secure and easier driving,
improved safety under unfavorable weather,
and comfortable riding characteristics.

Beyond that, efforts have been made to
improve cost analysis of safety measures and
to establish precise criteria by which to gauge
the effectiveness of new devices.

For the next few years--until about
1985-the following problems will be at the

The Contribution of Volkswagen to

DR.  WOLFGANG L INCKE
Volkswagerrwerk AG
Rcsearch and Development
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center of researeh efforts, as they have been
in the p;st:
r Ar:cident investigations
r Biomechanical studies
r Passenger safety
r Response of new vehicle types under colli-

sion conditions
Working together with the automobile

industry, legislators should intensify their
efforts to achieve unified regulations and test
requirements, for inslance, in regard to test
dummies; they should set target dates for new
statutes well in advance of actual implementa-
t ion.

Even though we may be giving the impres-
sion that we are up against a sort of sound
barrier, the development of even safcr motor
vehicles will continue, for with the aid of
technology, engineers have the ability to
break thrcrugh even the sound harrier.

Govemments have the task of formulating
laws for the protection of the people and of
society. This obligation is universally recog-
nized. It should apply not only to automolrile
design but also to other safety factors. This
might well include road construction whcre
considerablc improvements can be achieved,
as is evident from a comparison of accident
frequencies on federal highways and on side
roads.

Passenger safety could also be enhanced
more effectively by means of improved traffic
control and road construction than by the
techniques of automotive engineering.

These days, with ever more complcx traffic
problems, and with travel that transcends
national boundaries, legislators should give
automobile manr.rfar:turers adequate advance
notice, that is, at least 5 years. That way,
good solutions could be translated into actual
practice with much less friction than has been
the case in the past.

We urge NHTSA to direct its efforts along
these lines in the interest of improved interna-
tional relations. wart frcr

the Research Safety Vehicle Program

INTRODUCTION
At the Experimental Safety Vehicle (ESV)

conferences of the past years, other problems
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in addition to technical ones have been
discussecl. More and more the question has
arisen whether the safety requirements postu-
lated and their technical solutions are still
economically feasible. Seen from this point of
view, we welcome the fact that the Research
Safety Vehicle (RSV) Project has dealt with
safety research in the wider context of systcm
analysis. In this respect, phase 1 of this
project is of special significance insofar as it
incorporates an analysis of all basic problems
of transport technology, accident statistics,
and economy as well as their correlation to
safety technology. Although phase 1 ended
18 months ago, and phase 2--the design of
vehicles---is about to be completed, it seems
appropriate to report on the most significant
results of phase 1 as this is the first ESV
conference held since its completion. The
following will be a brief report on Volks-
wagen's contribution to phase 1.r Our work
was based on the principles shown in figure 1,
centering around cost/henefit analyses. The
basic data for these analyses were derived
from analytical studies of aufomobile use and
accidents and from technical considerations
conceming accident avoidance and crash-
worthiness.

A U T O M O t s I L E  U S E  A N D  A C C I D E N T
ANALYSIS

The first question to be answered in the
course of this work was, "What will traffic
and accidents be like in the mid-1980's?"
Today, I can do no more than give a brief
summar1/ of our answers to this question,
which are based on detailed studies in various
fields.

1. Far beyond the period coveretl by this
prognosis, the automobile will con-
tinue to be the most important means
of transportation in the United States
as well as in Europe. The significance
of mass transportation will increase
only locally.

2. The numerical and structural develop-

tRSV-Phase-I-Final Report,  Vol. I- i l I ,  Nr. P8244-634,
P8244-{i35, P8244-6i16, DOT ilS-ri01 S24, DOT HS-1tO1
625, DOT HS-801 626, prepared hy Volkswagcn for DOT
ConLrar:t  No. DOT-HS-4-00843.

Figure 1. Working scheme for phase 1 of the
HSV program.

ment of the population as well as the
development of settlement structures
will cause both the total number of
motor vehicles and mileage to in-
crease,

Table 1. Accident type and impact location in 1973
and the prognosis for 1985 for the United
States

I
I
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I
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Accident trend

ana lys is
Crashworthiness

Automobile use
trend analysis

Accident
avo idance

Cost/benefit
a  n  a  l ys is

am def in i t
Development ol

performdnce

specifications
foundation

Pre
R S

l i m i lary
des ign

1985  U .S .

Accident  woe 1973 U.S. (standard
(percent)  est imate

in parcentl

Ran off roadway 5.9 5.6
Hit a f ixed object 2.0 2.0
Hit another obiect 0,5 0.5
Car vs car 66,5 66.8
Car  vs  t ruck  1  1 .1  1  1 .O
Mult iple vehicle 10,8 1 0.5
Other 3.6 3.6

lmoact si te:
Front 50.3 50.3
R i s h t  1  1 , 9  1 1 . 5
Lof t  13 .8  13 ,8
Rear  21 .5  ?1  .9
Other 2.5 2,5
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Figure  2 .  Fron ta l  impact  aga ins t  f i xed  bar r ie r  a t  F0  mi /h  (moc l i f ie r l  Aud i  
, |00) .

3. The mass distribution of the vehicles
, used for transportation will change

supply situation.
4. Even if we assume extreme develop-

ments in the number of motor vehi-

systems, accident pattems will not
change significantly.

This last statement was made by us in
cooperation with the Highway Safety Re-
search Center (HSRC) of the University of
North Carolina. It is hased on a projeclion
model. Table 1 shows some of the outstand-
ing results.

In principlc, thcrcfore, we werc able to
project the efficiency and economy of safety
measures for the target year 1985 based on an
analysis of today's accident situaLion. How-
ever, we found the accident data available to
be bolh inexact and unsatisfactory for several
reasons;

T E C H N O L O G I C A L  S A F E T Y  P R O B L E M S

Crash worth ilress

We eovered the following sets of problems
from the theoretical, design, and experimental
angle (sec fig. 2): 

r
r The effect of frontal. lateral. and rear

impacts at varions test speeds on weights
and cost

r The compatibility prr:blems raised by vehi-
cles of differing type and mass

Again, accident statistics emphasized the
significarrce of the second sct of problems
named. In the course of our work in connec-
tion with phase 1, we developed a theoretical
concept of compatibility (fig. 3) that guar-
antees occupant safcty both in the smaller
and in the bigger vehicle over the entire
statistically significant range of mass ratios
and closing velocities.

This concept does not involve any basic
changes of either the geometry or the design
pnnciples of a vehicle. Our worh on the
problem of compatibility was based on sys-
tematic analyses of data olrtained from
today's motor vehicles (figs. 4, 5) from which
we derived some basic laws of similarity. We
shall hear more about this work at some Iater
t ime in the course of this conference2 [1].

ISchmiclt R. Realistic Compatal:ility Concr--.pts and
Assot:iirted Testing. Presented to the 6th ESV Confcrcnce
in  Wash ing ton ,  D .C . ,  Oc tobe r  12 -15 ,  1976 .

I

I

a

a
I

a

There is little standard statistical material.
The size of the samples is limited.
Accident studies are performed according
to different codes (PIC-AIS, TAD-VDI).
Errors are committed in estimating vehicle
speeds.
Statistical data are inconsistent.
There is bias caused by regional differences.
There is hias caused by variations in the
depth of the studies.

In order to support our findings despite
such difficulties, we had to use sophisticated
methods such as sensitivity analyses-

t{,ffi sft .&, =ir*.,fl &*.,*,.I
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Figure 3. lmpact of smaller vehicle against bigger vehicle.

ACCIDENT AVOTDANCE I

Based on accident statistics we eompiled
the following list of priorities;

Vehicle response to steering input
Braking in a tum
Straigh t-line brakin g perform ance
Vehicle steering characteristics on a con-
stant radius
Visibility
Rollover immunity
Crosswind immunity
$teering retumability

In order to draw up test specifications that
were characteristic of the situations named
above, we applied the procedure illustrated in
figurc 6. We concentrated on open-loop pro-
cedures as far as possible in order to elim-
inate, as much as possible, the influence of
the driver. Porsche AG, Zuffenhausen, coop-
erated in drawing up these test specifications.

ffi.,'ffirWffi ,,;,ffi ,. ffi ,r.ffi{iffi ,,.;l

COSI  / tsHNEFIT ANALYSES

All the individual studies mentioned up to
now have supplied us with the data base for
our cost/benefit analysis. The following ap-
proach was used:

r The absolute berrefit of safety measures
was not taken into consideration. Instead,
we concentrated on finding combinations
of safety measures that would yield maxi-
mum benefit at a given cost (consistent
measures l.

r Sensitivity analyses were used to demon-
strate that combinations of this nature are
hardly affected even by a grave lack of
precision in the input data.

Both these principles [2, 3, 4] are illus-
trated by figure 7, which is based on two
assumptions conceming the societal cost
figures of an injury or dcath in motor vchicle
accidents (table 2).

I

a
a
I

I

a
a
a
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f ixed barrier impact versus

Figure 6.

mass for various types of vehicles at vo = 30

Approach to the development of vehicle
handl inq cr i ter ia .

Determlnation of the mo$t frequent

accident situations

Def in i t ion of
sui table open- loop

test procedure$

Correlation of test results

Determi nation of vehicle chdracteristics
as criteria for handling performance

Preparation of specitications
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Monetary
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TaIal lry
lata l  In lury

Table 2, A comparison of societal cost f igures of fatal and nonfatal injuries according to various authors

Along those lines our cost/bencfit analyses
supplied us with a number of consistent
measures for the improvement of crashworthi-
ness (see tahle 3). Each set represents the
maximum benefit attainable in each vehicle at
the cost figure stated. In accordance with the
RSV concept of compatitril ity ail test spceds
given are closing velocities in a collision with a
movable deformable barrier (MDB). Gener-
ally, the decision on which a set of test
specifications is to be used will be based on
nontechnical considerations.

We do hope, however, that through our
contribution to the RSV Project we have
helned to make it clear that technical consid-

erations can go far towards creating a rational
basis for decisions of this nature.

Volkswagen has selected set B of table 3 to
use in their preliminary design work in con-
nection with the RSV Project, mainly because
the cost/benefit cuwe showed a local gradient
of nearly 1 (see the last-but-two column of
table 3), indicating that the benefit is ideally
superior to the cost.

Similar considerations may be applied to
accident avoidance measures (see fig. 8). They
ilIustrate that legal regulations regarding
costly pieces of equipment, such as adjustable
headlights or distance warning systems, are
rather meaningless.

Table 3. Consistent test conditions

Condit ion

Closing veloci ty  in movable
barr ier  test  (V.o,  (mi /h) l

Equ iva- Cost Benef it
lent  per per
car car car

(m i / h )  ( $ )  ( $ )

Local
benef i t  Benef i t  Reduct ion
increase cost of
per cost ratioa fatalitiesb

un i t

Active restraint/
mandatory use

Passive restraint
VWRA

Combinat ion A
Combinat ion B
Combinat ion C
Combination D

25

25
25
25
40
47

53

53
60

80
85

r 5

r 5
1 5
1 5
1 5
32 Rol lover

30

1.50
1 . 2 5
1 . 0 8
o.53
0.33

7.s5

4.91
3.79
2,86
2.O7
1 . 1 1

0.93

1 . 1 7
1 . 3 0
1 . 5 1
1 . 6 7
2.08

30 81 3S8
34 1 14 432
40 179 51 1
45 289 598
48 588 698

aWithout  s igni f  icance for  overal l  economical  considerat ions.
DPer 1O 0OO cars and per year. These were compared with production stbte cars without restraint.
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Characteri stic Parameter

Body sty le
Overal l  length ( in)

Ove ra l l  w id th  ( i n )

Ove ra l l  he i gh t  ( i n )

Wheel  base ( in)

Tread ( in) :
Front
Rea r

Number of passengers
F  ron t
Rear

Gross vehic le weight  ( lb l

D i s t r i bu t i on
(percent  F/R)

Curb weight  ( lb)

D i s t r i bu t i on
(percent  F/Rl

Useful  load ( lb)
Fuel  tank capaci ty (gal)

Eng ine :
SAE horsepower

Transmission
Tire informat ion:

T i r e  s i ze
Tire pressu re

Brakes:

Front
Rear
Power assist

Steeri ng
Addi t ional  BquiPment

Sedan (? or 4 door)
1 8 1  - 1 9 3
6S-73
53.5-54.3
106

56.7-57
56.1-57
4 (5 )
2
?  ( 3 )
4 O0O (max.)

50.s/49.5
3 000 (max.l

60/40
1 000
20.o

100
A utomatic/manu al

165 SB 14
27125.60
Dual diagonal brake circuit

system
Disc
Drum
Yes
Safety $teering system
Passive restrai nts, pedestrian

protection

Table 4.  Most  important  vehic le character is t ics

R S V  D E S I G N

In accordance with the data sheet (table 4)
Volkswagen has presented one possible way
of realizing the specifications and principles
promulgated by them in their work on the

RSV Project (see figs. I and 10). Nevertheless,
we have to emphasize the fact that, in our
opinion, the system in its entirety is far more
significarrt than its realization in any one
selected spot, even if that spot was selected
very carefully.

P E R S P E C T I V E S  F O R  T H E  F U T U R E

Even in retrospeet the results of phase 1 of
the RSV Project still are extremely significant
as a basis for future safety rcsearch. Although
this report has merely dealt with Volks-
wagen's contribution toward that project, we
think it is appropriate to say that the work
performed by the other participants also
concentrated on the imporbant aspects of
system analysis, in many respects confirming
our conclusions, in others, supplementing or
diversifying them.

Here again, on behalf of Volkswagenwerk
AG, we repeat our suggestion that, in addition
to the interesting and necessary work on the
subsequent phases of the RSV Project, the
basic research begun under phase 1 should be
continuetl systematically and should, if pos-
sible, be summarized and made available for
discussion.

One further step in this direction is the
project "Engineering Model of Future Motor
Vehicles." The goal of this project is to
develop a comprehensive engineering model
of future motor vehicles that will provide a
realistic and uniform basis for developing
safety requirements and assessing their future
effects.
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F igu reL  RSVf rame .

Force transfer plate

Rear cross beam

Rear door beam

Hein forced B-p i l la r

Front door beam

Tunne l  beam

( z ) roao transfer member

Reinforced A.pillar

Underbody crossbgam

Reinforced fork beam

Fork beam

Front longitudinal beam

Front crossbeam
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18-22,1e76.
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mining priorities in safety standards. Pre-
sented to the Fourth Intarnational Con-

Status Report by the United Kingdom

M R .  l .  l .  H O L L T N G S
Society of Mcrtor Manufacturers and Traders Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

In drafting this report on behalf of the
United Kingdom automobile industry, the
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traclers
compared the themes of prcvious conferences
with the theme of this conference and noted

gress on Automotive Safety, San Fran-
cisco, California, July 14-16, 1975.
Lincke, Dr. Wolfgang and Schmidt, Dipl.-
Ing. Rudiger. Ergebnisse aus dem Beitrag
d e s  V o l k s w a g e n w e r k e s  z u m  R S V -
Programm. .LTZ (Automobiltechnische
Zeitsc:hrift), 7 8. I 12, 1ts-l9, 1976.
Schmidt, R. and Langner, W. Benefit/cost
considerations for determining priorities in
automobile safety measltres. Presented to
FISITA, XVIth CongTess, Tokyo, Japan,
1 9 7 6 .

Motor Vehic le Industry

that the circumstances under which we meet
in 1976 ale different from the previous
meetings. The world is slowly recovering from
a major depression that, at the time of our
last meeting in London, in June 1974, was
already with us although the depth of the
recession was then only heing signalled.

One effect of this depression, particularly
in a number of European countries including
the United Kingdom, is to remind us of the
need for economy. In this climate, safety
takes on new aspects, as does the search for

3.

Figure 10.  The RSV.



enerry reduction and environmental protec'
tion. Doubtless this was the concem behind
the concept called the SBE-Safety, Energy,
Environment, and Economy. Indeed, this
point was made by the Administrator of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA) at the June 1974 conference,
when he statedt

We must also consider the environment and the
economy, All three areas itre factors in the luture
design of vchicles, and we must keep them in mind
as Research Safety Vehicle (RSV) proceeds. In
discussing safcty, energy, environment, and econ-
omy, I  have cal led this concept the $3E'

The United Kingdom automobile industry
has concluded that today the most important
of these three is economy, that is, the
economical u.se of materials and fuel to
reduce the impact of increasing cost to its
customers.

This progress report relates the views of the
United Kingdom automobile industry on the
four objectives, and outlines the cument
situation in the United Kingdom.
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Figure 2. Kerb weight of current United Kingdom
vehicles below a 2 000-cc engine capacaty'

below 1 000 kg (2 200 pounds). The majoritv
are thus considerably smaller and lighter than
the RSV programme for a 3 000-Pound

{1 364-kg) safety car.
In Europe, intemational govemmental col-

laborative research has been goitrg on since
1970 under the aegis of the European Experi-
mental Vehicles Committee (EEVC). We
make no apology for quoting from the fore-
word of the paper presented by the Chairmalt
of the EEVC at the 1974 conference. He

stated:
Rtsearch to improve the safety of  vehic les had

been carr ied out  internat ional ly  for  some t ime'

Government administrators in col la l lorat ion wi th

industry have star ted invest igat ions to stanclardise

rtgulat ions which di f fer  f rom each other,  and also

to make recommendat ions for  the highest  possib lc

I
*mEl-nitts accepttrble. fcrr production' This facil-

iTates the sile ol' cttr's between natirtns, irnd at the

same t ime improves their  safety.  Without  under-

est imat ing th is cont inuing work,  sr lme ( lovern-

ments have in i t iated m<lre advatrced research,

eventually to be uscd to slrengthon regulations to

give szrl'er vehicles. Any gain in safety must. -tre
ach ievedw i t h i f t  @
end dim---4Eiq!s,t 

-

Furthermore,  account must  be taken of  the specia l

t l i l ' l ' icu l t ics for  smal l ,  l ight  vehic les and the prot l -

Iems of  their  compat ib i l i ty  on the roacl  wi th larger,

heavier  vehic les.

Manufacturers have been carrying out their
own safety developments and the results of
some of this work, where they relate to the
EEVC recommendations, are shown in tables

o
I
t
X

z

F{
E

!
U

u

=
u

B
u
z

|  000-1 499cc

1

0
? 000 cc and over

1 S70 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

YEAR

Figure  1 .  Trend o f  new veh ic le  reg is t ra t ion  in  the

Uni ted  K ingdom for  1970-75.

SAFETY

As ean be seen from figure 1, the vast
majority of the vehicles sold in the United
Kingdom market during the last 5 years fell
between the engine capacities of 1 000 cc and
2 000 cc. Figure 2 shows that the kerb weight
of current vehicles is from 620-1 240 kg
(1 365-2 ?30 pounds) with most being well
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1-3. It will be seen that in a number of cases
the results are encouraging.

The United Kingdom industry is continuing
to study the objectives and test methods of
the EEVC. There is no doubt that this
organisation is formr.rlating test procedures
and acceptance criteria that are appropriate
to the European cars below 3 000 pounds
kerb weight. So far indications are that the
recommendations are practicable and would
not have an unacceptable effect on the total
vehicle price providing the benefits can be
demonstrated.

For these reasons the United Kingdom
industry is not pursuing the RSV concept
further but is following the EEVC objectives.
However, it should be noted that one manu-
facturer has supplied three vehicles from its

Table 1. 48-km/h frontal barrier impact tests

7974 experimental safety vehicle (ESV)
model range to the NHTSA. Thc manufac-
turer has participated with Calspan Corpora-
tion in the test programme. This comprised a
9O-degree, car-to-ca-r side impact at 48 km/h
(30 mi/h) and a head-on impact between the
British SRV-1 and the AMF Z ESV at a
closing speed of 96 km/h (G0 mi/h). Both
tests were understood to demonstrate compli-
ance with expected performance (figs. 8-6).

Occupant Protect ion

In recognition of the proved performance
and demonstrated cost-effectiveness of safety
belts in saving lives, the United Kingdom,
together with most other European countries
and a number of other developed areas of the

Test vehic le

7
Pas- Driver

$enger
Le f t  R igh t
hand hand

1 0

Test type:
(1 )  30"
(2)  Offset  r ight  hand 1/2
(3)  Offset  r ight  hand 1/3

Dummies:
Restra ined
Instrum6nted
Fi t ted-f  ront  r ight  hand
Fi t ted-f ront  lef t  hand
Fitted-rear right hdnd
Fi t ted-rear lef t  hand

EEVC recommendat ions:
Compl iance wi th b iomechan-

ical  to lerance l imi ts
Head-{1 000 Sever i ty

I ndex  (S l )

Ches t - { 60g -  3  ms
>60  g

Femur-1 7OO lb
(7 .6  kn )a

No bursting open of doors
dur ing impact

Possib i l i ty  of  opening at
least one door without
tools af ter  col l is ion

Possib i l i ty  af ter  col l is ion
of  removing complete
dummies

No fuel  spi l lage or  f i re

Yes Yes
No Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes

Yes
Yes

6This cr i ter ion taken f rom the ig74 report  but  s ince lowered by EEVC WG-4.
NOTE. O = compl iance wi th recommendat ion;  X :  fa i lure to meet recommendat ion;  -  = no informat ion.

No
Yes
Yes
"j'

Yes No Yes
Yes No
Yes Yes
":' 

:-"'

Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes

o

o

o

o

X

o

o

o

o

Yes
Yes
Yes

l:'

o

o

o

o o x

o o o

o o o

o o o o

o

o

o;

o

;o

o

o
o o o
o o o Tank empty but

no damage
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world such as Australia and the hovince of
Ontruio in Canada, have enacted, or will
shortly enact, laws requiring the wearitrg of
safety belts. Table 4 shows the status of the
safety belt-wearing laws of such countries'

One result of the increase of belt wearing
has been that European car mzurufacturers
have had to put increasing emphasis on the

Table 2. Rear imPact tests

comfort of the wearer in addition to the
protection criteria.

$ome of the customer problems that have

been found by United Kingdom manufac-
turers are a$ follows:

r Diagonal strap rubbing the neck, especially
for smaller occupants

Test vehic le

Item
1 2 1 3

Mobile barrier weight test
(kg) (EEVC recom'
mends 1 100 ks)  1 813

lmpact  veloci ty  (km/h)
(EEVC recommends 35
krn/hl 50

EEVC recommendations:
1.  No burst ing oPen of

door during imPact 0

1  8 1 3  1  8 1 3

' 5 0  
5 0

1  8 r 3  I  8 1 3  I  8 1 3

48 4g 50

.' 320 1 320

35 3E

Previout
frontsl
rmpact
secondary
latched

1 320 1 10O

3E 35

Previous 0
frontal

impact

2. Possib i l i ty  of  open'
ing st  least  one dool
wi thout  tools sf ter
col l is ion 0

3, Possibility, efter col'
l is ion,  of  removing
ssmplete dumftiet

4.  No fuel  spi l lage or  f i re O
0 0

0 o 0 0 0 - 0

0
Rear right'
hand s ide

0 ;

NOTE. 0 = Pa$$; -  = no intormatron'

Table 3. Roof tests

Test vehic le

r 5 1 7 1 8 1 9 21

Test type:
1.  50-kmlh ro l lover
2.  1O'km/h roof  impact  (6f f / '  kerb

weight l
EEVC Becommendat ions:

1.  No burst ing open of  door dur ing
impact (Type 1 Tesr)

2.  Possib i l i tv  of  opening at  least  one

door wi thout  tools af ter  col l is ion
(Type 1 Test l

3.  Possib i l i tv ,  a{ ter  col l is ion,  of  re-

moving complete dummies (TYPe

1 Test)

4. No fuel spillage or fire (Tvpe 1 Testl

5-  Absence of  excessive roof  crush
(TvPe 2 Test)

None  0
fitted

0

N/A 15.8 cms N/A

0 0 0 -

5 cmt 3.6 cms N/A N/A N/A I cms

NOTE. 0 = pass;  -  = no informat ion;  N/A = not  appl icable '
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Figure 3.  AMF-ESV to Br i t ish SRV-1 SRV c los ing
speed 96 km/h (60 mi /h) .

Figure 5. Ninety-degree car-to-car impact at 48 km/h
(30  m i /h ) .

f r l i l l : t i  i r , : :  , : : : . : i

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

Figure 6.  lmpacted vehic le.

Lap strap riding too high off iliac crest into
abdomen
Difficulty in eonnecting and releasing
buckle with console-fitted anchorages
Excessive pressure on the shoulder with
emergency locking retractors equipped
with conventional retract spdngs at high
settings
Unacceptable difficulty in coarse adjust-
ment of many static belts and hence dirty,
untidy appearance, and slack wearing con-
dition (if used at all)
Similar problems with retractors with low
spring setting (usually introduced to obvi-
ate excessive shoulder pressure)
Lack of provision of means for adjustment
of upper anchorage height to suit tall and
short occupants
Interference with access to rear passenger
compartment in two-door vehicles

To overcome some of these problems one
manufacturer has lowered the "8" post an-
chorage by some 40 mm, arrd others have
made available anchoragc adjusters, which,
when fitted, lower tile '18?r post loop by some
35 mm (this equipment being recommended
for persons of below average height, especially
small females) as seen in figures 7 and 8.

Another manufacturer has under review
two designs of "E}" post adjustments, shown
in figures I and 10. These allow the wearer to
easily select alternative positions for the
upper anchorage without the need of tools.
Figures 11-13 show a British vehicle that is

Figure 4. Posttest result.
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E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H  I C L E S

Figure 7. This il lustrates the problem of persons of
short stature, that is, the belt bearing against
the neck, presenting the wearer with an
u ncomfortable situation,

fitted with a guide for the seatbelt that can be
used, at the discretion of the occupant, to
lower the run of the seatbelt across his/her
chest. The guide is mounted in a frangible
fitment so that under impact conditions the
load is taken directly by the upper anchorage.
Tests indicate that there is no measurable
increase in the forward movement of the
occttpant during the impact.

Figures 14 and 15 show the anangements
in two new British cars where the lap portion
of a running-loop belt is anchored to the seat
ensuring a snug, comfortable, and anatomi-
cally correct fit. Another British vehicle was
introduced in 1970 with both lower and
upper anchorages on the seat.

It is most important that regulations which
strictly control the design of motor vehicles
should not preclude such developments that
have the ohjective of overcoming real proh-
lems faced by the vehicle user. In Europe this

Figure 8. This shows the use of
anchorage to alleviate
in f igure 7.

a plate bolted to the
the problem shown

has been the case where even now it is very
difficult to obtain approval in all countries for
designs that are different from the common
state-of-the-art at the time the regulations
were written.

As would be expected, the increase in
compulsory belt-wearing requirements has
given rise to a very high fitting of emergency
locking retractors (inertia reels). Indeed, some
British manufacturers now fit only this type
of scattlelt as standard, other manufacturers
have them as standard on some models and as
options on other models.

Further development continues on passive
belt-wearing systems. No current model of
British car yet incorporates such a system, but
it is known that a number of British manufac-
turers have systcms under development.

Altematives to the passive seattrelt-wearing
system include the automatic cushion re-
straint system that consists of a pad held in
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Figure 9. This design provides a two-posit ion an-
chorage, The main unit is recessed into the
vehicle side structure and f ixed in place by
means of a standard 7116" diameter bolt,
and two l ighter f  ix ings. The exist ing seat-
belt bracket is attached to a torque plate

' 
that can be plugged into either location.
The release button permits its removal and
relocation to the alternative position.

light contact with the occupant's chest to-
gether with a knee restraint, In an emergency
the pad is locked into position. This system
was demonstrated at the 1974 conference and
is becoming of increasing interest to marufac-
turers and operators of urban delivery vehicles
in countries where compulsory seatbelt-
wearing laws operate (experience of this
device forms the subject of a paper to be
presented at one of the seminars).

Another occupant protection development
is the new generation of laminated safety glass
which was demonstrated at the 1974 confer-
ence and is now fitted as standard to a new
British vehicle. This glass, known as "Ten-

Twenty," incorporates a tempered inner
layer, which fractures under impact into finer
fragments splreading more extensively to pre-
sent a smoother surface that causes less
severe lacerations of the face and scalp. Figure
16 illustrates the more rounded shape into
which the glass deforms on impact.

Pedestr ian Protect ion

In the Eutopean counhies up to 40 percent
of all road deaths are pedestrians. More and
more attention is thus being given to this

problem by manufacturers'design staffs. The
Cornmon Market countries, inclucling the
United Kingdom, are expected shortly to be
mandating the EEC Directive 741483 on
Extemal Projections of Motor Vehicles. It will
be recollected that the problems of pedestrian
impact were a feature of the demonstrations
at the United Kingdom Government's 'frans-

port and Road Research Laboratory during
the 1974 conference. We arc pleased to note
that a paper on this subject is being presented
by a major British manufacturer in the semi-
nars.

Figure  10 ,  A  ver t i ca l  member  and spr ing- loaded an '

chorage bracket  make up  th is  un i t .  l t  can  be

at tached to  the  s ide  pane l  assembly  by
'  m e a n s  o f  a  s t a n d a r d  7 / 1 6 ' i n c h  b o l t .  T h e
' anchorage bracket may be depressed atrd

then adjusted up and down the member,

au tomat ica l l y  lock ing  on  re lease in  the

.  most  su i tab le  pos i t ion .  In  th is  example

the seven alternative anchorage posit ions

are  19  mm (0 .75  inches)  apar t  and

prov ide  an  overa l l  t rave l  o f  114 mm (4 .50

i nches ).

t
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 11.  This i l lust rates a fur ther  example of  the
problem of persons of short stature, that
is, the belt bearing against the neck,
presenting an uncomfortable situation.

Figure | 2. One manufacturer's solution to the problem
shown in f igure 11.  The bel t  can easi ly  be
removed from the guide by the occupant.
In event of impact the guide pulls away
from fixing.

Figure 13.
f igure 12.

ENERGY

In all countries, road hansport of people
and goods is essential to the creation of
national wealth, and road vehicles depend
upon petroleum fuel because of its high
energy density.

The world is using up its fossil fuel store at
an increasing rate, but, because the fuel
cannot be replaced, it should be conserved
until science has learned to replenish our
resources, converting the sun's energy into a
usable range of fuels for transport and other
purpose$.

Consenration programmes must emphasise
efficient and appropriate applications of the
different forms of fuel, For example, electric-
ity, however generated, is efficienfly and
appropriately used for domestic and industuial
application. It is not suitable for transporta-
tion, except perhaps for railroads, whereas
liquid fuels, such as are derived from petro-
leum, a.re the most appropriate for road
vehicles due to their high energy density and
ease of handling within the existing distribu-
tion system. For this reason petroleum fuels
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Figure 14.  This i l lust rates together  wi th f igure 15an

installation where the belts are attached
to the seat at the lower anchorages only.

Bv th is  means the seat  buckle remains in

the preferred position relative to the

driver, where it is always accessible and

ensures an ideal  lap bel t  conf igurat ion
across the body, irrespective of the size of

the occupant or the position of the seat.
Constant  posi t ibn ing of  the buckle in  th is

running-loop configuration also reduces
the tendency for  neck rubbing wi th smal l

occupants.

should be conserved for road transport and

for portable power aPPlications'
Coal and gas are most rcadily applied to

stationary installations and are not well suited

to portable uses. Exotic fuels such as hydro-

gen are not reaclily adapted to road Lrse but

could more easily be used in future for

stationary applicatio ns.
If petroleum-hrased liquid fuels wete to be

conserved for road transport and other appro-
priate applit:ations, the period wor'rld bc con-

siclerably extended during which road vehicles

could operate on the same principles as are in

use today.

Figure 15. Further detai l  of  instal lat ion shown in
f igure  14 .

Depending on the extent to which this
policy is applied, the period llefore alternative
fuels become essential to road Lransport will
be extended by a factor of up to five, since
road transport uses less than one-fifth of the
world's consumption of petrolettm llrt:ducts
arrcl dedication of all those products to road
transport and portable power use could ex'
tend thc availability of those products by the
amount indicated.

Adopting a different hypothesis, if all use
of petroleum products for roacl transport
were to be reduced by 25 percent, this would
result in a reduction in overall petroleum

use of about 4.5 percent, which is virtually
insignificant in total oil resource couservation
terms, It is clear that reductions in the use of
petroleum products for other than road trans'
portation purposes must bc the first concern
of world ener5l consewatioll llrogrammcs.

At the sarrre time, it is clearly higl-rly
desirable to conserve transportation energy as
a contribution to overall energy cotrservation
programmes, both for economic reasotrs and
to defer the need to change to more expcusive
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Figure 16. Side view of characteristic bulge in conventional laminated and Ten,Twenty after sled headform
impact  at  19 mi /h.  Note the f iner  and more extensive f ragmentat ion and smoothness of  the bulge in
the case of Ten-Twenty, causing much less severe laceration as the face moves down the screen.

d#td-clBcr"-"# 
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fuel altematives so as to buy time for a more
orderly changeover to otlrer fuels.

Conservation may be promotecl by:

I More efficient extraction of energy from
fuel
More efficient utilization of energp
Higher ratio of payload to net weight of
vehicle
Lighter vehicle weight
Fewer miles travelled, for example, less and
shorter joumeys
Less road congestion, allowing more travel
at constant economic speed

r Better road glading and design of
tions

Perhaps the most direct way to conserve
fuel for road transport is to pay close atten-
tion to vehiclc weight, since this has virtually
a linear relationship with fuel corr$umed, as
has frequently becn demonstrated.

Apart from these individual conservation
methods, the degree to which they may be
appropriate in different countries varies, as
indicated in table 5.

Examples have been shown here for the
United Kingdom, the Common Market coun-
tries, the United States of America, and
Japan. From the table we .see that the
Common Market and the United Kingclom
have a similar pattern of road fuel use. that
is, in 1975 about 0.29 tonnes of gasoline per
arlnum per person. In the United States the
consumption was 1.35 tonnes per annual lrer
person, that is, 4.66 times the European
averagc.

Fucl conservation in the United States
becomesi a matter of concern for the rest of
the world. An objective of 4O-percent saving
has heen proposed, anct it is intercsting to see
that in 1975 this would have treen 12? million
tonnes, almost equal to the whole of the road
fuel consumed by the 250 million people of
the EEC plus the 105 million people of Japan.

Against this background the Research
Safety Vehicle programme is highly signifi-
cant with its emphasis on economy of opera-
tion and use of energy. It has been stated
elsewhere that the energy consumed to manu-
facture a car such a-s the RSV will be
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Table 5. Fuel consumption

Country
Total inlend Fload fual
consumption consumption
(m. tonnesl  (m. tonnesl

Total  o i l
Popul8tion consumed
(mi l l ionsl  per head

(tonnes)

Road fuel  consumot iona
(tonnes/headl

Gasoline D iesel Total

Uni ted Kingdom:
1 973
1974
I 975

European Economic Community;
1 973
1974
1975

United States:
1  973
1974
1 975

Japan: .
1 973
1974
1  975

103
95
84

531
495
456

751
721
703

106
1 0 2
106

321
3 1 4
3 1 8

1 . 7 9
1.69
1 . 5 0

2.06
1 . 9 8
1 . 8 2

0.30
0.29
0.29

1.35
1 , 3 3
1 . 3 5

250

211

105

5623
22
21

33
32
34

o.?9
0.28
0.29

0 . 1 1  0 . 4 1
0 . 1 1  0 . 4 1
0.09 0.38

0.14  0 .42
0 . 1 3  0 . 4 1
0.14  0 .42

0 . 1 7  1 . 5 ?
0 . 1 6  1 . 4 9
0 . 1 6  r . 5 1

3.73
3.41
3.33

240
235
220

?.34
2.23
2.09

0 . 1 8  0 0 . 1 3  0 . 3 1
0.18  00 .1  2  0 .30
0.20 bo.r 2 0.32

aThe f iqures dssume no change f rom 1973 populat ion f igures given.
blncludes some use for  other d iesel+ngined purposes.

approximately one-tenth of the total energy
wed as road fuel during the lifetime of that
car. Vehicle weight is the principal factor
goveming the total amount of energr used to
construct arrd propel the car, and for this
reason it must be concluded that every effort
should be made to reduce the weight of
future cals. To this end each legislation
requirement thal, may add weight should be
very carefully evaluated for its effectiveness
since it wrll inevitatrly cause a fuel penalty.

E N V I R O N M E N T

Exhaust  Po l lu t ion

In accordance wi'uh other member countries
of the Common Market, the United Kingdom
hru adopted the exhaust emission regulations
applicable to petrol-engined motor vehicles as
established by the United lrlations Economic
Commission for Europe and now incorpor-
ated in the relevant EEC Directive.

Background to the Air  Pol lut ion Problem in
the  Un i ted  K ingdom

A survey by the United Kingdom Depart-
ment of Industry during 1972 (shown in table
6) identified sources of pollutants.

Table 6.  Uni ted Kingdom ai r  pol lu t ion sources

From this table it can be seen that there are
othcr sources than transport that are contrib-
uting significantly to pollution of the environ-
ment. Legislation to reduce motor vehicle
pollution was introduced in the United King-
dom in L972, The full effects of this will not
be seen until the 1980's. but we believe that it
will make significant reductions in the
proportion of pollutants contributed by road
transport; therefore, it is considered that
more stringerrt m(lir$Llrcs, beyond thclse re-
cently agteed in Europe, cannot be justified.

The United Kingdom motor industry is of
the firm opinion that, prior to any further
lowering of the limits, there is good justifica-
tion for the establishment of a European air
quality standard against which future regula-
tions should be determined. It should be this

I

I
i l

I

1
l
I

;
rl

source or porrutant i.i lil: lff

Transport  M. l  37.1 ?O.g
Domest ic 24.4 Very low 4.6
f  ndustry 9.1 40.6
Town gas process plants O.1 Very low 34.O
Petroleum ref  iner ies 2,5 21 .7
Povr€r stations 14.6 Very low 4O.5
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approach that justifies required emission
regulation levels and the timing of their
introduction.

If regulations were to be introduced for a
further reduction in exhaust Eas emissions
Iimits without regard for the lead time neces-
sary to establish favourable cost/benefit
terms, then, dependent upon what levels may
be established, difficulties will be presented to
both manufacturer and motorist in that to
some extcnt:

(1) Drive quality will depreciate further;a
situation unlikely to be tolerated by
the customer and which may of itself
constitute a safetY hazard.

(2) Petrol consumption wiII increase sig-
nificantly and with fuel costs cur-
rently rising at a greater rate than real
income, this imPoses an additional
cost burden uPon the motorist, with
obvious Jrolitical implications.

(3) Vehicle performance wilI decrease by
comparison with previous model
years, and despite the viewpoint in
some quarters, performance charac-
teristics are still a major selling feature
of a motor vehicle.

(4) The initial purchase price of the vehi-
cle will increase.

(5) The more complex emission control
systems are likely to affect the cost of
ownership through increased service
charges.

No ise  Po l lu t ion

The principal potrlutant other than exhaust
emissions of concem to the automobile indus-
try is that of noise.

Within the EEC. the Government of the
United Kingdom continues to press for lower
noise levels) and on 5 July 1974, a draft
Council directive was published setting out
lower noise levels to come into effect on 1
October 1976. In spite of this pressure these
lower levels have not been ratified and no
date has heen fixed for their implementation.

In anticipation of the proposed lower
levels, United Kingdom industry caried out
the nec:essary development and made signifi-
cant capital investment to meet the 1976
date. However, as a result of the failure of the
Council of the EEC to publish firm legisla-
tion, development in the United Kirrgdom has
generally been put in abeyance because the
previously developed noise reduction specifi-
cations may no longer be compatible with
projected vehicle designs.

Table 7. Existing and proposed legislation to control the nolse emitted by new passenger car$

Leg is la t ion
Country

Existing Proposed For  imp lementa t ion

European Economic Communi ty  (EEC) :
L imi ts  in  dB(A):  82 80 1980

Acceleration test in Directive 701157IEECTest method

Jaoan:
Limits in "phon" 84 81 1.4.79 new approvals
Equivalent  to  dB(A) 78 1.12.79 a l l  new vehic les 'dates to be

establ ished
Test method Equivalent to EEC

United States (most stringent State
reeuirement) :a

Limi ts  in  "phon"

Equ iva len t  t o  dB{A}
80 77  1 .1 .7S

SAE J986a

aEEC and SAE l imi ts are both based on accelerat ion tests,  but  there are s igni{ icant  d i f ferences in the te$t  condl t ions,  notably
the distance of  the microphone f rom the vehic le path,  which is  7.5 m (24.6 f t )  in EEC and 15.2 m (50 f t )  in SAE, The e{fect  of
the di f ferences var ies f rom one model  to another,  but  in general  noise levels recorded in SAE tests are 4-6 dB(A) lower than in
EEC, except for  certa in h igh-performance cars that  ere tested in f i rs t  gear for  SAE as opposed to second gear for  EFC.
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The present status of noise legislation
within the EEC is that a proposal is being
considered that would maintain generally
the reduced noise levels set out in the
Council's draft. but introduction would be
defened until 1980, provided the noise levels
are confirmed by October 1976.

In the United States there are no compara-
ble Federal construction reE;r.rlations although
the EPA is known to have test proposals
under consideration. However, many States
arrd cities have local legislation. In addition
there are "in use" standards amongst which
are the "Interstate Motor Carrier Noise Emis-
sions Standards." These standards for both
drive-by and stationary tests came into effect
on 5 October 1975 and are understood to be
strictly,enforced.

Table 7 gives a comparison of the legisla-
tion in the EEC (Common Market), Japan,
and one American State's requirement (that
are considered the most stringent).

Considering the long experience of noise
control legislation in Europe, it seems unfor-
tunate that the United States is developing
unique legislation. It would seem logical and
highly desirable that EEC and United States
legislation should be harmonised, preferably
based on the International Standards Organi-
sation (ISO) and United Nations methods.

ECONOMY

Earlier in this report we drew attention to
the imporbance of the 1 000-2 000-cc vehicle
class. The objectives of the EEVC programme
and continuing developments in safety-
oriented legislation together with pollution
control measures all tend to add weight to the
automobile. However, the opposite pressures
of economics and energy conservation are
forcing weight reductions on the industry,
thus, weight control is becoming of para.
mount importance.

Reduced vehicle weight results in lower
mnning costs, so an overall vehicle design aim
is to produce the lightest vehicle that current
technology will allow. Weight reductions are
generally accompanicd by cost reductions.
Opportunities to save weight are created in
many ways. More sophisticated design analy-

SECTION 3 I  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

sis methods can show areas where savings can
be made. but more obvious methods involve
the use of alternative materials.

One of the most promising recent develop-
ments involves the use of high-strength low-
alloy steels (HSLA) and investigations are
proceeding in several companies. Many ques-
tions need to be answered before H$LA can
be directly substituted for mild steel. Investi-
gators are trying to establish differences in
welding trehaviour, corrosion resistance, work
hardening, crush behaviour, and so forth. It
would appear that a large number of panels
could eventually be made in HSLA with
considerable weight benefits and few cost
penalties.

There are other ways of reducing weight,
the easiest being, of course, the use of
lightweight materials such as aluminum and
plastics.

The use of aluminum in place of cast iron
or steel can, in some cases, reduce cost. This is
where the initial cost of material is offset by
the lower fabrication cost, but, unfortunately,
this only applies in a limited number of cases.
Aluminum dye casting can result in cost
savings because less machining is required, and
higher production rates are possible.

The benefits of good weight control are
irnprovcd performance, fuel economy, cost
savings, and in the case of load carrying
vehicles, ma;{imum payloads. Thus weight
control is becoming increasingly important
for emission control and fuel economv.

CONCLUSIONS

Safety

In Britain, 75 percent of vehicles recently
registered have an engine capacity between
1 000 arrd 2 000 cc. They have weighed
between 800 and 1 200 kg compared to the
target of 1 364 for the 3 000-pound RSV. It
is for this reason that the EEVC proposals,
rather than those for the RSV, seem to most
British manufacturers to be more suitabk+ to
European conditions.

When tcsted in accordance with the pro-
posed EEVC pror:edures, many current cars
can meet most of the requirements if suitably
strengthened.
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The wearing of seatbelts is the most cost-
effective way of saving lives. Many European
countries have made seatbelt wearing manda-
tory, and all manufacturers continue to make
considerable improvements in the comfort
and conveniencc of seatbelt wearing.

Energy

Many altemative fuels have been consid-
ered for motor vehicles but none is ablc to
match petrol or diesel fuel for energy density
and convenience. For example, solid or gase-
ous fuels and electricity are more suitable for
stationary applications. For this reason we
recommend that petroleum fuels should be
reserved for road trarrsport and other portable
power applications.

Vehicle weight is probably the single most
important factor affecting energy consump-
tion both in the manufacture and use of
vehicles.

Environment

Emission control legislation in the United
Kingdom and Europe will not show its fuII
effect on air quality until the 1980's as older

cars ale replaced. When this process is com-
pleted the contribution of motor vehicles to
air pollution will be very much reduced
relative to other sources. For this reason the
need for further reductions in automotive
pollution standards should be fully demon-
strated before proposing to increase their
severity.

More severe ernission levels would be likelv
to result in increased fuel consumption.

Vehicle noise controls are based on differ-
ent test methods in Europe and the United
States, giving different meanings to the indi-
cated values. We recommend that the test
methods should be intemationally stand-
ardised on those developed by the ISO.

Economy

Vehicle weight reductions give economies
in running costs and the consumption of
materials. In Europe, car weights are already
substantially below those of American models,
and vehicle manufacturers will continue to
grve high priority to weight control. We
recommend that govemment agencies in all
countries review curuent and proposed legisla-
tion to ensure that its effect on vehicle weight
is minimised.

Effect of High Pressure Hydraulic Systems on Primary Safety

M . J . J . D E  L A S S U S
General Delegate of Citroen C.rr Corporatiorr

I N T R O D U C T I O N

During the previous international confer-
ences on Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV),
which Citroen closely took part in from the
beginning, our company steadily reported on
its work in progress and its experiments,
performed with tJre agreement and financial
assistance of the French Govemment. accord-
ing to the proglam it estahlished in 1968,
entitled "Experimental Safety Sub System"
(ESSS). This program was based on the study
of subassemblies and partial structures of
European-type light vehicles and the restraint
systems that can be fitted to them.

The resulting cost/efficiency of this realis-
tic and rational pr()gram enabled us to imm+
diately apply the developments of research
and experimenting to our mass production
vehicles (GS-CX). Our research especially con-
cerned itself with the difficult problem set for
vehicles with small overall length by the
optimum absorption of energy in cases of
frontal impacts. It is, therefore, worth remem-
bering that from now on, automobile custom-
ers have the opportunity to take advantage of
this acquired knowledge.

In view of the targets set by the ESV
program, it seems advisable today to leave the
field of passive safety and briefly show, in a
technical film, the devices adopted by Citroen
that have been pcrfected and developed to
increase the qualities of active safety in their
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Figure 1. More than 2 000 000 vehicles are equipped
with high pressure hydraulic systems.

compact and full-sized vehicles. These devices
include the use of hydraulic engineering ap-
plied to suspension, braking, and, for some of
our models, to power steering.

However, I have to emphasize the three
following advantages that have resulted from
our unceasing technical development, never

Figure 2. Pump pressure and discharge.
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suspended in practice since 1953, in a field
that gives our production a particularly indi-
vidual character.

First, our automobiles possess exceptional
qualities of road-holding, thanks to a highly
incrensed road grip due to the possibility of
reclucing, by approximately 50 percent, the
specific frequency of suspension when com-
pared to the frequency of a standard suspen-
sion with metal springs. This also improves
the comfort of the passenger.

As for braking, the fitting of a high
pressure circuit and appropriate controlling of
its delivery allows, together with an optimum
determination of braking power with a mini-
mum of response time, an adjustment as
perfect a.s possible for proportioning the
braking force on the front and rear axles
according to the implied loads.

And last, the mastery of hydraulic engi-
neering, always working with the presence of
a high pressure source, enabled Citroen to
work out a power steering where both the
steering-turning force and the return to a
straight line of steering are a direct function
of the speed, thus contibuting to driving
without effort at very low speeds (parking,
town maneuvering) and to optimum road,
holding during highway use. On the most
unfavorable roadbeds, this is accomplished
with the help, if necessary, of an alteration in

Disjonction: I 70 Ears
Switch.off: 2 400 Psi

R6gulateur de pression
Pressure regulator
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Other uses
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Figure 3. Pump pressure and discharge.

ground clearance by means of a hand-
operated control within the driver's reach.

As far back as 1953, high pressure hydrau-
lic systems have been used in mass production
on the rear axle suspension of the "15 Six ftr"
vehicle. High pressure hydraulic systems have
been applied since 1955 to the suspension
and brakes of such vehicles as the DS, SM,
GS, CX, and to the brakes of some light
trucks, as well as to the power steering and
gear shifting of some of these vehicles. Con-

Figure 4.  Suspension.

Bloc  hydro-pneumat ique de  susper rs ion
Hydro-pnoumat ic  susDens ior r  un  i t

Gez comprimd
Pressurizcd gas

Amortisseur intdgrd
I ntegrated shocl(-absorber{

*a CYl indre de susfrension
sUSpenston cyi lncer

stantly improved, these systems benefit from
our experience in building more than
2 000 000 vehicles and they have reached the
highest level of quality and reliability (fig. 1).

Furthermore, it is essential to point out
that the whole of these technical attainments
(at present demonstrating perfect reliability)
is the result of research work, developments,
and testing that Iasted for a long time but
enabled very important progress in the field
of vehicle active safety and quite reasonable
terms of cost/efficiency.

P R E S S U R E  S O U R C E  A N D  P R E S S U R E  A C .
C U M U L A T I O N

The engine of the vehicle actuates a varia-
ble flow high pressure (HP) pump which is
fed from a tank by a type of mineral oil and
forces it into a main accumulator through a
pressure regulator.

When the pressure in the accumulator
reaches 170 bars, cut-off occurs, and then the
pump discharges, without pressure, into the
tank (fig. 2).

During we, when the pressure in the
accumulator drops to 140 bars, cut-in occurs
and the pump discharges again under pressure
into the accumulat()r. A safety valve enables
feeding by priority "front brake" and "steer-

ing" functions (fig. 3).
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Figure 5. Ground touch.

U S E S  O F  H I G H  P R E S S U R E  H Y D R A U L I C
SYSTEMS

Ground Connect ion-Suspension

Each one of the independent wheels is
connected to the body by means of a hydro-
pneumatic device whose volLlme of pre-
compressed gas is submitted to pressiure
changes according to the vertica.l load on Lhe
wheel (fig. 4).

The great flexibility obtained with ga.s
springs, combined in the hydro-pneumatic
turit with a system of valves providing imme-
diate damping, allows a natural frequency of
suspension approximately two times lower
than that currently achieved with metal
springs.

Having achieved great suspension flexibili,
ties, the height of the vehicle would be
particularly sensitive to load changes; an
automatic level+ompensating device makes
up for the effects of these changes by
modifying the volume of fluid left in the
hydro-pneumatic components (fig. 5).

The automatic height control by keeping
the level of the vehicle and the ground
clearance constant provides the maintenance
of the qualities of comfort and of road-
holding whatever the load conditions. The
ground clearance can be manually adjusted by
means of a lever within the driver's reach
(fiss. 6, 7).
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Figure  6 .  Ground c learance w i th  d r iver  a lone.

F igure  7 .  Ground c learance w i th  four  passengers  and
50 kg of luggage.
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Figure 8. Brakes.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Maximum braking pressures,  dr iver  a lone.

Maximum braking pressures wi th four
passengers and 50 kg of luggage,

A middle position increases the clearance
under the body by approximately 40 mm,
thus allowing driving on some difficult roads.
A high position increases the clearance under
the body by approximately L00 mm. This
position can be used especially for driving at
low speeds through particularly difficult
spots. This position also enables an easier tire
replacement.

Braking

The feeding of the four disc brakes, con-
trolled by a small travel of the pedal, allows
reducing the time of response of the braking
system. The pressure on the brakes reacts on
ttre pedal, and thus achieves a constant ratio
between the effort on the pedal and the
pressure acting on the brake components. The
braking power is not proportional to the
pedal travel, but only to the force applied to
it by the driver (fig. 8).

As front- and rear-brake circuits are inde-
pendent, on the European-type vehicle the
rear-brake circuit is fed from the rear suspen-
sion pressure, thus relating directly the maxi-
mum braking pressure on the rear axle to the
Ioad that is applied to it (figs. 9, 10).

In the case of maximum braking. the
pressure supplied for front brakes will be the
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Figure 11. Clutch control .

pressure pievailing in the front-brake accumu-
lator; for rear brakes, the pressure prevails
in the rear suspension. lt is possible to split
these two circuits according to the standards
in force in the interested countries.

Declutching Control

The control cylinder, connected to the
pedal, generates a low pressure that controls
a high pressure balancing device, integral with
the receiving cylinder. This system allows a

Figure 12. Steering.
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reduction of approximately 40 percent in the
force requirecl to activate the clutch pedal and
of 15 percent of its travel (fig. 11).

Power Steering with Power-Center ing Device

The control unit achieves the assistance of
the rack and pinion according to the impulse
given to the steering wheel. A centrifugal
governor adjusts the retum-to-straight-line
system and the steering force according to the
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speed of the vehicle. This force is also
dependent upon the rotation angle of the
steering wheel.

At low speed, the force required for steer'
ing the wheels is negligible, atld they come
back by themselves to a straight line when
there is no more force applied to the steering
wheel. even when the vehicle comes to a
standstill. This salient feature provides great
ease in parking maneuvers, as well as an
increase in safety when driving with low
adherence of the wheels.

The return-to-straight-line system gives the
vehicle a good trajectory holding, even on a
steep-sloping road. This centering in a straight
line gives the impression of a vehicle guided
by a rail, all the more as the vehicle is running
rapidly (fig. L2).

For every position of the steering wheel,
the steering is not influenced by the external
fotces applied to the front wheels, for in-
stance, the bursting of a tire, or an unbal-
anced left hand/right hand braking. The
cornbination of these exclusive features allows
a low steering ratio (2-tl2 revolutions of the
steering wheel from stop to stop) that enables
the driver to react faster and more efficiently
in case of emergency (fig. 13).

EXPE RIM EN' I "AL SAFETY VEH ICLEs

Brake Ant i-Locking Design

When braking efficiency is no longer influ-
enced by the consumption of fluid under
pressure, it is easier to use an anti-lock device
since the problem of re-feeding brake com-
ponents during actuation of the anti-lock
device is avoided.

coNcLUsloNs
r The very high pressure used permits the use

of small size components.
a Gas springs under high prcssure have a

small volume.
r The working parts being separated hy a

film of oil constantly under pressure have
an almost unlimited lifetime.

r The contribution of high pressure hydraulic
systems to the field of primary safety can
be summed up in the following manner:

- An extremely high level of comfort, and
the possibility of backing up compo-
nents that recluire appreciable strcngth,
thus reducing considerably the user's
fatigue

- A very good road-holding capacity even
in very bad driving conditions

Figure  13 .  C i t roen CX veh ic le :  A  syn thes is  o f  eng ineer ing  app l ica t ions  o f  h igh  pressure  hydrau l i c  sys tems.
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- A particularly fast response time of the
braking control, although not a fierce
one

- Good brake efficiency despite the most
difficult circumstances

- Possibility of fast vehicle maneuvering
thanks to quick steering response

- Maintenance of the steering angle se-
Iected by the driver no matter what the
extemal circumstances

Peugeot Status Report
JACQUES A.  DESBOIS
Directeur des Etudes
Automobiles Peugeot

The London conference marked the out-
comc of the correct formr-rlation of safety
problems and technical guidelines for resolv-
ing them. Henceforth, the objective is to state
the solutions more precisely and apply them
to these various problcms, whilc taking ac-
count of economic contingencies. This im-
plies, among other things, the research and
development of technologies and the choice
of test and judgrnent procedures.

In Europe for instance, the recent sympo-
sium of the European Economic Community
(EEC) in December 1975 retained the
European Experimental Vehicles Committee
(EEVC) proposals as the basis for future
European regulations in 1980'1 985.

There is, however, stil l much to be done.
Although the mechanisms of frontal impact
and the various protective measures are well
known, it is not the same with lateral impact,
compatibility, and pedestrian and cyclist pro-
tection.

On this basis, the activity of Automobiles
Peugeot in the field of safety has carried on
within the following framework;

r The French Government's research pto-
grarns: the Actions Thematiques Pro-
grammes (Subsystems Joint Research Pro-
gtam) already described by Mr. Frybourg

r The activity of the laboratory for physiol-
ogy and biomechanics managcd by Dr.
Tarriere in association with Renar.rlt

r Our own works
r The works performed with our CCMC

partners to bring out the most efficient
objectives on a European basis on as large a
scale as possible.

These four achievements complement each
other; so as to make the examination easier,

we shall quote guidelines for studies, guide-
Iines for future regulations and main results
for each research field.

FRONTAL IMPACT

Nearly 10 years ago: we began to study
three-point belt protection. Compulsory belt
wearing on the road was decided as early as
July 1973 by the French safety authorities
and has already contributed to the saving of
many human lives, reducing the severity of
collisions, and slowing the increase of road
accidents involving people. These results en-
courage us to carry on with our work in
improving belt protection.

Technical  Standpoint

I Investigations of frontal structures whos€
deformation in various types of frontal
impacts provide an optimum protection
level for belted occupants. This work is
performed within the framework of the
French research program.

r Study of the influence
characteristics upotr the
rigidity, initial play, and
etry.

exerted by bclt
protection level:
anchorage geom-

Improvement of belt comfort; for example,
the study of constant-sttess retractors, and
our work aimed at reducing buckle-opening
difficulties.
Determination of actual accident severity
by means of Lhc two chatacteristic param-
eters, namely, speed variation and vehicle
mean deceleration. and the selection of the
frontal impact test procedure. This work
confirms our choice of the 3O-degree
fixed-barrier impact as the only test proce-
dure representative of frontal accidents.

I

I
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. On the same subject, participation in the
founding of a national photolibrary whose
utilisation should permit estimating acci-
dent violence on a nationwide basis by
viewing photographs of vehicles taken ac-
cording to an accurate procedure. The first
results are promising. We hope for inter-
national cooperation to exchange necessary
information based upon preliminary knowl-
edge of each vehicle's performances in
conventional impacts at various speeds.

r Finally, we carry on husily with our bio-
mechanical research, especially concerning
head and thorax tolerances. Relating to
this, we eamestly urge the various experts
to come to an agreement, if possible on a
worldwide hasis, on the definition of dum-
mies, the criteria to be measured, and the
tolerance thresholds; an immediate agree-
ment is needed, however. even if it is to be
modified in the long run, to avoid the
prevailing uncertainty that now prevents
any actual progress in vehicle safety.

Regulations

The various regulations now in force
both in Europe and in the United States deal
with the strength of belt anchorages, belt
componcnts, steering column rearward dis-
placemcnt, energy absorption by the stccring
wheel, and interior fittings. These heterogene-
ous regulations are to be replaced by a
synthetic regulation in the near future.

In this connection, it should be kept in
mind that last May, France presented the ISO
Sub-Committee 12 on "Restraint Devices"
with a draft synthetic impact test standard
based on one prepared by the EEVC working
group 2. It is to be noted that France, in fact,
had already entered upon this course through
thc publication, in the Journal Offi<:iel of
October l7 , L975, of a synthetic test standard
for child safety seats.

LATERAL IMPACT

We have completed the work presented in
1974 in London and manifested it in our
Safety Synthesis Vehicle (VSS).

1. The sample of lateral collisions that

E X P E R I M E N T A L  S A F E T Y  V E H I C L E S

we have gathered is now big enough to
permit correct evaluation of the actual
impact conditions as well as; their
severity: we shall present the state of
our knowledge tomorrow during the
seminar on "Accident Analysis." It
must he stressed that the results pre-
sented at the fifth ESV conference in
London, among others relating to
speed variations and impact geometric
conditions, are fully confirmed. More-
over, we should soon be in a position
to estimate the speed of barrier im-
pact that results in occupant contact;
thus we might express the severity of
lesions as a function of actual impact
severitY.

2. The current state of our biomechani-
cal knowledge will be described by Dr.
Tarriere. It must be noted that the
head-neck segment of the currently
proposed dummies is in no way
adapted to the lateral impact configu-
ration.

3. A compromise between the level of
reduction achieved for occupant com-
partment intrusion and the level of
protection provided for interior walls
is being investigated. In order to ap-
preciate the results of the quaiity of
protection, we simulate lateral colli-
sions between modified vehicles rela-
tive to reference vehicles involved in a
severe real accident.

Although the lateral impact is not as well
researched as the frontal impact, we find it is
still possible to improve vehicle performance
and we suggest the following approach for
regulations in this field;

In the near term, improve the resistance to
side intrusions, for instance, by having the
doors act as a chain anchored to the front
and rear pillars.
In the midterm, limit the specific agges-
siveness of any new car. To this effect, we
shall carry out a collision test between two
identical types as proposed by the EEVC
working group 2, and we shall check the
compatitrility between the frontal and lat-
eral structures of the vehicle.
In the long term, the mechanism of lateral
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impact will perhaps be known sufficiently
to enable us to substitute a deformable
moving banier for a vehicle to act as an
obstacle.

P E D E S T R I A N  P R O T E C T I O N

Since the fifth ESV conference. held in
London, our knowledge of pedestrian protec.
tion become more precise; our multidis-
ciplinary investigation shows thatr

r The most severe injuries are caused by the
impact of the head on the vehicle.

ilIhe injuries caused by second impacts
against the ground appear less severe than it
wa$ first supposed. The impact speed is
generally not very high, and there is proba.
bly interposition of arms in a certain
number of cases.

For these reasons, we have given priority to
the study of possiblc improvcments in the
dash zone and the installation of the wind-
screen frame.

Our investigation also sttows that the
bumper has no major influence on severe or
fatal injuries of pedestrians, the most severe
injuries heing those to the head, but in the
absence of regulation, the average height of
bumpers must not be increased.

The United States applies safety standard
215. We believe that in the other countries
and, in particular, the ECE of Geneva, it
would be wise to quickly adopt a regulation
on the basis of ISO standard 2958. It is only
a-fter a comparison of all the studies under-
taken on this item a second step could be
bumper height to protect vehicles during light
impacts while monitoring pedestrian safety.

CONCLUSION

We have briefly expressed our trends and
our results regarding the most important
items for us: frontal impact, side irnpact, and
pedestrian protection.

We believe that a certain number of provi-
sions could be adopted for protection in the
case of frontal impact: 3O-degyee impact

SECTION 3 :  INDUSTRY STATUS REPORTS

procedure, protection system by belts for the
front passengers, and protection criteria. A
regulation based on a synthesis tcst (in the
spirit of safety standard 208, or the
French proposal to the ISO) could ensure
great progress towards occupanl, safety by
applying only what is possible without trying
straight away to obtain perfection.

The study of side impact still requires more
work on impact procedure, the test means,
and the performarnce criteria to be retained in
a standard,

If the ESVIRSV confcrences have pro-
duced very interesting comparisons on the
solutions to be provided for the problems
arising from safety, it has, however, appeared
absolutely necessary to treat simultaneously
all the consequences of cars on the curtent
environment. Numerous synthesis conferences
are organized on this item: Interagency lask
Force in the United States, European Sympo-
sium in Brussels. and the United Nations
Environment Program (meeting held at the
beginning of October 1976 in Paris)' We wish
that an international organization could be
created to space correctly these conferences
in order to balance the participation of
experts from the whole world.

I do not want to end my presentation
without pointing out a study that we have
undertakerr on the protecting of rear passen'
gers in frontal impact and allowing them, at
the same time, complete freedom of move-
ment, contrary to belt protection.

Certain govemmental officials may be
tempted to extend simply and solely the
compulsory wearing of belt to rear seats.

However, this does not appear obvious to
us for at least three reasons, I'irst of all, the
use of the rear seats is quite variable; the users
are in diverse age and size, and, finally, the
risk of injury is a little less for rea-r
passengers than for front passengers even
when belted.

We have achieved a passive protection
system integrated to the passenger compart-
ment and favouring the comfort of individual
hansport. A film on this achievement will be
shown tomorrow morning during the setninar
entitled "Structure Proprieties and Occupant
hotection."
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Our example should be considered as an
attempt to safeguard the service rendered by
the vehicle while protecting the passengers.

We wish that regulations could be limited

only to specifying requirements for perform-
ance, and that the choice of technical solu-
tions adapted to the types of vehicles would
be left to the marrufacturers.

Renault Status Report

P H I L I P P E  V E N T R E
Renau I t Crashworth incss Department

Since the first meeting in Paris in January
1970, Renault has participated faithfully,
actively, sometimes critically, but always con-
structively, in all international Experimental
Safety Vehicle (ESV) conferences.

During the period of 1970-1976, Renault
not only attended the meetings of the ESV
program, but contributed to most of the
international meetings dealing with the pro-
tection of automobile occupants in colli.
sions-meetings such as those of the National
Motor Vehicle Safety Advisory Council, the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and
notably the Stapp Car Crash Conference
(STAPP), the Intemational Research Commit-
tee on Biokinetics of Impacts (IRCOBI), the
American Association for Automotive Mecli
cine (AAAM), Occupant Protection, and so
forth. Let us note, if only to be complete,
that some of the work presented was well
received, and, indeed, rewarding.

This active participation in intemational
debates on occupant protection represented
for Renault an important allocation of intel-
lectual, material, and financial resources. In
fact, since 1970, approximately 100 persons
each year have worked on the various research
programs; the expense involved has amounted
to approximately 70 million francs per year,
and the total investment in test methods for 6
years has risen to 17 million francs.

AII of this work, research, study, and
testing was conducted with the strict logic
that was demonstrated during the second ESV
meeting at Stuttgart in 1971. This logic
involved studying first chronologically, then
simultaneously, all kinds of accident statistics.
national and international; intensive multiclis-
ciplinary investigations of on-the-road acci-
dents; theoretical, biomechanical, and tech-
nological research; the study and formation of

subgroups to answer problems that arose; and
finally to the study, building, and testing of a
complete vehicle, the BRV. Our aim for the
BRV was to hy to synthesize solutions
discovered in terms of industrial and eco-
nomic reality and to represent a kind of
pre-Research Safety Vehicle (RSV). parallel
to this work, an extensive test program was
developed to analyze the behavior of many
different types of vehicles in varied impact
conditions: barrier, offset, point of impact,
and speed.

Part of the research work was conducted
under contracts from the French Govern-
ment, within ttre framework of ',Actions

Thematiques Programmees.",Under this pro-
gram, about 20 contracts for a total of Z.B
million francs were awarded. of which at least
50 percent of thc financing was underwritten
by the industry.

Renault's participation in the extensive
safety research program was not confined t<r
the scientific field. Realizing that ,,real worlcl
safety" is not entirely commercial, at least on
a large scale, but that it would be nevertheless
intolerable to do nothing in the face of the
epidemic of automobile accident fatalities, we
believe that only regulation can lead to
progress in the protection of road users.
Regulation puts manufacturers on equal foot-
ing to meet a minimum level of protection,
and it makes the occupant the involuntary, or
not completely awa"re, beneficiary of this
protection.

In this regard, regulation must first be
effective, and to that end, must take account
of reality. Regulation must also be socially
at-'r:eptable, and to that end must be selected
judiciously from the va-rious types of acci.
dents to be considered and the level of
protection to be attained.

In this spirit, Renault also participated in
the intemational harmonisation to define
future regulation, supplying the knowledge
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we had aequired either in the form of f€$eareh
results, or proposed test methods and judg'
ment criteria. But this participation did not
exclude criticisms of certain tendencies either
to regulate an area so that the legislator
simply has the satisfaction of having regu-
lated, or to accord more importance to the
details of the regulation (accuracy of measure-
ment. test conditions, and so forth) rather
than to the actual foundation of this regula-
tion. This latter tendency is both troublesome
and unnecessarily costly, and is akin to the
case of a machine that punches holes to one
thousandth of a millimeter in diameter, but
one centimeter next to the location where the
hole should really be.

What is the use of regulating in detail a
particular type of collision where such regula-
tion involves vehicle modifications and dif-
ficulties in conducting the test under the
conditions prescribed by law, if no one, or
almost no one, is killed or injured under the
prescribed conditions, which rarely, if ever,
occur on the road?

It is, therefore, with this same regard for
effectiveness and realism that we take this
opportunity to specify once again the conclu-
sions we have arrived at on the principal
subjects still being debated today.

THE TYPES OF TESTS

We have often stated and written, and
continue to do so today, that the only logical
method is to deal with accidents in the order
of their statistical importance, and that effec-
tiveness will depend on the realism with
which they are analyzed and treated.

Frontal  impact

If we take the ease of frontal impact, we
see, for exam;rle, that most of the detailed
intemational statistics (one is surprised at the
relatively low input of data from the United
States) show that the gfeat majoflty of
accidents, about 70 percent, are asymmetrical
collisions. It therefore seems strange to us to
emphasize progress in occupant protection for
this type of collision by retaining a symmetri-
cal test and increasing the test speeds to
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heighten severity. We uphold the position of
the CEVE, presented in London in 1974,
which abandons the orthogonal. therefore
symmetrical, frontal test in favor of an
asymmetrical collision at 50 km/h. We point
out, in passing, that among the possible
approaches to carrying out such a test we
are firmly convinced that ttre test that
achieves the best severity compromise for
structure-severity for the restraint system, to
come as close to reality as possible, is the
frontal impact against a flxed barrier at a
3O-degree angle. Progress first must be
achieved at this stage, and only then can an
increase in the test speed be envisioned.

We devoted our work to a detailed analysis
of the trehavior of vehicles ald restraint
systems in this type of impact, and the results
of this work will be presented during the
seminar on t'Crashworthiness." Our studies on
the distribution of fatalities with relation to
impact severity have shown us that the
Equivalent Barrier Speed (EBS) method of
classification (based on the amount of energy
dissipated only by the vehicle under study,
without considering the characteristics of the
obstacle) could only result in an erroneous
understanding of reality. AIso, we have devel-
oped an analysis method based on speed
variation and the average deceleration of the
vehicle studied, which necessarily implies an
understanding of the characteristics of the
otrstacle. This method, applied in our accident
investigation, has shown us that 95 percent of
frontal impacts that involved fatalities or
severe injuries were produced for a speed
variation equal or lower than 70 km/h.

We then designed, built, and tested an
experimental vehicle, whose goal was to verify
the possibility of protecting automobile occu-
pants in an asymmetrical collision against a
fixed, SOdegtee angle barrier, at an impact
speed of 70 km/h, and to do this with an
acceptable cost increase.

The very favorable results of this test,
conducted by Calspan laboratory under con-
tract to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA). showed us that we
can consider our research work accomplished
on this point even if the technological solu-
tions are not yet all industrialized today,
particularly for pretensioned belts.
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The only difficulty remains in the choice of
active or passive restraints. Whilc we do not
consider it our place to take a position in this
political choice, we must once more affirm
that, contrary to what some uninformed
people still insist, thc air bag provides a gain
in protection performance only irr the case of
the pure orthogonal frontal impact and for an
occupant well centered in his seat.

Moreover, it seem important to again point
out that contrary to numerous claims. the air
bag is not the best solution for small vehicles.
In fact, small vehicles by definition have only
a short stopping distance, and the time
necessary for air hag inflation is incompatible
with the timc required to halt the movement
of an occupant in the passenger compartment
with a realistic restraint force. In the best of
cases, about 35 ms are necessa.ry for the air
bag to activate, and during this time
nearly 400 mm of the vehicle was deformed
at 50 km/h, while a pretensioned seatbelt can
easily be activated within 15 ms therefore
after only 180 mm of vehicle deformation,
still at 50 km/h.

Lateral  lmpact

We could next go on to review all the types
of tests anticipated to criticize them, but that
would take too long and be out of place here.
It is more important to understand the spirit
in which this criticism is made" If, for
example, we nevertheless say a few words
about what is anticipated in the United States
regarding lateral impact, we could show evi-
dence of another error into which regulation
easily falls--*hoosing a type of test because it
is easy to perform. The test with moveable,
flat, rigid, and high baniers---even though 80
percent of all lateral impacts are car-to-car
collisions-has absolutely no chance of being
close to reality. This resembles the case of a
man who having lost his keys under a broken
street lamp looks for them under the next
lamp because it is lit, and it is easier to look
for something in the light.

However that may be, the more knowledge
about this type of collision increases, the
more we are convinced that if high levels of
protection in this type of collision are to be
achieved, the technological solutions will be

of huge consequence for the automobile:
weight, price, exterior bulkiness, and decrease
in service provided. Moreover, it is certain
that to be effective it will not be enough to
reinforce the structure but there must also be
the means to limit occupant acceleration. This
carrnot be done without sacrificing passenger
space and increasing weight and cost.

It is thus more important in this case than
in any other to attack the prohlem in a
realistic way in the choice of the test mode
and in the setting of severity levels and
judgment criteria. It is also necessary to be
awa.re that to want to take too Egeat a step
right away can lead to either dooming numer-
ous existing vehicles, or to postponing the
effective date. A middle approarlh exists,
which consists of subjecting entirely new
vehicles manufactured after a certain date to
regulation.

The route proposed by the CEVE in
London to establish a control test for this
type of impact seems to us, here again,
realistic and pragmatic. Without waiting for
the ideal test method that would be realistic.
simple, and repeatable, the impact test
hetween two identical vehicles can already
permit achieving progress while encouraging
manufacturers to improve not only lateral
resistance but also to reduce frontal aggXes-
sion" During this time, the development of a
deformable and appropriately shaped movable
banier could proceed calmly.

The Laboratory of Physiology and Bio-
mechanics of the Association Peugeot-Renault
has conducted scrupulous investigations on
this type of accident within the framework of
our inquiry. An important point of this work
will be presented during the seminar on"Analysis of Accidents- "

I U D G M E N T  C R | T E R t A

Unanimity is now almost complete on the
judgment of control test results by criteria,
whether they be called injury or protective,
measured on anthropomorphic dummies. But
here, too, the way certain criteria have been
defined and levels set can be criticized, Regard-
ing the head, for example, the Head Impact Cri-
teria (HIC) is an attempt to formulate the
Severity Index (SI) as defined for impact condi.
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tions, without any relation to what ean happen
inside an automobile, and its value did not have
the same biomechanical meaning as has since
been attributed to it. Even if the HIC achieves a
better compromise between the deceleration
Ievel and the duration of the impact, the value
adopted, identical to that of the SI. does not
seem to be based on solid biomechanical data.
It seems to us desirable and possible to define
a new criterion, which could be called Head
Protection Criterion (HPC), whose limit, cal-
culated by the HIC method, woulcl be ser at
1 500. We do not propose this value by
chance, or because we do not know how to
obtain the value of 1 000. We know today, in
fact, how to experimentally obtain results
much lower than these values under condi-
tions clearly more severe than the b0-km/h
impact. We propose 1 500 because, during the
course of biomechanical research cclnducted
by our physiolory and biomechanics labora-
tory (in collaboration with Assistance Pub-
lique Francaise and the Institut de Recherches
Orthopediques, and to be presented during
the "Biomechanics" seminar). we have be-
come convinced that this value is still a
survival limit,

One could counter this position saying that
even though 1 500 is a suwival limit, 1 000 is
still better and probably saves even more
occupants. There can be many answers to this
type of argument, and always in a practical
and realistic spirit. The first is that it is better
to have a judgment criterion perhaps a little
less stringent but for a test covering 7Q
percent of real world accident cases, than to
have a criterion a bit more stringent for a test
that involves only one-fifth or one-quarter
of real world accidents. A seconcl reply is that
the technological solutions at the total pro-
duction level do not have the same industrial
availability leadtimes. There again, the realis-
tic course in our eyes is to prefer 1 500 today
rather than I 000 the day after tomorrow. It
can be pointed out in this regard that it is
very true that to want too much, too soon,
often leads to having nothing for a long time.
For example, the desire in 1973 to put into
effect an advanced regulation for occupant
protection based on passivity and strict pro-
tection criteria never materialized because

neither the necessary knowledge for suceess
nor the technology required had reached a
sufficient stage of maturity. This has had two
consequences. The first is that 3 years later,
there are no more aggregate tests in the
United States than in Europe. The second
consequence is that American manufacturers,
polarized on the technology of passive re-
straint systems, have not made the progress in
seatbelt technology that they could have.

During this time more and more countries
were utilizing, praglnatically, and realistically,
that which they had readily at hand-that is,
seatbelts, thereby saving many human lives.

E F F E C T I V E N E S S  A N D  C O S T  O F
REGULATION

It is disappointing for everyone to find out
after the fact that a regulation was ineffective.
And it is only today that official str-rdies in
various countries have shown the ineffective-
ness, or even the unfortunate effect. of
certain regulations. Each time that we asked
ourselves the reasons behind this ineffective-
ness, the answer was always the same: lack of
adaptation to real world road conditions. But
since the reason is known, why retain an
unsuitable regulation? Whatever the reason,
and if it can bc understood that regulations
established in the past with an obvious lack of
data did not have the anticipated effect, it is
unthinkable that with the methods presently
in use and the knowledge already acquired,
future regulations may be bound to continue
in the same rut as they are today. To be
concerned with the cost/effect ratio is first to
be concemed with effectiveness.

It follows that ttrat is not enough for
choosing a rea-listic track. Faced with the cost
aspect, two different attitudes have appeared.
One consists of wanting an all-encompassing
protection, even if certain accident cases
represent only a small percentage of the total;
and in this case, either one wants a sufficient
level of protection and the aggregate cost is
enormous, or else one wants all the same to
limit the aggregate cost and the general lcvel
of protection attained is small. A sccond
attitude consists of asking oneself what it is
possible to do to affect the maximum number
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of road users for a given sum. In this last case,
and if it is assumed that by definition one has
chosen effective regulations, the best chances
are brought together to obtain a good cost/
effect ratio. Unfortunately, practice shows
that "extra-scientific " elements often enter
into the picture to disturb this simple and
logical reasoning.

PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

In another area, pedestrian protection will
be, in the future when analyses in progress
throughout the world are completed, a prob-
Iem difficult to resolve technologically. In
fact, knowledge already acquired, although
incomplete, shows that llumpers are far from
being the only dctermining element, and that
the entire front of the vehicle up to the upper
part of the windshicld may be involved. There
again, and because the problem is a difficult
one, the formulation of regulatory measures
to be taken to increase pedestrian protection
can come only from a logical analysis of real
world road conditions and meaningful param-
eters of the mechanics of pedestrian impact
and their consequences. For example, we had
thought at the beginning of our work that a
large vehicle with a high, long, American-type
hood would be the most aggressive for a
pedestrian. After conducting some tests, it
was established that this was one of the best
shapes for the front of the car among all those
tested.

Once the problem has been discerned, the
choices of the levels of protection must be
made with great technological and economic
realism.

COMPATIBIL ITY

Very early in the beginning of the ESV
program we brought out the problem of
aggressivity or of the compatibility of vehicles
among themselves. After a phase of analysis
of the problem in its physical and mcchanical
aspects, we entertained thoughts in two direc-
tions: to define a method for verification and
to define a compatibility level to aim for. This
last, far from being achieved as yet, has

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

already shown us that even if the problem is
mechanically real its statistical weight still
needs to he evaluated. In fact, examination of
the distribution of accidents by type of
obstacle shows that in France, for example, if
68 percent of frontal impacts occuned be-
tween two vehicles, they would only repre-
sent 29 percent of the fatalities, while 13
percent of impacts with a fixed and rigid
obstacle cause 40 percent of the fatalities, and
this for all collision angles mixed together.

B IOMECHANICS

The last field, nontechnological, where
progress is still to be made, is that of
biomechanics, that is, the field of knowledge
of human tolerances of different types of
impacts. We have today enough data to begin
to do something in this area. But let us say
that while we have a good chance of protect-
ing a 50th-percentile, 30- or 4O-year old
in good health, we are no longer sure of what
we are doing for very different sizes or for
older persons. This last concern is purely
humanitarian and has no relation to any
afterthought of cost/effectiveness. In fact, an
American study published last year evaluates
the cost of a fatality at S170 000 for a
30-year old, and only $500 for an 85-year
old! This being the case, we think that
although today we have the means to worh, it
will be necessary in the long term to replace
the present thorax deceleration critcrion with
a dcflection criterion and to specify the
tolerances for lateral impact.

CONCLUSIONS

These are our principal thoughts, prompted
by reflecting on the state of road user
protection. But, in truth, it is easy to state
that there is nothing new in all this. And that
is the most paradoxical. In fact, this means
that the continued growth of statistical
knowledge, the continued increasc in the
number of real world accident cases analyzed,
the ever-larger number of impact tests con-
ducted, and the ever-greater precision of our
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technological or biomechanical knowledge
have only reinforced our conclusions drawn
from previous work and permitting the start
of research on progress following a sane and
realistic, therefore efficient, coLlrse. These
conclusions concem? for example, the distri-
bution of severity by type of accident, inter-
est in making available analysis methods and
accident classifications resting on indisputable
physicai bases, or the lack of representative-
ness of certain tests required by regulation.

We are not certain of always being right,
but we take great care to verify our conclu,
sions. For this, the road laboratory, that
is, our accident investigation, is the safety
barrier of our work. We continuously com-
pare our research and test results with what is
actually happening on the road, and we
constantly try, through theoretical work and
tests, to understand and explain what we have
been able to find on the road. This has led us
to modify some technological componerrts of
our vehicles. For example, we have several
times redesigned the energy absorber, which
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equips the retractorless seatbelts of our
European vehicles, in relation to our increased
knowledge of biomechanics, our test results,
and our road observations. We think we have
demonstrated that we were not prorearguard
combat, and that we know how to be con-
structive critics. But we know. too. that orrr
role can only consist of providing the results
of our reseruch. The final decision does not
belong to the industry, and it is perfectly
normal that it should be so. However, if the
political and economic decisions are difficrrlt
to makc, this is not a reason for the industry to
continue to participate in dicussions on
points where it has nothing very new to say.
We believe that the industry must concentrate
its efforts on the problems that are still
difficult to solve. Industry can only deplore
decisions that take into account neither the
reality of the facts, nor logic, nor physical
laws" And unquestionably, it is the com-
mrrnity as a whole that will bear the economic
and social consequences of the decisions
made.
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